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AUDI - General and History

Laurence Meredith - 1 86126 367 8 - 246mm x 189mm - 200pp, 175 b/w & colour illus. - Hardbound -  - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB781)

Motoring writer Laurence Meredith charts the full story of the classic Quattros from Audi in this new addition to the Crowood AutoClassic series. Over a period of 
more than 20 years the Audi Quattro has established and maintained its status as a true supercar. This book details that period, highlighting many of the marques 
technical innovations and sporting achievements.

Audi Quattro - The complete story

Compiled by R.M. Clarke - 1 85520 5084 - 200mm x 270mm - 140pp, 25+ illus. - Softbound - 2000 - Stock item.

£13.95(VWB780)

Experts from 3 Continents compare Audi's 1980 to '99 4x4 Quattros against the: BMW 3,5 & 7 Series - Porsche 911SC, 928 & 944 Turbo - Ford Sierra XR4i, 
XR4x4 & RS Cosworth - Mercedes 190E, 300TE, 400E & SLK 230 - Toyota Celica All-Trac Turbo - Cadillac Cimaron & STS - Lancia Delta HF Integrale - Infiniti 
Q45t - Alfa Romeo 155 Q4 and many more. Also included are new model reports, performance data and specifications, plus advice on purchasing a pre-owned 
Quattro.

Audi Quattro Takes On the Competition

Bodo Kraling & Herbert Volker - 3613304244 - 270mm x 370mm - 135pp, full colour pages + 62min DVD - Hardbound - 2001 - Limited stock, ou

£19.95(VWB1155)

Beautifully illustarted large format book detailing the design, build and competition of the Audi A8 Le Mans cars of the 1999 season. Included with this book is a 62 
minute DVD. The story of Audi Sport UK and their challenge for the Le Mans in 2003. From the first test session in February to the podium in June, this is the 
exclusive  look behind the scenes at what it means to take part in the world's toughest motor race.

Audi R8 Le Mans (Book & DVD)

James Ruppert - 1 86126 585 9 - 190mm x 245mm - 160pp, 19colour & 200 b/w images - Hardbound - 2003 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1022)

This is the story of the Audi TT - one of the biggest motoring sensations of the 1990s. Audi's most exciting car since the original quattro won plaudits from the 
moment of its launch, and has remained hugely popular in spite of question marks over the safety of early versions. James Ruppert tells the complete history of 
the TT roadster and coupe, in all their versions, finding where the design came from, where it's going and quite what impact his little big car has had on the 
motoring world.

AUDI TT, The Complete Story

Charlie Morgan & Stan Fowler - 9781906635534 - 155mm x 155mm - 127pp,many colour photos. - Hardbound - 2008 - Stock item.

£6.95(VWB1178)

A potted history of this famous rally car from its inception to many rally successes.

The Little Book of AUDI Quattro
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AUDI - Manuals and Handbooks

Robert Bentley - 9780837603711 - 210mm x 280mm - 1,524 pp. 4,261 photos, illus. & diagrams - Softbound - 2002 - Supplied to special order.

£78.95(VWB1089)

Covers Audi A4 sedan and A4 Avant (wagon) models, including quattro versions. Does not include S4 (sports model). 
Maintenance procedures: from routine oil changes to ribbed belt replacement. - Engine and cylinder head service, including timing belt and camshaft 
replacement. - Component testing, removal and installation for engine lubrication, cooling, turbocharger and exhaust systems. - Fuel supply system service, 
including fuel pump delivery volume test, electrical checks, EVAP system, as well as mechanical and electronic throttle control (E-gas). - Fuel injection and ignition 
system component identification, electrical testing, technical data, and throttle valve control module adaptation using the factory scan tool. - Drivetrain 
maintenance, troubleshooting, adjustment and repair, including hydraulic clutch, gearshift linkage and axles. - Repair information for ABS brake systems. - 
Suspension component replacement, including struts, stabilizer bar, multi-link elements, and wheel bearings. - Body adjustment and repairs, including doors, 
fenders, front radiator support, instrument panel, sunroof, and seats. - Heating and air conditioning repair, including A/C electrical component replacement, 
compressor, fresh air blower, sensors, and vacuum hose layout. - Wiring schematics, component locations, and a general explanation of electrical circuitry. 
Includes factory wiring diagrams for A4 and S4 models. - Audi OBD II diagnostic trouble codes section, including SAE and manufacturer defined P-codes. - 
Comprehensive Audi factory tolerances, wear limits, adjustments, and tightening torques.  --  Engines covered: 1.8L turbo gasoline, (engine codes: AEB, ATW, 
AWM), 2.8L gasoline (engine codes: AFC, AHA, ATQ)  --  Transmissions covered: 
5-speed Manual (transmission codes: 012, 01W, 01A) 5-speed Automatic (transmission code 01V)

Audi A4, Service Manual 1996-2001

Bentley Publishers - 9780837614991 - 210mm x 280mm - 964 pages 1772 photos, illustrations and diagrams - Softbound -  - Supplied to specia

£68.95(VWB1143)

This Bentley Manual contains in-depth maintenance, service and repair information for Audi A6 models from 1998 to 2004. The aim throughout has been simplicity 
and clarity, with practical explanations, step-by-step procedures and accurate specifications. Whether you're a professional or a do-it-yourself Audi owner, this 
manual helps you understand, care for and repair your Audi.  The do-it-yourself Audi owner will find this manual indispensable as a source of detailed maintenance 
and repair information. Even if you have no intention of working on your car, you will find that reading and owning this manual makes it possible to discuss repairs 
more intelligently with a professional technician. --- Engines covered: 1998 - 2001 2.8 liter V6 (AHA, ATQ), 1999 - 2004 4.2 liter V8 (ART, AWN, BBD), 2000 - 2004 
2.7 liter V6 biturbo (APB, BEL), 2002 - 2004 3.0 liter V6 (AVK), 2003 - 2004 4.2 liter V8 (BAS), 2003 - 2004 4.2 liter V8 biturbo (BCY), Transmissions covered: 5-
speed manual AWD (01A), 6-speed manual AWD (01E), 5-speed automatic AWD (1L), 5-speed automatic FWD or AWD (1V), Continuously variable transmission 
(CVT) FWD (01J).  ---  Technical highlights: Maintenance procedures from changing the oil to replacing the interior ventilation microfilter. This manual tells you 
what to do and how and when to do it. - Step-by-step engine timing belt service. - Cylinder head cover and crankshaft seal replacement. - Cooling system filling 
and bleeding, coolant pump replacement and engine cooling fan and radiator service. - Fuel injection and ignition system diagrams and explanations, including 
three different Bosch Motronic engine management systems. - Clutch, flywheel and rear main seal service. - Multi-link front suspension repair procedures, 
including stabilizer bar link, control arm and axle boot replacement. - Brakes, steering, suspension and ABS maintenance, troubleshooting, and repair. - Heating 
and air-conditioning repair, including A/C component replacement. - Body, hood and sunroof repairs and adjustments. - Electrical system service, with an easy-to-
use illustrated component locator section. - Wiring schematics for selected models, including power distribution and grounds.

Audi A6 (C5 platform): 1998-2004 Service Manual includes A6, allroad quattro, S6, 
RS6

Spencer Drayton & A.K. Legg - 1 85960 575 3 - 210mm x 280mm -  - Hardbound -  - Supplied to special order.

£19.95(VWB749)

Service and Repair Manual, covers Saloon & Estate (not S4 or Quatttro), produced 1995 to Feb 2000 with 1595 & 1781cc petrol (inc. turbo) (not V6). 1896cc turbo-
diesel (not V6) engines. Step by step procedures with hundreds of illustrations and photographs. Written from hands on experience using common tools. New 
sections include MOT Test Checks, Roadside Repairs and Glossary of Motoring Terms. Includes Wiring diagrams.

Haynes - Audi A4 4-cyl Petrol & Diesel
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Mercedes-Benz Commercial Vehicle - Manuals

Peter Russek - 1 898789 31 5 - 145mm x 205mm - 229pp, well illus. b/w - Softbound - 2006 - Stock item.

£15.00(VWB1133)

This pocket mechanic series manual from Peter Russek covers the following vehicles. Mercedes-Benz Sprinter CDI models 208 CDI, 308 CDI, 211 CDI, 311 CDI, 
411 CDI, 231 CDI, 313 CDI, 413 CDI, 216 CDI, 316 CDI & 416 CDI, 611 & 612 Engines with 'Common Rail' fuel injection systems. The manual gives a detailed 
description of removal, installation, adjustments, repairs, overhaul and servicing of all major vehicle parts (except body), including engine, valves, diesel 
fuelinjection system, clutch, brakes, steering, transmission (except overhaul), front and rear axels and suspension, engine electrics - with exploded views and 
complete technical data and wiring diagrams.

Peter Russek - Mercedes-Benz Sprinter CDI Models 2000-2006 - Pocket Mechanic 
Series
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Miscellaneous

-  -  - Cigarette Card -  -  - Stock item.

£6.95(VWB114)Card Sets [12] (DIY) - Classic Porsche

-  -  - Cigarette Card -  -  - Stock item.

£4.25(VWB111)Card Sets [7] (DIY) - Beetle 1967 - 1980

Martin Watts - 9781861269478 - 220mm x 305mm - 192pp, heavily colour illustrated. - Hardbound - 2007 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1148)

This book explores the extraordinary variety of the classic British camper van. Looking in detail at the classic vehicles of the 1950s, 60s and 70s, when motor 
camping holidays were at their most popular, it features vans ranging from relatively simple fitted-out panel vans right up to some remarkably sophisticated, fully 
coach-built campers. Every major converter and conversion is described in details with numerous colour and black & white photographs.  --  Camper conversions 
covered include:Auto-Sleeper; Bariban-Ultra Autobahn;Bedouin; Brigand;Calthorpe Home-Cruiser; Canterbury SavannahCar-Camper; CotswoldCoaster; 
DebonairERF Roadranger; FreewayHadrian; HighwaymanHoldsworth; Invincible CavalierJennings Roadranger; Kenex CarefreeLand Cruiser; 
MotorhomeParalanian; Pitt Moto-CaravanRomany; Sprite MotorhomeSun-Tor; TravelhomeWildgoose

Classic Camper Vans - The Inside Story

-  -  -  -  -  - Stock item.

£6.95(VWB735)

3D representation of the 'Egg' shaped advert in the from of a Chalk Egg in a four sided pyramid shaped plastic case. The illustration is of the rear of a 1962 Beetle.

'Painted Egg' - 1962 Beetle

-  -  -  -  -  - Stock item.

£6.95(VWB736)

3D representation of the 'Egg' shaped advert in the from of a Chalk Egg in a four sided pyramid shaped plastic case. The illustration is of the rear of a 1972 1302S 
Beetle.

'Painted Egg' - 1972 1302S Beetle

-  -  -  -  -  - Stock item.

£6.95(VWB737)

3D representation of the 'Egg' shaped advert in the from of a Chalk Egg in a four sided pyramid shaped plastic case. The illustration is of the rear of a 1984 Beetle.

'Painted Egg' - 1984  Beetle

-  -  -  -  -  - Stock item.

£2.00(VWB101)

Sets of 5 are a special sale quantity for sale at shows only. For post card catalogue please send SAE to VW Books, 28 Longnor Road, Telford, TF1 3NY, 
ENGLAND

Post Card - Sets of 5

Many original Volkswagen -  - Post Card - Colour and Black / White -  -  - Stock item.

£0.50(VWB100)

We stock over 200 different designs of Volkswagen related Post Card, most are reproductions from various advertising campaigns spanning most years of 
Volkswagen production. They are depicted in our 'Post Card' Catalogue which is available from the usual address. Please send large S.A.E. or come along and 
see us at most of Britain's best VW Shows.

Post Cards

-  - 400mm x 300mm -  -  -  - Stock item.

£3.00(VWB102)

Reproduction of Volkswagen advertising designs. Many different posters available, designs can be seen on our website or see us at the VW Shows for the best 
selection.

Posters
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Miscellaneous

J. Salmon Ltd -  - 110 x 160 - none - n/a - x - Stock item.

£1.95(VWB3209)

small prints

Small Print Assorted
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Novelty Items

Geoff Barham -  - 15mm x 10.5mm - 8 Card set, colour post cards -  - 2007 - Stock item.

£4.00(VWB3090)

This exciting preview set of eight cards will form the basis of a series of sets to be launched in the near future. This preview set  is available at a fantastic price of 
£3 plus a special postage rate of £1 to UK Post Code addresses.  -----  COLLECTORS BEWARE!   ----   Future cards will be an individually numbered series and 
issued in packaged sets of eight exclusive to VW Books. -- It is expected that over 96 individual images will be produced. Watch our website.

Split Screen Van Livery Post Cards - Introductory set
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Porsche - General and History

Tony Dron - 9781859608821 - 210mm x 270mm - 192pp, 150 colour illustrations - Hardbound - 2008 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1157)

Porsche has become one of the most evocative names in motoring history. With a tradition of engineering excellence and innovation, Porsche has developed into 
a brand synonymous with cutting-edge technology, and the production of stylish, high-performance cars of unrivalled reliability and build quality. The Porsche 911 
is undeniably amongst the greatest sports cars of all time. Here is the full, illustrated model-by-model story of Porsche cars, encompassing such classics as the 
356, the seminal 911, the 924, 944, 928 and Boxster. Includes technical data, driving impressions and buying advice.

Porsche - Engineering for Excellence

Karl Ludvigsen - 0 8376 0235 1 - 240mm x 265mm - 1566pp in three volumes, 1480 b/w & 144 col. Illus - Hardbound - 2003 - Supplied to speci

£189.95(VWB1011)

When the first edition of Porsche: Excellence Was Expected was published in 1977, reviewers sang high praises for author Karl Ludvigsen and his monumental 
book. Now Ludvigsen surpasses these achievements with this fully updated edition of Porsche: Excellence Was Expected. This new edition includes augmented 
and edited versions of the 32 chapters from the 1977 book, as well as an additional 29 chapters that cover Porsche’s history through 2002. This three-volume, 
1,574-page set contains the photos and artwork from the original version, enhanced by over 742 new black and white photos and 50 new colour drawings of 
Porsche production and racing cars which were commissioned specifically for this updated edition. Author Ludvigsen has outdone himself in presenting the inner 
workings, masterpieces and failures of an independent automaker that has exerted a disproportionately powerful influence on the automotive industry. If the first 
edition of Excellence Was Expected was 'the definitive archetypal marque history,' (Michael Scarlett, Autocar) this revision and update is much more so. 
Ludvigsen’s masterwork is once again set to achieve new milestones, just as the company it chronicles continues to shape our very definition of the term 'sports 
car.' Due to the exceptional weight of this publication delivery to non-UK addresses will be by special arrangement

Porsche - Excellence was expected

Dalton Watson Team - 1 85443 104 8 - 210mm x 240mm - 260pp, heavily illustrated. - Hardbound - 1993 - Stock item.

£29.95(VWB786)

Julian McNamara produced the outline manuscript for the book, then major contributions came from Mike Cotton and Jeremy Snook, both formerly Press and 
Public Relations Managers for Porsche Cars (Great Britain) Limited.  Mike's acknowledged expertise in Porsche racing and rallying history complemented Jeremy's 
detailed knowledge of current production models.  Chassis data came from Dr Ing hc F Porsche GMBH and from Porsche Cars (Great Britain) Limited, for which 
we must acknowledge the assistance of Jijrgen Barth in Stuttgart and Angela Stacey at Reading.  Dr David G Styles brought all this data together and tabulated it, 
as well as finally editing all the material brought together between these two covers.

Porsche - The Road, Sports and Racing Cars.

Scott Faragher - 0 87349 720 1 - 210mm x 275mm - 224pp, 245 colour illus. - Softbound - 2005 - Stock item.

£15.95(VWB1083)

Subtitled 'Everything you need to know about every Porsche ever built'. This heavily illustrated edition provides vital production and technical information on 
Porsche cars from the 356 model 0f 1950 to the Cayenne and Carrera GT of the early years of the 21st Century. A US$ price / condition guide for all models is 
included relative to the 2005 publication date.

Porsche - The Ultimate Guide

Brian Long - 1 874105 63 4 - 207mm x 250mm - 160pp, 160 colour and b/w photos. - Hardbound - 1996 - Limited stock, out of print.

£25.00(VWB875)

The 356 was the first Porsche, the car that began the legend. The curvaceous little Coupes and Spyders were a huge success throughout the world, and continued 
to be so through the models life because of a policy of continuos development. Here is the full fascinating story of the Porsce 356 and the racing and rallying cars 
which sprang from it.

Porsche 356

Walter Zeichner - 0 88740 210 0 - 260mm x 200mm - 95pp, 100+ b/w & 11 colour illus. - Hardbound - 1989 - Stock item.

£16.95(VWB716)

A compilation of promotional material for the 356 Model Porsche complimented by technical specifications of the major variants of the car.

Porsche 356 1948 - 1965

Brooklands Team - 1 855 20700 1 - 200mm x 270mm - 208pp, 150+ illus 32 colour - Softbound - 2005 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1101)

A portfolio of contemporary articles drawn from three continents leads us through the fascinating development of the Porsche 356 - the car that started the Porsche 
dynasty. Included are road and comparison tests, new model introductions, a road research report, plus full specifications and performance data. Advice is also 
given on acquiring a pre-owned example. Covered are the A, B, C, S, SC, SS, GS, 1500, 1600, 2L, Carrera, Super, 75, 90, coupe & convertible.

Porsche 356 Ultimate Portfolio

Laurence Meredith - 0 7509 2281 8 - 175mm x 250mm - 160pp, heavily illustrated b/w - Hardbound - 2000 - Stock item.

£14.95(VWB929)

Laurence Meredith's enthusiastic and expert account of this extraordinary machine uses over 200 archive photographs to show the car's history and to explain how 
it has gained its unique reputation. He recalls the Porsche 356, which was the 911's remarkable precursor, and he describes the conception of the new car in the 
early 1960s and the design and engineering philosophy of Butzi Porsche, whose brainchild it was. . . . . Laurence's book will go some way towards demystifying 
the 911's enduring appeal. It offers fascinating insights for the Porsche enthusiasts and for all those who are keen to understand the famous career of this 
definitive sports car.

Porsche 911

Laurence Meredith - 1 86126 346 5 - 215mm x 280mm - 160pp, 175 b/w & colour illus. - Hardbound - 2000 - Stock item.

£25.00(VWB782)

This is a photographic journey through the history of one of the most enduring icons of motoring. Laurence Meredith has driven and photographed each major 
variant of the 911 and describes his experiences in this entertaining and informative book.

Porsche 911 - Model by Model
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Porsche - General and History

- 0 88740 169 4 -  -  - Hardbound -  - Stock item.

£16.95(VWB717)Porsche 911 1963 - 1986

Michael Cotton - 1 899870 49 0 - 235mm x 180mm - 128pp - Softbound - 2000 - Stock item.

£14.95(VWB765)

This second volume continues the advancing development of the Porsche 911 into the second half of the 1980s. Through a period when the ever advancing 911 
supported Porsche through depressed sales figures of its other models.

Porsche 911 and Derivatives Vol. 2 1981 to 1994

Paul Frere - 1 85960 839 6 - 170mm x 240mm - 464pp, heavily illustrated b/w some colour - Hardbound - 2002 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB999)

Here, for the updated seventh edition of this revered book, Frere details the full development of the water-cooled Porsche 911 Carrera - engine, transmission, 
running gear, steering, driving aids, the Coupe body and its derivitaves, and the racing models - complete with technical data (1998 to 2002) and road test results. 
For Porsche enthusiasts, and those who can only dream of owning one of these thoroughbreds, this book provides a feast of reading.

Porsche 911 Story, The entire development history

Brian Long - 1 903706 28 9 - 210mm x 250mm - 192pp, 88 col, 150 b/w illus approx. - Hardbound - 2003 - Stock item.

£34.95(VWB1014)

This first volume covers 901 prototypes and 911 production models, including the 912, up to the introduction of the 2.4 litre model in 1971. Illustrated 
comprehensively almost entirely with images sourced from the official Porsche archive, thus ensuring complete originality for historical reference. This book is the 
first of five , each complete in itself and covering a defined period. They will chronicle the 911's story in definitive detail and will become a 'must have' reference for 
all 911 enthusiasts.

Porsche 911 The Definitive History 1963 to 1971

Brian Long - 1 903706 32 7 - 210mm x 250mm - 192pp, over 200 illustrations, mainly colour. - Hardbound - 2004 - Stock item.

£29.95(VWB1024)

This second volume takes up the 911 story with the launch of the 2.4 litre cars and goes on to cover 2.7 litre models and the first of the legendary Turbos. RS/RSR 
models are included, as is the 912E. The Author and publisher are grateful for Porsche's unstinting support for the project. Virtually all of the images portrayed in 
this book have been sourced from the official Porsche archive, thus ensuring complete originality for historical reference. Read in conjunction with Volume 1 and 
further three volumes this book will provide a definitive reference to the Porsche 911.

Porsche 911 The Definitive History 1971 to 1977

Brian Long - 1 903706 36 x - 210mm x 250mm - 192pp, over 200 illustrations, mainly colour. - Hardbound - 2004 - Stock item.

£29.95(VWB1048)

Volume three in a series that will become the definitive reference to the Porsche 911, the world's favourite Porsche. 
This volume starts with the introduction of the SC series and the 3.3 litre Turbo, before going on to cover the 3.2 litre Carreras and the early 959. A process of 
continuous evolution has kept the 911 fresh for nearly 40 years, while impeccable build quality has ensured that most of even the very earliest cars have survived 
as desirable and usable classics. This is the third volume of a set of books which will chronicle in definitive depth the history of the evergreen 911, from the earliest 
design studies to the water-cooled cars of today.

Porsche 911 The Definitive History 1977 to 1987

Brian Long - 1 903706 39 4 - 210mm x 250mm - 208pp, over 200 illus. Mostly colour. - Hardbound - 2004 - Stock item.

£34.95(VWB1050)

Volume four in a series that will become the definitive reference to the Porsche 911, the world's favourite Porsche. 
This volume continues the story of the 3.2 litre Carrera series, and goes on to cover the 959 production car and the last of the air-cooled 911s. A process of 
continuous evolution has kept the 911 fresh for nearly 40 years, while impeccable build quality has ensured that most of even the very earliest cars have survived 
as desirable and usable classics. This is the fourth volume of a set of books which will chronicle in definitive depth the history of the evergreen 911, from the 
earliest design studies to the water-cooled cars of today.

Porsche 911 The Definitive History 1987 to 1997

Brian Long - 9781845840303 - 207mm x 250mm - 208pp, over 230 illus. mostly colour - Softbound - 2006 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1112)

A brand new, much enlarged reworking of Brian Long's highly regarded masterwork, now in colour throughout and completely updated. - THE definitive history of 
the ‘Cinderella’ Porsche. * The 914 and 914/6 have now become respected and established classics. * Includes expert advice on buying and restoring. * Includes 
914 and 914/6 in international racing and rallying. * Produced with the full assistance of Porsche. * Respected automotive historian Brian Long has written nine 
major books on Porsche models. Over 230 illustrations, mainly in colour. - Covers all Porsche 914 and 914-6 models.
Extensive appendices packed with useful data.

Porsche 914 & 914/6 The definitive history of the road & competition cars.

Brian Long - 9781845840143 - 207mm x 250mm - 208pp, over 230 illus. mostly colour - Hardbound - 2006 - Stock item.

£29.95(VWB1113)

A brand new, much enlarged reworking of Brian Long's highly regarded masterwork, now in colour throughout and completely updated. - THE definitive history of 
the ‘Cinderella’ Porsche. * The 914 and 914/6 have now become respected and established classics. * Includes expert advice on buying and restoring. * Includes 
914 and 914/6 in international racing and rallying. * Produced with the full assistance of Porsche. * Respected automotive historian Brian Long has written nine 
major books on Porsche models. Over 230 illustrations, mainly in colour. - Covers all Porsche 914 and 914-6 models.
Extensive appendices packed with useful data.

Porsche 914 & 914/6 The definitive history of the road & competition cars. (Hardbound)
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Porsche - General and History

Compiled by R.M. Clarke - 1 85520 432 0 - 200mm x 270mm - 216pp, 400 illus. - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB775)

This book replaces the earlier 914 road test book which is now out of print. 57 articles feature road and comparison tests, new model introductions and updates, 
full specs., technical analysis, comprehensive 'owner survey', driving impressions, performance data and advice on acquiring a Porsche 914 today.

Porsche 914 Ultimate Portfolio

Michael Cotton - 1 899870 47 4 - 235mm x 180mm - 144pp, 154 b/w illus. - Softbound - 1990 - Stock item.

£12.95(VWB835)

This book is all about the 'other' Porsches. While the classic 911 series gets so much attention, from racing enthusiasts to schoolboys and status-minded 
businessmen, the front engined 924 and 944 models are all to often overlooked. Yet these are cars of superb ability, with unrivalled handling balance and - from 
the more sophisticated variants - very high performance. This volume upgraded in 2000 to include the 968 model.

Porsche 924, 944 & 968

David Vivian - 1 85223 483 0 - 190mm x 254mm - 128pp, 99 b/w & 15 colour illus. - Hardbound - 1993 - Limited stock, out of print.

£18.95(VWB816)

Complimented by specially commissioned colour and b/w photographs of each model. Vivian describes Porsche's front-engined, water cooled models including 
their background and development, driving impressions, technical details and competition history. Essential reading for devotees of the sporting masterpieces from 
Porsche.

Porsche 924-928-944-968

Compiled by R.M. Clarke - 1 85520 269 7 - 270mm x 204mm - 140pp, 290 b/w illus. - Softbound -  - Supplied to special order.

£11.95(VWB817)

Filled with road and comparison tests, performance and technical data, new model introductions, plus coverage of Porsche's 928S, SK, S4, SE, GT, Club Sport, 
GTS and more.

Porsche 928 Performance Portfolio 1977-94

Compiled by R.M. Clarke - 1 85520 411 8 - 270mm x 204mm - 140pp, 250 b/w illus. - Softbound -  - Supplied to special order.

£13.95(VWB819)

This information-packed guide contains comparison tests telling you what to look out for; how to compare overall styling, handling and performance; and how to 
rate cars one against the other in terms of overall desirability and value-for-money. The full range of 928s are pitted against the Mercedes-Benz 450SLC, 420 and 
500SEC, the Jaguar XJ-S HE and XJR-S, Audi Quattro, Porsche 911, Corvette, Lotus Esprit Turbo, Lamborghini Countach, BMW M635CSi abd 850i, Sierra 
Cosworth and others.

Porsche 928 Takes On the Competition

Andria & David Sparrow - 1 901295 28 1 - 210mm x 250mm - 96pp, 100 colour photos. - Hardbound - 1999 - Stock item.

£12.95(VWB1030)

Porsche cars from 1949 described in words and excellent colour photos. From 356 to Boxter with everything in between.

PORSCHE Colour Family Album

Peter Morgan - 1 85960 659 8 - 250mm x 250mm - 192pp, 200 illus., many in colour. - Hardbound -  - Stock item.

£25.00(VWB773)

Includes - Race record, specification, engineering excellence and character of each car featured. Porsche's golden record at Le Mans where it has won 16 overall 
victories, a feat unmatched by any other manufacturer. Interviews with drivers and engineers. Illustrated with contemporary photographs, technical drawings, and 
specially commissioned photographs.

Porsche in Motorsport - The First Fifty Years

Bruce Cox - DM3023 - VHS Video - 94 Minutes -  - 2001 - Stock item.

£14.95(VWB954)

Over 50 years ago, automotive genius and creator of the original Volkswagen Beetle, Dr Ferdinand Porsche gave his name to what would become one of the 
world's most famous sportscar marques. Since then some of the greatest road and racing cars ever made have been those bearing the famous Porsche shield. 
Join us as we celebrate these legendary cars and their legacy. We look at the most outstanding road cars of the last fifty years, from the first VW-inspired 356 
models through the illustrious 911 in its various incarnations to the current Boxter convertible. Then we concentrate on the great racing successes Porsche has 
achieved at events like the Le Mans & Daytona 24 Hours and the Paris-Dakar, East African Safari and Monte Carlo rallies.

Porsche The Legendary Cars

Laurence Meredith - 0 7509 2465 9 - 194mm x 263mm - 160pp, 100 b/w & 100 colour illus. - Hardbound - 2000 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB825)

Laurence Meredith's pictorial account of Porsche road cars celebrates the innovative engineering and imaginative design that distinguish the narrow range of 
superlative sports cars the company has produced over the last 50 years.  All the familiar, famous models are illustrated and described - the 356, the 911, the 
924.  But the author also features rare, sometimes unique Porsches that show the versatility of these race-inspired machines.  His informative book is an easy 
introduction to one of the definitive sportscar manufacturers, and it will be an invaluable source of reference for Porsche enthusiasts.

Porsche The Road Cars
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Porsche - General and History

Peter Vann and The Authors - 0 7603 1923 5 - 241mm x 318mm - 160pp, 100 colour & 25 b/w illus. - Softbound - 2004 - Stock item.

£16.95(VWB1053)

Since its introduction in 1974, the Porsche 911 Turbo Carrera has remained one of the ultimate dream cars.  Inspired by the wildly successful Porsche 917 that 
dominated the Can-Am race series in 1972 and 1973, Porsche's line of forced-induction production vehicles eventually included turbocharged versions of the front 
engined 924 and 944 as well as several 911 variants, including the 930 Turbo Cabrio, the highly exotic Typ 959, and the current Typ 996 twin-turbo.  This colour 
photohistory examines all of Porsche's turbocharged road vehicles, along with the race cars from which they developed, including the 917, the famous Martini-
liveried 912, the 956 and subsequent 962 that combined for six victories at Le Mans.  The marvellous colour photography of Peter Vann, author of 1998's Fantastic 
Porsche, illustrates cars from private collections throughout the world. This title was available in Hard Bound format, now re-printed in 2004 as Soft Bound.

Porsche Turbo - The full history of the race & production cars.

Dr B. Johnson - 9780929758008 - 210mm x 280mm - 98pp, 270 b/w illus - Softbound - 1998 - Stock item.

£17.95(VWB1170)

Many well-meaning former Porsche 912 and 912 owners have altered their cars, nearly beyond recognition in some cases. Restoring one of them to their original 
appearance is often the goal of a new owner and for many, it is not an easy task. Many answers are buried deep within parts manuals, while other answers are 
seemingly lost to obscurity. -- While changes to the 900 series Porsches are more systematic that those on the earlier 356 models, there are many 
unacknowledged differences and running changes. In a number of cases Porsche superseded an original item with a superior piece. The result while frustrating to 
the restorer was meant to better the marque. This book attempts to bring some of these to light and also to illustrate the original part, where possible.  --  The 
purpose of the text is to aid those enthusiasts who have taken the restoration challenge—either amateur or expert, as well as entertain the Porsche trivia buff. 
Subject matter is limited to body, chassis, exterior trim, luggage compartment and interior. --  The first Porsche 911 and 912 models were far from the 
sophisticated versions produced today, but when compared with their counterparts they serve as a benchmark for automotive excellence.

The 911 & 912 Porsche Restorer's Guide to Authenticity

Brian Laban - 0 7603 1680 5 - 279mm x 356mm - 160pp, 300 colour + 50 b/w illus. - Hardbound - 2004 - Stock item.

£16.95(VWB1012)

This book provides a highly illustrated review of all the great Porsches, including specials and racers. For more than 50 years, Porsche has stood as one of the 
finest sports car manufacturers in the world. From its debut in 1948 with the "bathtub" 356 to today's incredible 911 Turbo. Porsche is the dream of many sports 
car lover. Many of the cars featured in this book are UK registered.

The Complete Porsche, a model by model history

Philip Raby - 1905009194 - 155mm x 155mm - 127pp, full colour illustration - Hardbound - 2005 - Stock item.

£6.95(VWB1174)

The Little Book of Porsche tells the story of the world's most exciting cars from the days of Ferdinand Porsche right up to the present day. We take a look at the 
chronological story of the car, with fascinating detail about its conception and birth. Also included are style specifications for forty models. This is a must for 
motoring fans and an interesting read. It is written by Phil Raby, motoring journalist.

The Little Book of Porsche

- PPV3102 -  - VHS Video (PAL), approx. 55 minutes. -  -  - Stock item.

£12.95(VWB727)

Shot on the road and on the track, in-car, from the air and track side. History & Model development, from before the Beetle, through 356, to the Turbo 911 and 
Carrera 4. Also covered is the racing heritage including stunning footage of the 4WD 959s on the Paris-Dakar raid. For the owner and potential owner the reality of 
restoration, DIY Maintenance and Servicing. In detail model changes, Buyers guide, Owners' views and Clubs etc.

The PORSCHE 911 Experience
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Porsche - Manuals and Handbooks

Haynes - 0 85696 239 2 - 215mm x 275mm -  - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB885)

Automotive Repair Manual, covers US versions of the 4 cylinder VW Porsche 914 produced 1969 to 1976.

Haynes - Porsche 914, 4 cylinder models 1.7l,1.8l & 2.0l

Haynes - 1 85010 438 7 - 210mm x 270mm -  - Softbound -  - Supplied to special order.

£19.95(VWB1126)

Standard, Lux, Turbo, Carrera GT and limited/special edition, 76 - 85, up to C (UK Registration letter). 2.0 litre (1984cc) 
Does NOT cover 2.5 litre 924 S introduced September 1985

Haynes - Porsche 924 & 924 Turbo 1976 - 1985 1984cc

Haynes - 1 85010 657 6 - 210mm x 270mm -  - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB968)

Automotive Repair Manual, covers all Porsche 944 SOHC engin models. Does not include information specific to 944S models.

Haynes - Porsche 944 1983 - '89, All SOHC engine models

The Autobooks Team - 1 870 64259 7 - 200mm x 270mm - 168pp b/w illus. - Softbound - 2002 - Stock item.

£17.95(VWB1128)

Workshop manual covering the Porsche 356A 1975-59, 356B 1959-63 and 356C 1963-65. All mechanical systems covered plus basic body parts removal and 
reassembly. Also included are four pages of wiring diagrams and full mechanical specifications and tolerences.

Porsche 356 Owners Workshop Manual

Robert Bentley - 9780837602912 - 210mm x 275mm - 758 pp 1260 illus. - Softbound - 2000 - Supplied to special order.

£84.95(VWB797)

Covers 3.2 litre 6-cylinder engine, horizontally opposed, air cooled. Procedures for everything from brake bleeding to pedal cluster maintenance.  This manual tells 
you what to do and how and when to do it. Engine and cylinder head service, repair, and reconditioning. Dry-sump lubrication system. Maintenance and repair. 
Information for specific Porsche driveability problems. Drivetrain Maintenance, troubleshooting, adjustment and repair. Heating and air conditioning repair.

Porsche 911 Carrera Service Manual 1984-1989

Autobooks Team - 1 870 64288 0 - 200mm x 270mm - 140pp, b/w illus. - Softbound - 1971 - Stock item.

£16.95(VWB1095)

Re-issues of Autobooks manual covering engine, fuel & cooling systems, ignition, heating, exhaust emissions, clutch, transmission, rear axle, suspension, steering 
gear, brakes, electrics, bodywork. This is a manual that will help to keep your Porsche 912 on the road.

Porsche 912 - Owners Workshop Manual
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Porsche - Technical Reference

Dr B. Johnson - 0 929758 21 8 - 215mm x 275mm - 94pp, heavily illustrated in b/w. - Softbound - 1999 - Supplied to special order.

£14.95(VWB972)

The purpose of this text is to aid those enthusiasts who have taken the restoration challenge as well as to entertain the Porsche trivia buff. The author has 
attempted to put together a complete and accurate description of 1970 through 1976 Porsche 914 and 914/6 cars. Subject matter is limited to body, chassis, 
exterior trim, luggage compartments and interior. Reference material is contained in the final section.

914 and 914-6 Porsche, a restorer's guide to authenticity.

Wayne R. Dempsey - 0 7603 1087 4 - 210mm x 270mm - 223pp, 350 illustrations mainly colour - Softbound - 2003 - Stock item.

£24.95(VWB1025)

Never-before published information details the nuances of tackling this daunting task! From dropping the engine, to reconditioning and blueprinting, through final 
reinstallation and break-in, Dempsey guides you step-by-step through the pitfalls often experienced by even the best mechanics. 
Contains reliable information on parts interchange, performance modifications, reliability upgrades, tear down, and potential problems encountered along the way. 
Essential information for do-it-yourselfers and for those looking to hire a professional.

How to Rebuild & Modify Porsche 911 Engines 1965-1989

Patrick Paternie - 0 7603 0723 7 - 114mm x 191mm - 160pp, 50 b/w illus. - Softbound - 2000 - Supplied to special order.

£9.95(VWB774)

Porsche's 911 has remained in constant production since 1965, with countless improvements and modifications to the numerous models offered. This information-
packed pocket book features production numbers, factory colours, options, specifications, engine codes, serial numbers and photographs for all European and 
American 911s through the latest water-cooled model. Plus, a handy  trim-size makes it perfect for spot checks.

Porsche 911 Red Book 1965-1999

Haynes / L. Porter & P Morgan - 1 85960 612 1 - 210mm x 280mm - 256pp, 712 b/w & 30 line illus. - Hardbound -  - Stock item.

£17.95(VWB688)

The Porsche 911, with its superb technical specification and motorsport pedigree, is one of the most admired cars ever built.  Expensive too, and well beyond the 
reach of most people, until this manual came along.  With over 700 illustrations and text aimed at the DIY enthusiast, the book outlines the history of the marque, 
and advises how to renovate chassis and bodywork, mechanical and electrical components; what to look for when buying a 911; and what modifications are 
possible.  It also lists changes in production details up to 1983.

Porsche 911 Restoration Manual

Patrick C. Paternie - 9780760305843 - 210mm x 270mm - 176pp, b/w illus. - Softbound - 1999 - Stock item.

£17.95(VWB750)

This is a 914 user's manual, it is a practical guide to enjoying the 914. Advice on finding, buying, restoring, repairing, and/or modifying a car that will come closest 
to meeting your expectations of 914 ownership. Remember the word practical. This is not the ultimate restoration guide to prepare a national Concours winner. 
This book is about reality, what I have tried to do here is pull together everything you need to be a knowledgeable owner and user of the 914 Porsche . . . .  Patrick 
C. Paternie

Porsche 914 & 914/6 - How to Restore & Modify

Mark S. Haab - 0 929758 02 1 - 215mm x 275mm - 135pp, heavily illustrated b/w. - Softbound - 1995 - Stock item.

£17.95(VWB973)

The purpose of this text is to aid those enthusiasts who have taken the restoration challenge as well as to entertain the Porsche trivia buff. It will be a reference 
book for all 911 owners but in particular those enthusiasts for the models produced between 1974 and 1989. Subject matter is limited to body, basic chassis, 
exterior trim, luggage compartment and interior. Presentation is in a logical, front to back, system by system manner using photos to show the part as it was used. 
A real benefit can be derived from this book when buying or restoring a 911 in these years.

The 1974-1989 911, 912E & 930 Porsche

Dr B. Johnson - 0 929758 16 1 - 215mm x 275mm - 154pp, heavily illustrated in b/w. - Softbound - 1999 - Stock item.

£21.95(VWB971)

This publication is the third incarnation of an ever evolving knowledge of the Porsche 356. First published in 1989, this 1999 edition has clarified additional 
information, filled in several blanks and dispelled some more of the myths. As with previous versions, this book serves as a guide to those restoring damaged or 
incomplete 356 Porsches and is a valuable reference for the Concours participant and enthusiast with acquisition in mind.

The 356 Porsche, a restorer's guide to authenticity.
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Technical - Technical General

John Wickersham - 1 84425 047 4 - 210mm x 275mm - 180pp, heavily illustrated, mostly colour. - Hardbound - 2004 - Stock item.

£18.95(VWB1039)

This completely updated second edition of the 'The Motorcaravan Manual' contains invaluable advice for new owners and experienced enthusiasts alike, and 
includes guidance on subjects like buying, using and maintaining a motor caravan, irrespective of type or model.
It makes reference to the latest British Standards and European Norms, including recent modifications to gas supply systems. In addition, the design and 
specification of the latest models is brought up to date and the chapter on improvement projects and self-built motorcaravans has been expanded.
Having recently completed his own concept coachbuilt motorhome, the author has had a unique opportunity to evaluate motorcaravan design, specification and 
construction with a close and critical insight. Both the text and photos in the manual reflect the knowledge gained from these practical experiences.

Haynes - The Motorcaravan Manual

Andy Butler - 1 85960 836 1 - 210mm x 270mm - 176pp, 400 colour illus. - Hardbound - 2002 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB953)

This extensively illustrated all-colour book will give the reader a thorough grounding in all aspects of in-car entertainment  a field which though still dominated by 
audio systems is widening to include video, electronic games and mobile cinema. Written from first-hand experience, the straightforward down-to-earth text, 
together with step-by-step illustrations, will give the reader the confidence and necessary information to install an ICE system in their own car, or will at least 
enable them to check that a professional installation specialist is carrying out a competent job.

Haynes MaxPower ICE - The definitive guide

Ron & Sue Fournier - 0 98586 870 9 - 215mm x 276mm - 176pp, many b/w illus. - Softbound - 1982 - Stock item.

£15.95(VWB991)

Metal fabrication techniques for race, custom and restoration use. Includes Bodywork - Welding tips - Hammerforming - Fuel and OilTanks - Rollbars and 
Rollcages - Practicle data and design - Custom sheet metal interiors - Metal shaping tools and techniques - Exhaust header design and construction. Master 
craftsman Ron Fournier shares the tips, techniques and secrets necessary for fabricating metal components for race, custom or restoration use.

Metal Fabricator's Handbook

Jim Richardson with Tom Horvath - 1557883947 - 215mm x 275mm - 154pp, 340+ b/w illus & drawings - Softbound - 2002 - Stock item.

£15.95(VWB990)

Pro Paint & Body is a complete resource guide that covers the entire spectrum of automotive paint and body, including the latest technology in paint and paint 
equipment, body repair techniques. You'll find information on, Safety in the paint and body shop.  - Assessing the project car for damage and estimated repairs. - 
Disassembly and paint stripping. - Repairing dents, latest hammer and dolly tools and techniques. - Leading, welding, adhesives and plastic fillers. - Latest spray 
guns and spray techniques. - Current paint technology. - Body preparation for final paint. - Shooting final colour coats. - Colour sanding, Polishing and assembly. - 
Custom colours and custom paint techniques.

Pro Paint & Body
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VW - Custom

Timothy Remus - 1 929133 20 0 - 215mm x 280mm - 144pp, heavily illustrated in colour. - Softbound - 2005 - Stock item.

�16.95(VWB1086)

Like a video done with still photography, this new book from Wolfgang Publications is made up entirely of photo sequences that illustrate each small step in the 
creation of an airbrushed masterpiece. Watch as well-known masters start with a sketch and end with a NASCAR helmet or motorcycle tank covered with 
graphics, murals, pinups or all of the above.. Interviews explain each artist's preference for paint and equipment, and secrets learned over decades of painting. 
Projects include chrome eagle surrounded by reality flames, a series of murals, two pinups, three skulls and a variety of graphic designs. It's hard to have an 
airbrush book without plenty of colour images, this one uses nearly 500 colour photos to explain each step - from the initial layout to the application of paint - 
necessary for the creation of a masterful airbrush image. Let the painters teach you how to create more fantastic flames, better balanced skin tones and tighter 
detail. This is a great book for everyone who takes their airbrushing seriously and wants to learn more.

Advanced Airbrush Art

Jon Kosmoski - 1 919133 14 6 - 215mm x 280mm - 144pp, 350 colour illus. - Softbound - 2003 - Stock item.

�16.95(VWB1117)

When it comes to custom painting, there is one name better known than all the others, and that name is Jon Kosmoski. With this book Jon uses over 350 color 
photos to illustrate his explanations of panel preparation, gun control, kandy application, use of color-change materials, new metallic basecoats, and how to design 
and tapeout multi-level layouts. Whether the project in your shop rides on two wheels or four, whether you’re trying to do a simple kandy job or complex graphics, 
this how-to book from Jon Kosmoski is sure to answer your questions. Chapters one through three cover Shop Equipment, Gun Control and Paint Materials. 
Chapters four through seven get to the heart of the matter with complete start-to-finish painting sequences. Follow along as Jon does a kandy paint job on a 
Mustang, a panel design on a Camaro, a double set of flames on a Dyna, and a super-bright layout on a Sportster.

Advanced Custom Painting Techniques

Don Taylor & Ron Mangus - 1 931128 18 9 - 215mm x 275mm - 178pp, heavily illustrated b/w. - Softbound - 1998 - Stock item.

�19.95(VWB1077)

Expert trimmers Don Taylor and Ron Mangus share two lifetimes of auto upholstery experience and secrets in this fantastic book. More than 800 photographs 
capture every detail you'll need to create your own exciting and award-winning custom interiors. Precise step-by-step instructions show you how to turn out 
completely professional custom interiors. This is an advanced-level book.

Custom Auto Interiors

Jon Kosmoski - 0 9641358 5x - 220mm x 280mm - 128pp, 120 b/w & 138 colour illus. - Softbound - 1997 - Stock item.

�16.95(VWB744)

Written by noted custom painter Jon Kosmoski and 'how-to' author Tim Remus, this book explains exactly how to apply graphics to nearly any vehicle. Early 
chapters cover shop set up, chemistry of paint, pinstriping and gold leaf work. Interviews with artist Nancy Brooks and educator Jeremy Vecoli provide them and 
opportunity for them to share their knowledge with a wider audience. Chapters four through seven feature start-to-finish photo sequences with artists like Jon 
Kosmoski and Lenni Schwartz.

Custom Paint & Graphics

A. & D. Sparrow - 1 901295 04 4 - 210mm x255mm - 96pp - Hardbound - 1998 - Limited stock, out of print.

�12.95(VWB673)

A Colour Family Album special on all manner of Customised VW’s!  Lavishly illustrated with cars from all over the UK and Europe.

CUSTOM VW’s -  BEETLES, KIT CARS AND BYGONES

Stephan Szantai - 9780760331620 - 210mm x 265mm - 144pp, 350 colour images - Hardbound - 2007 - Stock item.

�16.95(VWB1151)

For years, VW Bugs were simply cheap transportation: fuel efficient, easy to work on, a boon to young families and college students. Then something about the 
quirky little car caught the imagination of a generation, and the low-cost, utilitarian Bug was suddenly sporting a custom paint job and fancy wheels--and tricked-out 
engines. 

This book provides a fantastic overview of customized Bugs. It shows the scene from which the demon bug emerged, and focuses on specific styles, from the mild 
to the wild. Cruisers and dragsters, sleepers and monsters--all are captured by Stephan Szantai's unmatched photography. 

Accompanying these remarkable pictures is the how and why of each cars build. Painted, re-equipped, modified to taste, these are the Bugs of a generations 
dreams, a most humble vehicle suddenly and magnificently transformed.

Demon Bugs - VW Customs and Cruisers

JoAnn Bortles - 9780760323991 - 210mm x 270mm - 192pp, 403 colour photos - Softbound - 2006 - Stock item.

�16.95(VWB1139)

Airbrush painting is an art like any other, requiring talent and skill; but it is also a technology that, more than other art forms, calls for technical mastery of 
equipment used in the process. JoAnn Bortles, one of the top airbrush artists in the United States, has developed a teaching curriculum for mastering both the 
technology and techniques needed to be a successful airbrush artist - an approach that frees her students to develop their own airbrush art. --- --- How to Master 
Airbrush Painting Techniques presents this curriculum in a logical, step-by-step fashion. Along with guiding readers through a series of projects, Bortles also 
provides all the knowledge needed for developing projects. Not only does her book explain what to do in a clear, easy-to-follow way, it explains why.

How to Master Airbrush Painting Techniques

Dennis W. Parks - 9780763020433 - 210mm x 270mm - 160pp, 294 colour photos. - Softbound - 2005 - Stock item.

�16.95(VWB1140)

Where does the proud owner of a cherished car spend the most time? Inside the car, meaning the look and feel of the interior and upholstery are top priorities, 
especially for builders and buyers of custom cars. This book provides detailed coverage of upholstery and interior options, including the variety of materials, 
projected costs, tools used, and more. The information is complemented by sequences of step-by-step, how-to photography. The information and photos will prove 
highly valuable to hands-on builders as well as car owners who hire professionals for their projects.

How to Restore and Customize Auto Upholstery & Interiors
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VW - Custom

Jon Kosmoski - 0 9641358 33 - 215mm x 280mm - 127pp, 190 b/w & 20 colour illus. - Softbound - 1995 - Stock item.

£12.95(VWB743)

The name Jon Kosmoski means custom paint products. In this fourth edition Kustom Painting Secrets Jon shares 30 years of experience - painting everything from 
kustom cars to hot rods and motorcycles. Learn how to set up your shop, how to apply primer, and how to put on the final topcoat. 'In the shop' sequences provide 
a hands-on look at a variety of projects from simple paint application to complex art work (documented with both colour and black and white photography). Follow 
along as Jon does tape-outs on a dragster, and flames on a set of Harley-Davidson gas tanks. Custom painting is truly an art form and Jon Kosmoski is the high 
priest speaking to anyone with a desire to learn or improve their painting abilities.

Kustom Painting Secrets

Trevor Langfield - 1 9047 889 0 - 205mm x 250mm - 112pp, 275 colour photos - Softbound - 2006 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1115)

Nitrous oxide is no longer purely for drag and street racers, this power boosting add-on is now available for many production cars, and even mopeds! Covering all 
aspects of nitrous oxide systems, from assessing suitability and choosing a system, through to installation and maintenance. This book presents all the facts 
illustrated with 150 color photographs in the clear, easily understood Speedpro style and is a must for anyone considering installing a nitrous oxide system

Nitrous Oxide High-Performance Manual

Stephan Szantai - 4912154440675 - 210mm x 285mm - 132pp, colour illus - Softbound - 2007 - Call for availability.

£25.95(VWB1154)

"THE CALIFORNIA LOOK COMPLETE BIBLE" is a special compilation of street VW's, featuring an in depth look at the origins of the Cal-Look Craze, beginning 
with the DKP of So-Cal. Also features up to date photos of modern Cal-Look machines from America, Canada, France, and Japan. --  With Beautiful Photographs 
by Stephan Szantai, and full of car specifications, it makes for a great nostalgic photographic collection, or can even serve as inspiration for building the Cal-Look 
car of your dreams. This California Look Bible is indispensable for the street VW enthusiast. Text in English and Japanese.  -x-x-x-x- We have limited stock of this 
hard to obtain title. -x-x-x-x-

The California Look Complete Bible

Keith Seume - 0 7603 0622 2 - 215mm x 295mm - 128pp, 200+ colour illus. - Softbound - 1998 - Stock item.

£15.95(VWB672)

Yes, he’s at it again!  Keith has now produced a completely updated edition of this best seller. Bursting with the very latest ideas and advice and superb colour 
photography. Saloons, Cabrios, Bajas, Buggies, Roadsters and Replicas they are all in there somewhere and all in beautiful colour.

VW BEETLE - THE NEW CUSTOM HANDBOOK

Laurence Meredith - 1 870979 47 8 - 215mm x 295mm - 127pp, 200+ colour & b/w illus. - Softbound - 1994 - Stock item.

£14.95(VWB580)

A mine of information on Volkswagen’s Type 2 Transporter, from split-screen models made 1949-66, through ‘Bay-window’ versions of the late ‘60s and ‘70s, to 
‘Wedge’ models up to 1982. History, body types, major specification changes, buying, repair, restoration, customising, Cal Look, performance tuning and camper 
conversions all are covered. -- ‘A comprehensive job packing in as much information as possible’ Classic Car Weekly. This title reprinted with new cover picture 
early 2006.

VW BUS CUSTOM HANDBOOK
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VW - Restoration

Bruce Caldwell - 1 55788 265 7 - 215mm x 275mm - 136pp, 330 b/w illus. - Softbound - 1997 - Stock item.

£14.95(VWB1076)

A do-it-yourself, basic guide to repairing, replacing or customising automotive interiors.

Auto Upholstry & Interiors DIY Guide

Haynes - 1 85010 479 4 - 210mm x 280mm -  - Hardbound -  - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB995)

A complete photographic guide showing car care and detailing, rust prevention as well as body repair and painting with full-color sections on minor repairs and 
painting. Includes damage repair, painting, rustproofing and undercoating, tools and equipment, repair of minor dents and rust damage, metal working techniques, 
major rust repair, body component replacement, sanding and painting, car care and detailing, and welding. Also covers maintaining and preserving the paint, body 
and interior of your car, how to choose a good paint and body shop, door and glass replacement and adjustment, and trim and accessory removal and installation.

Automotive Body Repair & Painting Manual

Mat Joseph - 9781932494976 - 215mm x 280mm - 160pp with full colour Illustrations - Softbound - 2009 - Stock item.

£17.95(VWB1179)

There comes a time when just about every car on the road needs some form of rust or body repair. Quite often, if the car is a daily driver for running errands, 
repairs are never made, and the car eventually ends up in junkyard heaven. For our beloved collector cars, hot rods, and muscle cars, dents, dings, and rust are 
not an option, and neither is the scrap heap. And for just about any restoration project, the bodywork is by far the most expensive part of the process. -- In 
Automotive Bodywork and Rust Repair, veteran restorer Matt Joseph shows you the ins and outs of tackling both simple and difficult rust and metalwork projects. 
This book teaches you how to select the proper tools for the job, common-sense approaches to the task ahead of you, preparing and cleaning sheet metal, section 
fabrications and repair patches, welding options such as gas and electric, forming, fitting and smoothing, cutting metal, final metal finishing including filling and 
sanding, the secrets of lead filling, making panels fit properly, and more. Also included is a comprehensive resource guide. Whether you decide you want to tackle 
a full restoration project, or just want to save money by doing minor repairs yourself, Automotive Bodywork and Rust Repair is the book to get you through it.

Automotive Bodywork and Rust Repair

Don Taylor - 1 931128 00 6 -  - 228pp, 550 illus - Softbound - 2002 - Stock item.

£17.95(VWB1079)

How to make and install great interiors for any car, truck or van. Complete and detailed step-by-step instructions help you apply the right techniques to your own 
projects. Teaches how to sew like experts and avoid costly mistakes. How to select and use the right sewing machine for your work. Details how to recover and 
build bench and bucket seats, including restorations. How to upholster armrests, headrests and door panels. Explains vinyl roofs, sim-con tops, landau tops, 
convertible tops, headliners and carpets.

Automotive Upholstery Handbook

Martin Thaddeus - 978 1 903706 64 0 - 205mm x 270mm - 96pp, full colour illustration. - Softbound - 2006 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1135)

This book provides clear and complete information for the classic enthusiast who wishes to service repair of improve any motor vehicle. The format allows the 
reader to take what he needs. The early chapters look at electricity and its properties, while the later look in detail at the various components

Classic Car Electrics

Dennis W. Parks & David H. Jacobs, Jr. - 978076031583 - 210mm x 270mm - 260pp, 275 colour photos - Softbound - 2003 - Stock item.

£13.95(VWB1138)

This book is a "must have" for your how-to painting library. There are many other great painting books that complement it, but this is the one with which to begin. 
Everything you need to know and everything you need to do to have perfect paint on your specialty car. Whether its a concours-quality restoration or a ground-
pounding hot rod, this book will fit your painting interests. The auto body and paint business is changing at an incredibly fast rate, mainly in response to 
environmental rules and regulations. This book emphasizes what parts of the job a hobbyist can, and should, do himself and what should be left to the pros. Topics 
include: Tools, equipment, and safety - Planning the paint job - Environmental concerns; Types of paint and materials - Removing trim - Repairing damage/rust - 
Prepping metal for paint/bodywork - Applying fillers - Applying sealers and primers - Final paint options; custom paint options - Custom graphics, flames, 
pinstriping - Paint care and touchup

How to Paint Your Car

Pat Ganahl - 9781932494227 - 215mm x 280mm - 144pp, approx 400 colour photos - Softbound - 2006 - Stock item.

£17.95(VWB1141)

If your car needs new paint, or even just a touch-up, the cost involved in getting a professional job can be more than you bargained for. Fortunately, there are less 
expensive alternatives, you can even paint your own car at home! 
In How to Paint Your Car On A Budget, author Pat Ganahl unveils dozens of secrets that will help anyone paint their own car. From simple scuff-and-squirt jobs to 
full-on, door-jambs-and-everything paint jobs, Ganahl covers everything you need to know to get a great-looking coat of paint on your car and save lots of money in 
the process.  ---- ---- This book covers painting equipment, the ins and outs of prep, masking, painting and sanding products and techniques, and real-world advice 
on how to budget wisely when painting your own car. It’s the most practical automotive painting book ever written!  ---- ----  Reviews say  --  "Beginners attempting 
their first full-scale job, or old-timers trying to figure out the best way to make some undetectable paint repairs will find helpful guidance here."  -Rod & Custom 
Magazine, February 2007  --  
"No matter if you want a simple 'scuff and squirt' or a full on, lets-paint-everything paint job, this book will help eliminate mistakes." -Performance in Motion, 
June/July 2006, reviewed by Bob McJannett -- "If  you thought painting your own car, or at least prepping it for someone else to paint, was too hard, buy this book 
and give it a shot. You'll be surprised by the results." -Mustang & Fords,

How to Paint your Car on a Budget

Jim Tyler - 1 903706 90 4 - 210mm x 250mm - 224pp, 700 colour illus. - Softbound - 2004 - Stock item.

£29.95(VWB1036)

The only up to date book dealing with Beetle restoration. Written by an enthusiast for enthusiasts. Explanations of basic restoration skills - welding, paintwork, 
panel beating. Over 700 colour photographs. Hands on bodywork and mechanical restoration. Interior restoration. Troubleshooting. How to repair bodywork for 
which repair panels are unavailable. Dealing with professional restorers. Solutions to problems not covered in workshop manuals.  Tells even those owners without 
technical knowledge nor previous car restoration experience how to completely restore their Volkswagen Beetle's bodywork, interior, mechanical and electrical 
components. All you need to know - in step-by-step detail - to make your Beetle like new again. An essential guide for millions of VW Beetle owners around the 
world.

How to Restore - Volkswagen Beetle
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VW - Restoration

Richard Finch - 0 7603 2172 8 - 210mm x 270mm - 160pp, well illustrated in colour. - Softbound - 2005 - Stock item.

£16.95(VWB1080)

A complete guide to welding like the race shop pros! Covers techniques used for Indy and NASCAR race cars, experimental aircraft, and other applications 
requiring high-quality welds, including welding in 4130 steel, stainless steel, and aluminium. Chapters cover how to select equipment, set up a welding shop, pre-
weld, jigging and fitting, and how to choose the right process and fill metal for each project. Includes a chapter on latest technology in filler metals and welding rod.

Performance Welding Handbook 2nd Edition

Haynes / Porter - 1 85960 615 6 - 210mm x 280mm - 320pp - Hardbound -  - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB645)

Beetles and Transporters were such successful vehicles that some 25 million were built, which means that getting spares shouldn't be a problem for the DIY 
restorer.  This book, with nearly 900 illustrations, describes how to renovate chassis and bodywork, including the renewal of major panels and repainting; how to 
renovate interiors; give new life to mechanical and electrical components; and use the Beetle as the basis for a 'special' or kit car.  It also details the history of the 
marque, and lists production modifications. This book is now in its Fourteenth printing!

VW BEETLE AND TRANSPORTER - RESTORATION MANUAL

Lindsay Porter - 1 85960 448 x - 210mm x 280mm - 256pp, 1273 illus. - Hardbound - 2000 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB748)

Lindsay Porter tells you what to look for when buying an older car and how to bring it back to first-class condition, ready to put another 100,000 miles on the clock. 
The book covers Golf marks 1 and 2 (all petrol engine sizes). GTI 1600 and 1800, Jetta, Rabbit (USA), but excludes 4 wheel drive and diesel models. History and 
development of this trend-setting vehicle, What to look for and what to avoid when buying a used vehicle. Step by step guides on mechanical overhaul and 
bodywork restoration. Soft-top replacement (mechanical and powered). Modifications including fitting uprated engine, suspension, brakes, etc.

VW Golf and Jetta Restoration Manual
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VW Aircooled Cars - Brochures

WSB Buggy -  -  - Single CD, 240+ Slides. -  - 2000 - Stock item.

£9.95(VWB821)

This CD-ROM contains the "Rarest of the Rare' Split Window Beetle Brochures. You can go for the originals and pay an awful lot of money or you can watch them 
on your computer screen.  Even printouts are possible. You can use the data for your own applications too since the JPEG data is contained as well. Explore the 
fascination of original VOLKSWAGEN sales literature. All software available on the CD to view these presentations.

Volkswagen Brochures of the Split Window Era - Reproduced on CD
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VW Aircooled Cars - General and History

Photos by Richard Copping - 63/16/24/11 - 248mm x 197mm - Month to view. -  - 2010 - Stock item.

£4.50(VWB3208)

Salmon ‘Cameracolour Series’ calendar. Month to view format with new picture for each month. A brief description of the vehicle included on each page. These 
calendars are packed with an envelope and fit within the UK Royal Mail 'Large Letter' format.

2011 Calendar - VW Beetles

BACH Media -  -  - Single CD with approx. 400 slides. -  - 1999 - Stock item.

£9.95(VWB701)

VW Action scenes in the late 1980's. Bring back the memories of VW Action at its best. On computer CD, can be viewed using Microsoft PowerPoint. Minimum 
requirements Windows 95/98/NT with a screen resolution of 600x600 pixels. All software available on the CD to view these slide presentations.

ACTIONSHOW - CD of Images of VW Action in the late 80's

Daniel Young - 1 872078 14 5 - 210mm x 300mm - 96 pp, 100 Illus. - Softbound - 1993 - Stock item.

£9.95(VWB559)

Published in 1993 this book presents many of the classic British Volkswagen adverts and brochures from the early 50's through to the last Beetles supplied for UK 
sale in the late Seventies. Giving an insight into both British and Volkswagen press advertising of the time these illustrations are in black and white.

ADVERTISING THE BEETLE 1953-78

Ludvigsen - 0 8376 0071 5 - 160mm x 245mm - 440 pp. 219 Illus. - Hardbound - 2000 - Supplied to special order.

£29.95(VWB776)

The untold story of the birth and wartime exploits of Adolf Hitler’s Volkswagen and the post-war battle among the British, Americans, Russians, French, Australians 
and others for its giant factory and the Porsche-designed car that became an icon for generations around the globe. Essential source material for enthusiasts and 
motoring historians alike.

BATTLE for the BEETLE

Andria & David Sparrow - 1 874105 69 3 - 200mm x 250mm - 96pp, 97 colour illus. - Hardbound - 1996 - Stock item.

£12.95(VWB606)

A celebration of the VW Beetle in 96 superb original colour photographs.

BEETLE COLOUR FAMILY ALBUM

- DM3330 -  - VHS Video (PAL), approx. 55mins. -  -  - Stock item.

£12.95(VWB721)

Featuring extensive archive footage tracing the fascinating history of the car's development and factory footage of the manufacturing process. An introduction to 
the ground breaking New Beetle. Visits to Volkswagen Shows, where you can hear from fellow enthusiasts and pick up tips from experts. Fast and furious Beetle 
action on drag strips and race tracks including in-car footage. Discover how you can customise your Beetle's looks and performance.

BEETLE Magic - A celebration of the 'People's Car'.. From 30's to '90's

Phil Patton - 0 7432 0242 2 - 160mm x 240mm - 250pp, 25 b/w illus - Hardbound - 2002 - Stock item.

£17.95(VWB996)

A very different view of the Beetle, Bug or any one of many other names for the original Volkswagen model. This book traces the history of the car and its passage 
through the latter half of the 20th Century in the main from an American perspective.

Bug - The Strange Mutations of the World's Most Famous Automobile

Brett Hawksbee - 9780955627101 - 210mm x 295mm - 240pp, over 300 colour photos. - Softbound - 2007 - Stock item.

£15.00(VWB1150)

Brett Hawksbee's account of the origin and evolution of the Volkswagen show called 'Bug Jam' and other related shows that he is proud to have helped in the 
organisation of.   --   With the aid of hundreds of stunning original and mainly unpublished colour photographs Brett provides the reader with an insiders personal 
view of the rise and fall of VW shows that British Volkswagen enthusiasts have loved over the past couple of decades.   --   Some stunning cars have chapters 
dedicated to them as do characters that many of us know well. We are sorry that the DVD mentioned inside this book is nolonger available.

BUG JAM and all that . . .

Flat 4 - 9784777005949 - 235mm x 300mm - 146pp, full colour - Softbound - 2008 - Stock item.

£21.95(VWB1169)

BUG-IN HANDBOOK - the legendary VW event  "BUG-IN" condensed into one book. A recent import by us from Japan, probably the only source of this title in the 
UK. Text in English and Japanese.

Bug-In Handbook
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VW Aircooled Cars - General and History

Richard Copping - 0 9535788 0 1 - 145mm x 210mm - 136pp, 150+ illus/ {23 are in colour} - Softbound - 1999 - Stock item.

£7.50(VWB695)

Published by The Historic Volkswagen Club and edited by Richard Copping Editor of 'The Historic Volkswagen' the Club's magazine. This book provides an 
interesting insight into owning and running an older Volkswagen in the early part of the 21st Century. Members of the Historic Volkswagen Club relate their 
experiences owning cars from 1946 to 1967. Interspersing these experiences are technical details of model variations year on year.

HISTORIC VOLKSWAGENS

Ralf Ritcher - 3 935112 13 0 - 200mm x 200mm - 134pp, b/w illustrations - Softbound - 2003 - Stock item.

£9.95(VWB1044)

A tribute to the REME officer who masterminded the post-war resurrection of the Volkswagen factory. Both Biographical and historical, it accredits the important 
role played by Hurst in the history of Volkswagen.

Ivan Hirst - British Officer and Manager of Volkswagen's Postwar Recovery

BACH Media -  -  - Single Computer CD -  - 1999 - Stock item.

£10.95(VWB702)

Scenes from International Volkswagen Events in the late 1980's. Bring back the memories of many of the best shows and cars around the VW scene in that 
decade. Approximately 700 pictures to view as a slide show. On computer CD, can be viewed using Microsoft PowerPoint. Minimum requirements Windows 
95/98/NT with a screen resolution of 600x600 pixels.

KAFERSHOW - Images of International VW Events of 80's on CD

Dieter G�nther - 9783768817059 - 170mm x 240mm - 112pp, 245 b/w photos & illus. - Hardbound - 2005 - Call for availability.

£19.95(VWB1168)

The book covers the history of Hebmuller coachbuilding from 1889 to 1952. The book is packed with 245 superb b/w photographs. The following vehicles are 
shown with Hebmuller coachwork - Fiat, Ford, Krupp, Chrysler, Opel, Steyr, Mercedes, Hanomag, Humber, Adler, Borgward, Wanderer, DKW, Packard, Tempo & 
Volkswagen. For VW enthusiasts there are 23 photos of the VW 2+2 Cabriolet. Despite the German text, this would make a valuable addition to the enthusiast's 
collection.

Karosserie Hebmuller

Karl Ludvigsen - 0 11 290555 2 - 220mm x 280mm - 150pp, 125 approx. b/w illus. & drawings. - Hardbound - 1947 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB602)

Subtitled ‘An Investigation into the design and performance of the civilian and military Volkswagens 1938-1946’, with an introduction by VW Historian Karl 
Ludvigsen.  This is a long overdue reprint of reports on captured Beetles and Kubelwagens, commissioned by British Intelligence and prepared by firms such as 
Humber, Ford and Singer.  Fascinating reading.

PEOPLE'S CAR, Volkswagens 1938-1946

Martin Wiscombe -  - 360mm x 260mm - Encapsulated picture -  - 2009 - Stock item.

£1.75(VWB3202)

Encapsulated in easy to clean high gloss laminate they will brighten any table.

Placemat - Beetle on the Surfer's Beach

Abbott D. and A. Marcantonio - 97819056410301 - 210mm x 275mm - 216pp, almost 300 illustrations. - Hardbound - 1982 - Stock item.

£29.95(VWB575)

The Fourth Edition of this classic Volkswagen title published in 2008 -- --  In 1959 Volkswagen appointed Doyle Dane Bernbach, the New York advertising agency, 
to handle their account in the United States. The advertisements they produced changed the face of advertising. Not just in America but across the world.  --  
Remember those great Volkswagen Ads? looks briefly at the birth of the car, as well as the campaign. And features many of the award winning press 
advertisements and TV commercials that DDB produced. --  Two earlier editions quickly sold out and copies have now become something of a collectors’ item. 
The new edition includes some additional material and illustrations. --  This beautifully produced hardback contains 216 pages, almost 50 of them in colour, 
featuring more than 300 illustrations.

Remember those Great Volkswagen Ads?

Compilation - 0 948207 60 4 - 200mm x 270mm - 96pp, 197 illus. - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£10.95(VWB686)

Feature articles include:  ‘For richer volks, a new wagen’, ‘The Karmann Ghia Volkswagen’, ‘First VW in the US’, Empi modified Volkswagen’, ‘Now! Voyager’, 
‘From ennui to tedium….& return’, ‘Aztec - a Volkswagen with a bolt-on body’, ‘The double VW, a two faced Volkswagen’, ‘Draggin’ VW.

ROAD & TRACK ON VOLKSWAGEN 1951-68

W.H. Nelson - 0 8376 0147 9 - 140mm x 205mm - 380pp, 36 illus. - Softbound - 1998 - Stock item.

£12.95(VWB644)

First published in 1965, this is the biggest selling Beetle history ever.  Now Bentley Publishers have produced a new edition in honour of the New Beetle.

SMALL WONDER,  THE AMAZING STORY OF THE VW BEETLE
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VW Aircooled Cars - General and History

Alessandro Pasi - 1 85410 730 5 - 220mm x 265mm - 143pp, 200+ colour illus. - Hardbound - 2000 - Stock item.

�16.95(VWB836)

This lavishly illustrated book traces the whole history of the Beetle in all its many manifestations - as a military utility vehicle, the Wehrmacht's counterpart of the 
wartime jeep, as a police car, an ambulance, a light van and camper, and, ofcourse, after the loving ministrations of specialist engineers and designers, as a hot 
rod and Californian cult object. Both period technical, news-reel and advertising pictures are used in this book.

The Beetle - A History and A Celebration

Keith Seume - 1 85833 438 1 - 270mm x 365mm - 160pp, 500 colour illus. - Hardbound - 1997 - Call for availability.

�19.95(VWB612)

This superbly illustrated, outstanding value book traces the history of the VW Beetle from its origins in pre-war Germany to the current production lines in Mexico 
and Brazil.  The book has 36 specially commissioned double-page photographs of all the major Beetle models, including convertibles, coachbuilt coupes and the 
Karmann Ghia.  A phenomenal group of 500 brilliant colour photographs.  Rare photographs from Volkswagen’s own archives and private collections are also 
included.  The wealth of visual and factual information in this book is unrivalled and provides the most exciting images of this great car ever assembled.  This now 
rare book is pre-owned but in excellent condition except for slight damage to the bottom edge of front & rear covers.

THE BEETLE A Comprehensive Illustrated History of the World’s Most Popular Car

Markus Lupa - 3 935112 05 x - 220mm x 220mm - 92pp, b/w illustrations - Softbound - 1999 - Stock item.

�5.95(VWB1042)

Historical notes produced from Volkswagen AG Corporate Archives providing extensive detail of the part played by the British Forces in the resurection of the 
Volkswagen factory at Wolfsburg between 1945 and late 1949 when the factory was handed over to German ownership.

The British and their Works

Terry Shuler - 0 915038 45 5 - 230mm x 200mm - 176pp, heavily illus., some colour. - Hardbound - 1985 - Limited stock, out of print.

�21.95(VWB522)

The Origin and Evolution of the Volkswagen Beetle is dedicated to anyone who has owned and loved a Beetle.  The book provides a compendium of information 
that will prove useful to the owner, collector and restorer.  Divided into four sections, it encompasses all aspects of the Beetles development.  At its core is the 
most complete collection of Beetle sales literature yet published, with detailed notes supplied by VW expert Terry Shuler working in concert with the Vintage 
Volkswagen Club of America. The entire history of the Beetles evolution is graphically illustrated, from the first KdF Sedan to the Karmann convertible, including 
the continued production of the Beetle today.  A selection of rare sales literature is featured, including a 1938 brochure that was never publicly released.  Equally 
interesting is the 1939 'Trans-Art' brochure that used acetate overlays to illustrate the Beetles construction inside and out.  Portions of the early German brochures 
have been translated, while literature from the mid-Fifties and later has been selected primarily from material created for the American market.  Each section 
features examples of literature reproduced in full colour.

The Origin & Evolution the VW Beetle

Keith Seume - 1906133085 - 210mm x 270mm - 144pp, 100 colour & 150 b/w immages - Softbound - 2008 - Stock item.

�14.95(VWB1163)

In the four decades since the California Look gained notoriety within the Volkswagen scene, it has grown to become the most popular of all customising styles. It's 
all about "show with go" - clean, uncluttered bodywork, a high-quality paintjob, the "right" stance and a highly-tuned engine are vital elements of the "Look".  --  It is 
a style the roots of which can be traced back to the early days of VW drag racing in the late 1950s and early 1960s, and which continues to grow in popularity to 
this day. But the true spirit of the California Look is about more than just the car - it's about the people, too.   --  This book tells the story of the California Look from 
the perspective of those who were there in the 1960s, '70s and '80s, telling tales of cruising, street racing, wild parties and good old-fashioned camaraderie. With 
almost 300 photographs, the majority of which are being published for the first time, The Story of the California Look VW is an indispensable record of an era when 
the Volkswagen ruled the streets of southern California.  --  Keith Seume has been editor of VolksWorld magazine and is now managing editor of Ultra VW . 
Previous books include VW Beetle Custom Handbook, VW Beetle Performance Handbook , VW Beetle Interchange Manual and the original California Look VW .

The Story of the California Look VW

T. Legate - 0 9551020 2 2 - 215mm x 270mm - 128pp, 200 colour illus - Hardbound - 2006 - Stock item.

�20.00(VWB1103)

This compilation of superb photographs and articles has been edited from the archives of VolksWorld Magazine, part of the IPC Media organisation. It is packed 
with some of the world’s finest examples of everyone’s favourite VWs  from painstakingly restored original Beetles, to the wild, multicoloured Custom Cars that are 
created regardless of expense 
It also includes the best examples of the increasingly popular VW campers and buses, the stylish Karmann Ghias, the T4s and beach buggies, plus highly modified 
race cars and dragsters from the UK and the USA. 
These early VWs attract a huge and devoted band of loyal supporters. Many thousands of cars left the Wolfsburg factory and used examples are sought after for 
restoration and custom-car projects. Many countries hold annual VW festivals and in the UK, VolksWorld magazine organises one of the largest rallies at Sandown 
Park, where cars and enthusiasts gather from around the world. Approximately 50,000 people visit the show each year.

The Very Best Of Volkswagen

N. Grimshaw - 1 84065 053 2 - 270mm x 290mm - 144pp - Hardbound - 1998 - Limited stock, out of print.

�16.95(VWB768)

This book is not a factual history of the Bug - that's been done to death a number of times - the book is a celebration of the car and the people who love it. It is the 
celebration of an obsession. Its exuberant illustrations tell the stories of complex restoration jobs, of cars abandoned to rust and revived through the dedication and 
commitment of Beetle fans. They tell about racing Bugs that will happily pit their wits against the fastest Ferrari, and custom Bugs that put even the most exotic 
supercars to shame. This book was first published in 1995.

The Volkswagen Beetle - Vintage, restored and customised

Ryan Lee Price - 1 55788 421 8 - 215mm x 275mm - 170pp, many b/w illus. - Softbound - 2003 - Supplied to special order.

�14.95(VWB1069)

Author Ryan Lee Price, editor of VW Trends magazine, takes a detailed look at the development of the Beetle during its early days. Included are detailed 
production numbers listing year by year model changes in areas of engine, driveline and chassis, making this an indispensable reference tool for the avid VW 
enthusiast.
Early chapters of this book relate to  the development history of the car and its military derivatives up to 1967. The re-emergence of a saloon car from the war torn 
Wolfsburg factory in the latter part of the 1940s.

The VW Beetle - A Production History of the World's Most Famous Car 1936-1967
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VW Aircooled Cars - General and History

Jonathan Wood - 0 900549 67 x - 240mm x 180mm - 144pp, 153 b/w illus. - Hardbound - 1983 - Limited stock, out of print.

£8.95(VWB505)

In a painstakingly researched manuscript, supported by nearly 160 illustrations, many of which are appearing in a book for the first time, Jonathan Wood has 
delved deeply into the ancestors and parentage of this remarkable VW and examined its use during the war years. He then unravels the complex story of the 34 
years of German production, detailing and timing the many changes in specification of the various models to make this extensive chapter an invaluable source of 
reference for all Beetle enthusiasts.

THE VW BEETLE - Including Karmann Ghia

Jonathan Wood - 1 899870 26 1 - 240mm x 180mm - 144pp, 153 b/w Illus. - Hardbound - 1997 - Limited stock, out of print.

£10.95(VWB618)

In the ‘Collector’s Guide’ series, this is one of the most readable and interesting books on the Beetle and Karmann Ghia.  Includes detailed history, variations, 
Beetle abroad, Buying a Beetle, 6 chapters and 6 Appendices with Type numbers, production figures etc. This second edition is slightly updated.

THE VW BEETLE - Including Karmann Ghia (2nd Edition)

Bob Wilson - 0 929758 03 x - 215mm x 280mm - 128pp, 250+ b/w illus.. - Softbound - 1994 - Stock item.

£14.95(VWB560)

Whether you’re a restorer looking to see which door handle you need, or an enthusiast rebuilding an early ‘Split-window’, this is the book for you.  All the cosmetic 
changes on the Beetle Saloons and Convertibles from 1949-59 are covered, excellently illustrated in black and white with exploded diagrams adding detail to the 
text. Serial number dates and complete colour combinations relating to the period covered.

THE VW BEETLE 1949-1959 GUIDE TO AUTHENTICITY

Sitting Images -  - Post Card - 12 Cards -  -  - Stock item.

£4.95(VWB579)

A unique set of 12 high quality colour postcards of 'Lost and Found' Beetles and Split Screen Busses from all over the World. Supplied in a presentation folder and 
only available in a limited quantity. A joint production by VW Books and Sitting Images.

The VW World Series

James M. Flammang - 0 87341 419 5 - 210mm x 280mm - 256pp, 16 page colour section. - Softbound - 1996 - Stock item.

£16.95(VWB605)

A history of the social and cultural roles that the VW played in the USA  with a review of every model manufactured, from 1946 - 1996 including coverage of pre-
war development. Beetles, Karmann Ghias, Microbuses, Rabbits (Golfs), and Dune Buggies.

VOLKSWAGEN - BEETLES, BUSES AND BEYOND

Joachim Kuch - 1 85960 645 8 - 170mm x 240mm - 240pp, 244 illus. Inc. 16 in colour. - Hardbound - 2000 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB747)

To many people, the name Volkswagen conjures up just one image - the Beetle, with its bug-eyed looks and air-cooled, rear engine. However Volkswagen, 
arguably the world's best-known car maker, is also rapidly becoming one of the most prolific. The original People's Car spawned many derivatives. This book 
documents the story of them all, including Karmann Ghia, Transporter, Types 3 and 4 and the VW Porsche 914.

VOLKSWAGEN - MODEL HISTORY

Richard Copping - 1 904788 92 0 - 250mm x 250mm - 176 pp. 256 photos, 212 colour 117 colour graphics - Softbound - 2005 - Stock item.

£24.95(VWB1094)

All incredibly popular, 60s design classics with enduring appeal, the original air-cooled Volkswagen cars and transporters are explored in this fascinating book. A 
unique picture-led chronicle of the Volkswagen story in the fifties and sixties. This book makes extensive use of the artwork from contemporary promotional 
literature. Illustrated with rare promotional material, for a real period feel, and presented in a unique style, this book is a must have for motoring enthusiasts and 
VW devotees alike. - Re-producing the spectacular, eminently collectable, artwork of VW’s Bernd Reuters and classic photography from the Sixties, the book 
weaves the story of every Volkswagen model of the period into the contemporary design style. A unique, comprehensive collection, including Volkswagen’s sought 
after Transporter, the elegant Karmann Ghia and the often-overlooked VW 1500. - Coverage includes all of Volkswagen’s air-cooled models.

Volkswagen - The air-cooled era in colour

Edwin Baaske - 0 8376 0162 2 - 215mm x 305mm - 146 pp, 142 illus. Mostly period b/w - Hardbound - 1997 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB631)

Charting the personal side of the Beetle story, and its social impact the World over, this hardback book includes over 140 photographs both from the VW archives 
and private collections, ranging from the first post-war cars to Concept 1. Many pictures taken within the production lines during the early 1950's. This book is an 
English text of a 1995 Delius Klasing & Co publication in German.

VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE -  PORTRAIT OF A LEGEND

Jonathan Harvey - 9781844254347 - 210mm x 270mm - 168pp, 200 colour illustrations - Hardbound - 2008 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1162)

The original air-cooled Beetle teeters between cult and classic status, but either way the following for these cars remains huge. Magazines, clubs, web forums, 
shows and unrivalled parts availability make buying and owning a classic Beetle more attractive than ever. The author traces the Beetle's continuous production 
run from 1945 to 2003, taking note of the more important specification changes over the years, including the popular Karmann Cabriolet. The process of buying a 
Beetle is explained, and the author gives a guide to its subsequent care. This book is the perfect companion for beginners and long-term enthusiasts alike.

Volkswagen Beetle - Haynes Enthusiast Guide
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VW Aircooled Cars - General and History

Richard Copping - 1 901295 86 9 - 205mm x 250mm - 192pp, 200 mainly colour illus - Hardbound - 2001 - Limited stock, out of print.

£29.95(VWB888)

At the dawn of the twenty-first century the Volkswagen Beetle had been in production for 55 years.  In that time close to 22 million Beetles were sold all around the 
world to several generations of owners.  No other car comes close to matching this feat, and that's why the Beetle [Bug, Kafer, Kever, Maggiolino, Cox, Coccinelle, 
Fusca, EJ Escarabajo - it has many names in different languages] is, undoubtedly, THE car of the twentieth century. - This book is a tribute to an extraordinary 
car, a car so influential that it changed the face of motoring forever.  Between these covers the reader will find the complete story of the Beetle from inception in 
pre-war Germany to the beginning of mass-production then, step-by-step, through more than five decades of evolution to the last bastion of Beetle production in 
Mexico. - Uniquely, this book also includes 21 feature sections each detailing a milestone model in words and pictures.  Numerous sidebars and panels describe 
Beetle facts, feats and advertising, and give interesting social commentary.  An extensive section on the evolution of the Beetle Cabriolet rounds off the coverage 
and makes this THE book of the Beetle.

Volkswagen Beetle - The Car of the 20th Century

William Burt - 0 7603 1078 5 - 210mm x 230mm - 80pp, 80 Colour illus. - Softbound - 2002 - Stock item.

£9.95(VWB961)

The story behind the most popular automobile ever made. Author William Burt explores the culture that grew up around this unique automobile, particularly in 
America, where the small, economical Beetle proved a successful counter-statement to the gas-guzzling behemouths being churned out by Detroit automakers. 
You'll also learn how and why revive the Beetle in the 1990s. Why is the 'Bug' an international phenomenon and a cult classic? The answer lies within these pages.

Volkswagen Beetle - William Burt

Laurence Meredith - 1 86126 273 6 - 210mm x 280mm - 160pp, 190 illus. (mostly colour) - Hardbound - 1999 - Stock item.

£25.00(VWB700)

Motoring journalist and Beetle enthusiast Laurence Meredith has spent many hours driving and photographing Beetles all over the world. This book is the result of 
that work. Every major variant of the Beetle has been test-driven and photographed, from the oldest survivors to the new model and taking in everything between, 
and these reports are supported by the background to the model changes and the stories of the individual Beetles and their owners. If you are into Beetles or 
maybe just want to see how yours fits into the scheme of things then this book will suit you.

VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE, MODEL by MODEL

Richard Copping - 9781844259663 - 250mm x 250mm - 176 pages, 150 colour & 50 b&w illustrations - Hardbound - 2010 - Stock item.

£25.00(VWB1185)

With more than 21 million built between 1945 and 2003, the Volkswagen Beetle was and remains the world's most popular car. It needs no introduction and no 
justification as the subject of a book in the Haynes Great Cars Series, where stunning studio photography combines with archive material and a narrative covering 
all the key elements in the history of perhaps the humblest of motoring icons. All Beetle enthusiasts will enjoy this visually stunning celebration.

Volkswagen Beetle: A celebration of the world's most popular car

Keith Seume - 0 7603 0982 5 - 210mm x 270mm - 224pp, 500 b/w illus. - Softbound - 2001 - Stock item.

£14.95(VWB936)

This huge photo retrospective features hundreds of photographs depicting Volkswagen vehicles of every size and shape from the 1945 Beetle to the soon-to-
released, all-new Microbus.  Photographs culled from company archives and private collections are accompanied by detailed captions that describe the 
development and production the vehicle, and in the process comprise a comprehensive timeline detailing the evolution of Beetles, Buses, Karmann-Ghias, Rabbits, 
Sciroccos, Golfs, Dashers, Things, Jettas, Kubelwagens, Passats and more. Due February 2002.

Volkswagen Cars & Trucks

Richard Copping - 1 903016 50 3 - 210mm x 200mm - 52pp, 11 colour illus, 70 b/w - Softbound - 2004 - Stock item.

£7.95(VWB1047)

Richard Copping provides an 'air-cooled' enthusiasts view of the first two golden decades of  Volkswagen cars, preceded by a short introduction of how the 
Volkswagen Beetle and the company that made it came into being at all. In this, the first book of a series, Richard provides the reader with a superbly illustrated 
and detailed description of the success story that was the Volkswagen empire during the 1950s and 1960s. The Beetle, Karman Ghia and Transporter have their 
development described in some detail, in many cases illustrated by prime examples of each and enriched by copies of period advertising material. A book of 
interest to the serious enthusiast and newcomer to the VW scene alike.

Volkswagen Cars 1948-1968

Max Wagner - 1 57717 083 0 - 225mm x 315mm - 80pp, 88 illus. Mostly colour - Hardbound - 1998 - Stock item.

£5.95(VWB698)

A historical journey through the Volkswagen history from the 1930's to the present day. Most models depicted. Archive photos of the early years with 1950s 
restored cars from both sides of the Atlantic. Most models covered including later experimental vehicles and present day cars included.

VOLKSWAGEN Cars People Love

Volkswagen AG Corporate History Dept. - 3 935112 11 4 - 220mm x 220mm - 182pp, b/w illustrations - Softbound - 2003 - Stock item.

£12.95(VWB1043)

This Volume provides a comprehensive record of all the major milestones in the history of Volkswagen from 1945 to 2002, preceded by a brief history of the 
Volkswagen concept and its development by Porsche. Charting all of the significant production figures, model changes and political arrangements, it represents a 
fascinating potted history of Volkswagen from its very beginnings.

Volkswagen Chronicle

Terry Shuler - 0 929758 18 8 - 205mm x 205mm - 166pp, 130 b/w illus. - Softbound - 1999 - Stock item.

£14.95(VWB751)

Terry Shuler's early 2000 publication gives an illustrated insight to the pre-production Volkswagen. Pictures are 'full page' and, as would be expected of the period,  
in black and white. There are close up detail shots of prototype engines, cars and drawings, as well as early press shots, special models, military vehicles and 
factory shots. An excellent book for those interested in the subject, but don’t want to be bogged down with reams of technical jargon.

VOLKSWAGEN Kdf - Wagen 1934 - 1945
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VW Aircooled Cars - General and History

Volkswagen AG - 972.821.031.20 - 210mm x 197mm - 70pp B/W illus. - Softbound - 1979 - Stock item.

£9.95(VWB1144)

A Volkswagen published book providing a 'potted' history of the company products and the major milestones in its history.

VW - A Brief Illustrated History

Clive Prew - 1856270343 - 265mm x 360mm - 112pp, 150+ illus. Many in colour - Hardbound - 1990 - Limited stock, out of print.

£8.95(VWB557)

Clive Prew provides an absorbing and affectionate account of the Beetle's chequered history, describing the various modifications that have contributed to the 
evolution of one of the world's most popular cars. His text is illustrated by a wealth of colour photographs and drawings which are a fitting tribute to this most 
unique and enduring car.

VW Beetle

Christy Campbel - 1 85152 256 5 - 240mm x 325mm - 80pp, 100 illus. Mostly colour. - Hardbound - 1990 - Stock item.

£12.95(VWB542)

This book is a profile of the history of this legendary machine. It is not an owner's manual, nor is it a technical reference book, but a no-holds-barred, sumptuous 
evocation of an automotive legend. All aspects of the Beetle phenomenon are explained. The People's Car - how Hitler brought the car into being and how it 
survived him. How the car achieved an astonishing conquest of the States under Karl Hahn who drove the Beetle to grab an astonishing 70% of the market.

VW Beetle - A Celebration

Nikolaus Reichert & Hans Joachim Klersy - 0 85429 591 7 - 230mm x 270mm - 160pp, - Hardbound - 1987 - Limited stock, out of print.

£14.95(VWB807)

English version of 1986 printing by Motorbuch Verlag. As described by its title, an illustrated history of the Volkswagen Beetle. Depicted in all its forms from the 
real thing to advertising illustrations. Models and other gift items relating to the Beetle also shown.

VW Beetle - An illustrated history

J. Wood - 0 7478 0565 2 - 150mm x 210mm - 32pp, 46 b/w illus - Softbound - 2003 - Stock item.

£4.99(VWB509)

A5 size booklet giving brief outline of the development of the Volkswagen Beetle from 1934 to 2003.

VW Beetle Album

Compiled by R.M. Clarke - 0 946 489 165 - 200mm x 270mm - 72pp, 148 b/w illus. - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£7.95(VWB675)

Another VW title from Brooklands containing 17 articles from leading motoring journals on the Beetle and Cabrio, including ‘Beetlemania’. ‘Coldness be my friend’, 
VW v Morris Minor etc.

VW BEETLE COLLECTION NO. 1  1970-1982

Walter Zeichner - 0 88740 168 6 - 275mm x 205mm - 96pp, 100 b/w & 17 colour illus - Hardbound - 1989 - Stock item.

£16.95(VWB530)

Superb English edition of the very popular ‘VW Kafer Cabrio’.  Documents the complete history of the Cabriolet, as well as Hebmuller, Karmannn Ghia and 
Rometsch and other rare bodied Volkswagens.  Many fascinating early Reuters brochures reprinted.

VW BEETLE CONVERTIBLE 1949-80

Compiled by R.M. Clarke - 1 85520 1917 - 200mm x 270mm - 172pp, 300+ b/w illus. - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£16.95(VWB568)

The first of two books covering ‘The story of the Beetle’.  Reports include road tests, specs., comparisons, buying used, performance and tech data, rallying, long 
term reports, history.  Models:  1131cc, 1200, 1300, 1500, Convertible. The car shown on the cover of this book is well known to 'VW Books' as it was rescued 
from scrap by the family in 1972.

VW BEETLE GOLD PORTFOLIO 1935-1967

Compiled by R.M. Clarke - 1 85520 1933 - 200mm x 270mm - 172pp, 300+ b/w illus. - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£16.95(VWB569)

This second volume continues the Beetle story and covers road and comparison tests, specs, history, long term, and owner reports, buying used, factory visits, 
tech. data.  Models include 1300, 1500, 1600, Super, Convertible.

VW BEETLE GOLD PORTFOLIO 1968-1991
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VW Aircooled Cars - General and History

Matt Meyer - 0 7643 1449 1 - 210mm x 280mm - 160pp, 351 colour illus. - Softbound - 2001 - Stock item.

£24.95(VWB946)

Volkswagen ® Beetle® toys and models from the late 1930s to today are all displayed in this lively book dedicated to this enduring, endearing automobile. Over 
350 color images display tin, die cast, sheet metal, and plastic Beetles by major manufacturers, including Corgi®, Matchbox®, Hotwheels®, Lledo®, Tonka®, and 
many others. Also included are examples of glass and ceramic Beetles, along with a Beetle Transformer*TM. Additionally, a history of the Beetle and Beetle toys, 
guidelines for developing and maintaining a Beetle collection, current market values, and a bibliography are all included. This book is a must for anyone who has 
an affection for this unique little car that has been on the roads for over seventy years!

VW Beetle Toys

William Boddy - 1 85532 885 2 - 185mm x 210mm - 140pp, 100+ b/w & 24 colour illus. - Softbound - 1999 - Stock item.

£12.95(VWB704)

The story of the Volkswagen Beetle from its beginnings in the 1930's to the end of the 20th Century. Bill Boddy's own experiences as a motoring journalist and 
Volkswagen enthusiast combine to produce an informative insight into the most dramatic motoring evolution ever. Sporting ownership of the Beetle is covered as 
are many other escapades that the 'Beetle' has been involved in over the years.

VW BEETLE TYPE 1 & The New Generation

Richard Copping - 9781847971678 - 210mm x 296mm - 128 pp with 400 colour Illus - Hardbound - 2010 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1183)

By the late 1960s the Beetle had enjoyed over twenty years of continuous production, dominated its home market and conquered export markets all around the 
world. Volkswagen's policy of constant improvement and refinement to a single model appeared to be vindicated. However, 1968 saw the death of Heinz Nordoff, 
who was the driving force behind the Beetle's evolution and continued success. In many ways, this was a watershed year; the 1968 model introduced many 
significant changes to the car, and it became inevitable that a replacement for the venerable Beetle would have to be developed. This book charts the closing 
years of the Beetle's production life in Germany; from the revamped 1968 model to the 1302, 1303, the Cabriolet, and the various Specials produced later.

VW Beetle, Specification Guide 1968-1980

Walter Keichner - 3 613 87189 0 - 250mm x 190mm - 180pp, b/w & Colour illus. - Hardbound - 1999 - Stock item.

£9.95(VWB1027)

This book follows the lifetime of the Volkswagen Beetle and derivatives mostly by way of advertising publications. Some adverts are in English mainly of US origin, 
also featured are Karmann and Hebmuller variations of the Cabriolet theme, in the case of Karmann from 1949 to 1979 (as a 1303LS). Other special bodies by 
Rometsch, Ulrich Otten ('Jetstar'), Wilhelm Heusel (Colani GT), Enzmann and Denzel. The final short chapter covers early details of the New Beetle. German text.

VW Kafer und New Beetle seit 1938

R. Clarke - 1 85520 718 9 - 200mm x 270mm - 160pp, 280 B/W & 30 Colour illus - Softbound - 2006 - Stock item.

£16.95(VWB1120)

A compilation of 51 period road tests and articles relating to the Volkswagen Karmann Ghia Types 14 and 34, followed up by a reprint of the Practical Classics 
Buyer's guide for these popular cars. The articles range from 1955 to 2004 with a concentration on the major production period of the mid sixties through the early 
seventies.

VW Karmann Ghia 1955-1974 Gold Portfolio

Manfred Grieger, Dirk Schlinkert - 3 935112 26 2 - 220mm x 220mm - 144pp,80 b/w, 30 colour images - Hardbound - 2006 - Stock item.

£14.95(VWB1122)

This book is not a comprehensive album of the photographs taken in the Volkswagen plant in Wolfsburg between 1948 and 1974. It provides a kaleidoscope, a 
visual collection, ordered according to the four traditional categories of the photographic trade: architecture, object, reporting and portrait. The pictures are a 
representative selection from the rich collection of around 160,000 negatives registered by 1970 and included in the extensive collection bequeathed by the 
photographic centre at the Volkswagen plant. The collection amounts to "works photography" in the truest sense of the word. The anthology consists of 
photographic assignments, carried out either by photogra¬phers employed at the factory or external free-lancers acting on behalf of the company. They depict 
images from both inside and outside the factory, as well as the city of Wolfsburg.

Work Exhibition 1. Photographs from the Volkswagen Plant 1948-1974
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VW Aircooled Cars - Manuals and Handbooks

Haynes - 0 900550 84 8 - 210mm x 280mm -  - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£25.00(VWB667)

Automotive Repair Manual, covers all Type 3 versions including both carburettor and fuel injection engines. This is a 'Classic Reprint' of the oroginal by the 
publisher due to demand from enthusiasts.

Haynes - Type 3 1500 & 1600 1963 - 1973

Haynes - 0 85696 524 3 - 210mm x 280mm -  - Hardbound -  - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB664)

Owners Workshop Manual, covers all models with 1200 (1192cc) engine.

Haynes - VW Beetle 1200 1954 - 1977

Haynes - 0 85696 494 8 - 210mm x 280mm -  - Hardbound -  - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB626)

Owners Workshop Manual, covers 1300 (1285cc) and 1500 (1493cc) engines. Vehicles with torsion bar front suspension.

Haynes - VW Beetle 1300 & 1500 1965 - 1975

Haynes - 0 85696 110 8 - 210mm x 280mm - 184pp, b/w illustrations & wiring diagrams. - Softbound - 1974 - Stock item.

£25.00(VWB681)

Owners Workshop Manual, models covered are 1302 and 1302S Super Beetle with 1285cc and 1584cc engines respectively. Both Manual and Semi auto gearbox.

Haynes - VW Beetle 1302 1302S 1970 -1972

Haynes - 0 85696 645 2 - 210mm x 280mm -  - Hardbound -  - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB627)

Owners Workshop Manual, covers 1300 (1285cc) & 1600 (1584cc) engines also includes GT Beetle suspension and transmission that are variations from the 1303 
/ 1303S model.

Haynes - VW Beetle 1303 1303S & GT 1972 - 1975

John Muir - 1 56691 310 1 - 210mm x 275mm - 458 pp, comprehensively illustrated - Softbound - 1999 - Stock item.

£17.95(VWB519)

First published in 1969, now in its 19th edition, this classic manual of automotive repair equips VW owners with the knowledge to handle every situation they will 
come across with any air-cooled Volkswagen built through 1978, including Beetles, Karmann Ghias, vans, and campers. With easy-to-understand, fun-to-read 
information for novice and veteran mechanics alike, anecdotal descriptions, and clear language, this book takes the mystery out of diagnostic, maintenance, and 
repair procedures, and offers some chuckles along the way. This edition features new information on troubleshooting, new photos, and an updated resource 
list.  --   Probably the best selling Volkswagen Book of all time!  BACK IN STOCK!!

HOW TO KEEP YOUR VOLKSWAGEN ALIVE

Volkswagen - 952.551.6N0.20 - 210mm x 147mm - 104pp, b/w photos & drawings - Softbound - 1987 - Limited stock, out of print.

£9.95(VWB1164)

Volkswagen supplied Owners Instruction Manual for Volkswagen Polo English Specification, English text.

Instruction Manual Polo (1987 Model)

Peter Russek -  - 100mm x 200mm - 189pp, b/w illus. - Softbound - 1974 - Stock item (Used).

£7.00(VWB1121)

A original Peter Russek Glove Box series manual for the Volkswagen Type 4 including models with fuel injection engines. This used copy is complete with its 
folded wiring diagram.

Peter Russek - Volkswagen 411 and 412

The VW Trends Team - 1 55788 483 8 -  - 192pp, 500 b/w images - Softbound - 2005 - Stock item.

£14.95(VWB1107)

Covering all Super Beetle models manufactured in Volkswagen's glory years of 1971-1974, this indispensable resource for Beetle enthusiasts details the ground-up 
restoration-from the chassis and engine to the drivetrain and interior- of the most popular vehicle Volkswagen ever produced.

The Volkswagen Super Beetle Handbook
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VW Aircooled Cars - Manuals and Handbooks

Robert Bentley - 9780837603902 - 210mm x 275mm - 1364 pp, 2622 illus., 10 pages of wiring diagrams - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£78.95(VWB639)

Covers VW Beetle, Convertible and Karmann Ghia from 1961 to 1965.  You will find detailed information for every system, supported by more than 1500 photos: 
from welding and frame repair to convertible top replacement, even procedures for testing fuel economy with a chassis dynamometer. Needless to say, all original 
factory service and maintenance procedures are provided, with electrical wiring diagrams and plenty of information on troubleshooting. An invaluable reference for 
the Type 1 enthusiast during maintenance and restoration. This manual details body repairs to Saloon, Cabriolet and Karmann Ghia. The Saloon body being 
covered in great detail in well over 200 pages, 175 pages detail Cabriolet specific body repairs whilst 180 pages relate to K-G bodywork including both early and 
late versions of the convertible hood.

Volkswagen 1200 Workshop Manual: 1961 - 1965

Richard Copping & Ken Cservenka - 1 904788 72 6 - 139mm x 195mm - 60pp, 100 colour photos. - Softbound - 2004 - Stock item.

£9.95(VWB1075)

A small investment in this book could save you a fortune. With its step-by-step expert guidance and unique point system, it will help you to place the car's value in 
relation to condition. Buying a classic VW Beetle is an important investment - don't buy one without this book's help.

Volkswagen Beetle - The Essential Buyer's guide

Robert Bentley - 9780837604169 - 210mm x 275mm - 912 pp, 959 illus, 6 pages of wiring diagrams - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£29.95(VWB640)

The book features all workshop procedures with electrical information on both 6v and 12v cars. Convertible top repair, carburettor rebuilding (30 PICT-1 and 30 
PICT-2) and comprehensive specification and troubleshooting tables are included for every year and model.

Volkswagen Beetle and Karmann Ghia Official Service Manual Type 1: 1966 - 1969

Robert Bentley - 9780837600963 - 210mm x 275mm - 720 illus. and 27 pages of wiring diagrams - Hardbound -  - Stock item.

£37.95(VWB628)

Every component is covered, from Super Beetle's strut front suspension - including the modified system introduced in 1974 - to rebuilding the front end, even disc 
brake repair. All carburettors are described in detail. The rack and pinion steering fitted to some later cars is covered as is the Bosch Fuel Injection as fitted to later 
US models. Repair / adjustment information for the convertible hood is not included. --  From 2011 this title is now hardbound

Volkswagen Super Beetle, Beetle and Karmann Ghia Official Service Manual Type 1: 
1970-1979

Robert Bentley - 9780837600574 - 210mm x 275mm - 424 pp, 764 illus., 9 pages of wiring diagrams - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£29.95(VWB637)

This book as all Bentley books are for US Spec. vehicles only thus does NOT cover Carburettor models. Other wise all aspects of these vehicles are covered in 
the normal 'Official Manual' thorough way. The rebuilding of automatic transmissions is included along with troubleshooting tables for every year and model.

Volkswagen Type 3 Fastback and Squareback Official Service Manual: 1968 - 1973

Robert Bentley - 9780837611921 - 210mm x 280mm - 1152 pp. Over 2000 illus. - Softbound - 2004 - Stock item.

£78.95(VWB1051)

Now available for the first time as a single volume is the Volkswagen Type 3 Workshop Manual: 1961-1967 for models sold in the USA and Canada. This manual 
is a compilation of the original air cooled Volkswagen service and repair information. This historical archive edition covers procedures for routine maintenance, 
troubleshooting, repair and rebuilding. - Air-cooled Volkswagens (Type 3) covered: Volkswagen 1500, Volkswagen 1500A, Volkswagen 1500N, Volkswagen 1500S, 
Volkswagen 1600, Volkswagen 1600S Sedan (Notchback and Fastback), Volkswagen 1600S Variant (Station Wagon), Volkswagen 1500 Karmann Ghia Coupe. - 
Engines covered in this Volkswagen repair manual: 
Volkswagen Air-cooled Type 3 "pancake" engine 1500cc, Volkswagen Air-cooled Type 3 "pancake" engine 1600cc.
Technical highlights: Engine and cylinder head service, repair and reconditioning, including bench testing procedures and specifications for 1500cc and 1600cc 
motors. 
Solex 32 PHN, 32 PHN-1 single carburetors, 32 PDSIT 2/3 dual carburetors, as well as fuel pump troubleshooting, rebuilding, and adjustment. 
Transmission removal, rebuilding, and adjustment, including early and later versions. 
Frame and floor repair with measurements and detailed cutting, alignment and welding instructions. 
Body repair and replacement procedures, including the sliding sunroof. Detailed painting preparation and procedures. 
Wiring diagrams identified by year and model. 
Running production changes and updates are noted in the text by manufacturing date, chassis number, engine number or part number. 
Detailed explanations of the various systems, with exploded views, cutaways and diagrams. 
Required workshop equipment, tools, and equipment for local manufacture listings. 
Troubleshooting tables for clutch, carburetor, fuel pump, steering, disc and drum brakes, generator, starter, and wipers. 
Maintenance and lubrication charts and procedures.

Volkswagen Type 3 Workshop Manual: 1961-1967

Robert Bentley - 0 8376 0389 7 - 210mm x 275mm - 704 pp over 1300 figures & illus. - Softbound - 1999 - Stock item.

£69.95(VWB697)

Covers VW Beetle, Convertible and Karmann Ghia from 1952 to 1957, and is the most complete and authoritative manual available, being a reprint of the original 
Factory Manual used by VW in the mid ‘50s. Covers all models sold in the USA (little different from those sent to the UK except for LHD). This manual is an 
historical record of illustrations and procedures for routine maintenance, troubleshooting, repair and rebuilding of all portions of these vehicles. All factory changes 
and updates are noted in the text by manufacturing date, chassis number, engine number and part number. The original and most comprehensive manual available.

Volkswagen Workshop Manual Types 11, 14 and 15. 1952 - 1957
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VW Aircooled Cars - Manuals and Handbooks

Robert Bentley - 9780837603926 - 210mm x 275mm - 1016 pp, over 1400 figs, illus.& diags. - Softbound - 2001 - Stock item.

£78.95(VWB881)

Now available after being out-of-print for nearly 40 years, a vintage reprint of original Volkswagen repair information for all Type 1 (Beetle and Karmann Ghia) 
models sold in the USA and Canada.  This manual is an historical record of the illustrations and procedures for routine maintenance, troubleshooting, repair and 
rebuilding, including: - Engine and cylinder head service, repair and reconditioning, including bench testing procedures and specifications for 36hp motors. - Solex 
28 PCI carburettor and Solex fuel pump troubleshooting, rebuilding, and adjustment. Transmission removal, rebuilding, and adjustment, including ring gear tooth 
contact for Gleason and Klingelnberg gear sets. Frame, floor and body panel repair.  All measurements and detailed cutting, alignment and welding instructions.  
Painting preparation and procedures. - Body repair and replacement procedures, including the sliding fabric sunroof and convertible top. - Complete wiring 
diagrams. -  All factory changes and updates are noted in the text by manufacturing date, chassis number, engine number and part number. - Full explanations of 
the operation of all systems, with exploded views, cutaways and diagrams. - Required workshop equipment, tools, and equipment for local manufacture listings. - 
Troubleshooting tables for clutch, carburettor, fuel pump, steering, brakes, generator, starter, and wipers. - Maintenance and lubrication charts and procedures.

Volkswagen Workshop Manual Types 11, 14 and 15. 1958 - 1960

Peter Russek -  - 100mm x 190mm -  - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£7.00(VWB658)

This 'Pocket Mechanic' manual covers Volkswagen 1500 & 1600cc Squareback and Fastback models, Variant 1500N, S, A, 1600TL, L, & A. Carburettor and Fuel 
Injection models. Included is a detailed description of removal, installation, adjustments, repair, overhaul and servicing of all the major vehicle parts, incl. Engine, 
carburettor, valves, clutch, brakes, steering, transmission, electrical equipment - with exploded views and complete technical data and wiring diagram.

VW 1500-1600 - Pocket Mechanic Series
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VW Aircooled Cars - Technical Reference

Keith Seume - 9780760303146 - 210mm x 270mm - 144pp, 300 b/w illus. - Softbound - 1996 - Stock item.

£16.95(VWB604)

How to select original and aftermarket parts for engine, carburation, ignition and exhaust to help you create the engine you want, from mild street to full race tune, 
with advice on parts interchangeability and good combinations. - ‘a riveting techno-read’ Classic Cars - ‘the best book since How to Hot Rod VW Engines’. 
Volksworld. This title reprinted with new cover illustration early 2006.

AIR-COOLED VW ENGINE INTERCHANGE MANUAL

Charles O. Probst - 0 8376 0300 5 - 210mm x 280mm - 224 pp, 350 illustrations - Softbound - 1991 - Stock item.

£22.95(VWB598)

The authoritative manual on Bosch fuel injection.  The only book that fully explains Motronic, L-Jetronic, LH-Jetronic, LH-Motronic, D-Jetronic, K-Jetronic and KE-
Motronic.  Complete service and maintenance procedures, troubleshooting, tuning secrets etc.

Bosch Fuel Injection & Engine Management

Haynes - 1 56392 157 X - 210mm x 270mm - 350pp, b/w illus. - Softbound - 1995 - Supplied to special order.

£18.95(VWB970)

Comprehensive manual detailing, Theory and operation, Maintenance and tune-up, Detailed overhaul procedures and application reference tables. Covers all 
popular Weber carbs. DAF, DCD, DFA,DFV, DFD,DFE, DFM, DFT, DGV, DIF, IDA, IDF, IDS, IDT, DCNF, DCOE, DFAV, DFTA, DGAS, DGAV, IDAP and IDTP .  
All Zeneth Stromberg CD 'constant depression' carbs. CD CDS, CDS-2, CDSE, CD-2E, CDST and CDSET. All  SU type H, HD, HS and HIF (including electronic) 
carbs. And auxiliary starting devices. There are also sections on converting to Weber Carburettors and how to install a weber carburettor on an air-cooled VW 
engine.

Haynes - Weber Carburettor Manual inc. Stromberg & SU Carburettors

Bill Fisher - 0 912656 03 4 - 215mm x 275mm - 160 pp, 120 b/w illus. - Softbound - 1970 - Stock item.

£15.95(VWB526)

Now available again this heavily illustrated and easy to follow book is the best source of information on modifying the VW Type 1 style air-cooled engines for 
increased performance.  26 chapters including ‘Bolt-on H.P.’, ‘Carburation’, ‘Supercharging’ etc.

How to Hot Rod Volkswagen Engines

James Hale - 1 901295 80 x - 207mm x 250mm - 128pp, approx. 200 b/w illus. - Softbound - 2000 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB772)

The first reference book devoted solely to Beetle chassis, suspension and braking systems. Suitable for the home enthusiast as well as the more experienced 
mechanic. Based on the successful 'How-To' technical features developed by the author of Volksworld magazine. Includes detailed coverage of the process for 
shortening the Beetle floorpan for kit-cars and dune buggies. All the information is based on practical experience of specialist VW mechanics and tuning shops.

How to Modify Volkswagen BEETLE Suspension

Tom Wilson - 0 89586 225 5 - 200mm x 250mm - 175pp, 500+ b/w illus. - Softbound - 1987 - Stock item.

£15.95(VWB516)

Guides the reader through each step required to rebuild any air-cooled VW engine, including Type 1, 2, 3, 4 & 914, including strip-down, inspection, re-conditioning, 
assembly, installation and tune-up. Also parts identification and interchangeability.

How to Rebuild Volkswagen air-cooled Engine

Rich Kimball -  - 130mm x 200mm - 144pp, monochrome - Softbound - 1999 - Stock item.

£12.95(VWB1186)

In the publisher's words 'The OVAL WINDOW HANDBOOK is a collection of history and information combined with a catalog of restoration parts, and a records 
section for documenting your own vehicle's history. It is in this smaller format so it will fit in the glove box and be close at hand if needed. And, if the time comes 
for you to ever sell your Oval (God forbid!), we think the new owner will be happy to find the OVAL WINDOW HANDBOOK in that glove box.'

Oval Window Handbook

IVVM -  - 210mm x 300mm -  - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£4.50(VWB585)

What year is your Beetle?  Is the Engine original?  What month was it made?  The answers to all these questions and more are in this IVVM. publication.  
Excellent reference source.

THE BEETLE AGE FINDER 1940-1979

Bob Tomlinson -  - 210mm x 270mm - 125pp, 150+ b/w illus. - Softbound -  - Out of Stock - Watch this space.

£11.95(VWB543)

Everything you need to know about Dellorto carburettors with information ranging from recommendations about carb.. sizes, tuning, trouble shooting etc.  Types 
DRLA, DHLA and FRD are covered.

THE DELLORTO SUPERFORMANCE TECH BOOK
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VW Aircooled Cars - Technical Reference

Bob Tomlinson -  - 210mm x 270mm - 145pp, very well illustrated. - Softbound - 1998 - Out of Stock - Watch this space.

£12.95(VWB587)

Bob Tomlinson’s original Weber Manual, published by CB Performance of California.  A super tune-up guide for VW and Porsche engines plus many more cars. 
Includes  Weber types IDF, 48 IDA, 48 DCOE, ICT,Progressive (DGAV),DCNF, DCNL, 40 IDA, 30 DICA, 32 DHSA, 32 DFTA, 32/36 DFV, 40 DFA & 40 DFAV 
and many variations and aplications of each. Also provided are trouble-shooting tips, Jet-listings etc.,

THE WEBER TECH MANUAL

Bob Tomlinson -  - 210mm x 270mm - 157pp, well illustrated. - Softbound - 1997 - Stock item.

£17.95(VWB635)

Learn how a turbo works and how it effects engine performance. Here's the definitive book on selecting, installing, and tuning turbochargers on air-cooled VW 
engines. Explain basic turbocharger theory, sizing, and performance capabilities. Also details design, operation, modification and rebuilding procedures. Includes 
complete turbo fuel system design and operation. Shows how to convert carburettors for turbo use. Plus, a full listing of carburettor jetting.
For those who thought this title was out of print, no it isn't! We have plenty in stock as of September 2006.

TURBOMANIA : TURBO - CHARGING THE VW ENGINE

Peter Vack - 0 7603 0574 9 - 185mm x 235mm - 180pp, almost 200 b/w illus. - Softbound - 1998 - Stock item.

£13.95(VWB578)

Model by model history of all the great VW vehicles from 1946 to the present day, including all the classic air-cooled and water-cooled cars.  Beetle, Convertible, 
Karmann Ghia, Kubel, 181, Transporter, Golf, Scirocco, Corrado, Prototypes and Specials.  Includes collectability ratings as well as over 200 photos.

VOLKSWAGEN BUYERS GUIDE

- TMV13202 -  - VHS Video (PAL), approx. 60 minutes. -  -  - Stock item.

£12.95(VWB680)

Among the topics covered are: how and where to lift and support the car; how to inspect and adjust the brake system; wheel bearing replacement; engine removal 
and refitting; basic engine maintenance. An invaluable addition to a good workshop manual, watch someone else do the job before diving in yourself.

Volksworld Guide to Beetle Maintenance

Keith Seume - 978 0 7603 0469 3 - 210mm x 270mm - 128pp, very well illustrated, many in colour. - Softbound - 1997 - Stock item.

£14.95(VWB1124)

The companion book to the author’s best selling VW Beetle Custom Handbook provides advice on how to step up the performance of the Beetle stage-by-stage, 
from cheap basic modifications through mild street and fast road tune to ultimate street specification.  Information is given on engine, carburation, ignition and 
exhaust modifications for each level of tune, as well as on uprating transmission, brakes and suspension to match increases in power.  There is detailed advice on 
carrying out modifications, so the reader can choose a scheme to fit his dreams and budget..

VW Beetle Performance Handbook

James Richardson - 9781891269409 - 210mm x 296mm - 128pp, 300 colour photos - Hardbound - 2007 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1145)

The VW Beetle is one of the best-loved of all classic cars, with many thousands preserved across the world, many in regular use. Over the years countless 
changes were introduced, together making a mid sixties Beetle, for instance, very different from one built in the mid-50s, or mid-70s, despite the obvious 
similarities.   ---  With the aid of hundreds of full colour photographs this book documents all the Beetle's specification changes and model differences during the 
classic period 1949-67, making it possible to determine the original specification and fittings of any Beetle from this period. The specification content of this book 
provide or even extend that of 'Original VW Beetle' (A much loved title now out of print) whilst adding considerable historical detail to complete the story of the early 
Volkswagen Beetle saloon and Cabrio. A 'restorers' MUST HAVE. -- -- A note to British enthusiasts, some of the best examples of VW Beetles on the scene here 
in Britain are shown in this book. Many of them belonging to members of the Historic Volkswagen Club whos web site can be visited at www.historicvws.org.uk

VW Beetle, Specification Guide 1949-1967
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VW Aircooled Cars - Wiring Diagrams

Volkswagen -  - A3 - Single sided laminated sheet. -  - 1972 - Stock item.

£5.00(VWB957)

Full colour wiring diagram with itemised key in English, this is a US spec diagram for the 1966 model year only but is 99% correct for 1967 model year UK spec. as 
well, (The US went 12v for 1967 whilst UK stayed 6v). Traditional design with layout in relation to plan of vehicle. Laminated for ease of use in the workshop. 
Postage on one or two wiring diagrams in a single postage tube to a UK address is £2.50, larger orders at normal rates.

Wiring diag. - Type 1 1200/1300 1966 Model

Volkswagen -  - A3 - Double sided laminated sheet -  - 1970 - Stock item.

£5.00(VWB904)

Full colour wiring diagram with itemised key in English. Traditional design with layout in relation to plan of vehicle. Laminated for ease of use in the workshop. 
Postage on one or two wiring diagrams in a single postage tube to a UK address is £2.50 larger orders at nornal rates.

Wiring diag. - Type 1 1200/1300/1500cc, 1970 & '71 Models

Volkswagen -  - A3 - Single sided laminated sheet -  - 1972 - Stock item.

£5.00(VWB870)

Full colour wiring diagram with itemised key in English and German. Traditional design with layout in relation to plan of vehicle. Laminated for ease of use in the 
workshop. Postage on one or two wiring diagrams in a single postage tube to a UK address is £2.50, larger orders at normal rates.

Wiring diag. - Type 1 1300/1302 1972 Models (7)

Volkswagen -  - A3 - Double sided laminated sheet -  - 1972 - Stock item.

£5.00(VWB900)

Full colour wiring diagram with itemised key in English and French. Current flow style layout. Laminated for ease of use in the workshop. Postage on one or two 
wiring diagrams in a single postage tube to a UK address is £2.50, larger orders at normal rates.

Wiring diag. - Type 1 1300/1303 1973 Models (10)

Volkswagen -  - A3 - Single sided laminated sheet -  - 1970 - Stock item.

£5.00(VWB901)

Full colour wiring diagram with itemised key in English. Traditional design with layout in relation to plan of vehicle. Laminated for ease of use in the workshop. 
Although full A3 size, the disgram size on this item is of aproximatly a4 size with the key added to the right.  Postage on one or two wiring diagrams in a single 
postage tube to a UK address is £2.50, larger orders at normal rates.

Wiring diag. - Type 1 1302 1971 Models (4)

Volkswagen -  - A3 - Double sided laminated sheet. -  - 1973 - Stock item.

£5.00(VWB895)

Full colour wiring diagram with itemised key in English on the reverse. Current flow style layout. Laminated for ease of use in the workshop.  Postage on one or 
two wiring diagrams in a single postage tube to a UK address is £2.50, larger orders at normal rates.

Wiring diag. - Type 1 1303/1303S 1974 Models (15)

Volkswagen -  - A3 - Single sided laminated sheet -  - 1967 - Stock item.

£5.00(VWB980)

Full colour wiring diagram with itemised key in English. Traditional design with layout in relation to plan of vehicle. Laminated for ease of use in the workshop. 
Postage on one or two wiring diagrams in a single postage tube to a UK address is £2.50, larger orders at normal rates.

Wiring diag. - Type 1 Karmann-Ghia 1966 - 1970

Volkswagen -  - A3 - Single sided laminated sheet -  - 1970 - Stock item.

£5.00(VWB930)

Full colour wiring diagram with itemised key in English. Traditional design with layout in relation to plan of vehicle. Laminated for ease of use in the workshop. 
Postage on one or two wiring diagrams in a single postage tube to a UK address is £2.50, larger orders at normal rates.

Wiring diag. - Type 1 Karmann-Ghia 1971 Models

Volkswagen -  - A3 - Single sided laminated sheet. -  - 1973 - Stock item.

£5.00(VWB894)

Full colour wiring diagram with itemised key in English and German. Traditional design with layout in relation to plan of vehicle. Laminated for ease of use in the 
workshop.  Postage on one or two wiring diagrams in a single postage tube to a UK address is £2.50, larger orders at normal rates.

Wiring diag. - Type 181 1972 Models (9)
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VW Aircooled Cars - Wiring Diagrams

Volkswagen -  - A3 - Double sided laminated sheet -  - 1972 - Stock item.

£5.00(VWB951)

Full colour wiring diagram with itemised key in English. Current flow style layout. Laminated for ease of use in the workshop. Postage on one or two wiring 
diagrams in a single postage tube to a UK address is £2.50, larger orders at normal rates.

Wiring diag. - Type 3 Aug 1972 on
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VW Aircooled Vans - General and History

Photos by Dave Eccles - 63/16/02/11 - 248mm x 197mm - Month to view. -  - 2010 - Stock item.

£4.50(VWB3207)

Salmon ‘Cameracolour Series’ calendar. Month to view format with new picture for each month. A brief description of the vehicle included on each page. These 
calendars are packed with an envelope and fit within the UK Royal Mail 'Large Letter' format.

2011 Calendar - VW Campers

Lutz Schilling -  - 210mm x 297mm - 324pp, Fully colour illustrated. - Softbound - 2007 - Stock item.

£17.95(VWB1152)

It was one of 2007's unique motoring events celebrating 60 years of the legendary Volkswagen Transporter van.  A total of 71,000 visitors converged on the 
Hanover Exhibition Centre last October for the first International VW Bus Meeting. Lutz Schilling (author) and Cliff Serna (photographer) have now compiled an 
endearing documentation of the event with '60 Years VW Bulli - The Book'  
The book features 330 pages of studio shots of the most stunning Volkswagen vans and their owners as well as a catalogue of photos of almost all the registered 
participant vehicles. A list of owners who registered to attend the event is also included, and photographs taken at the event bear witness to the devotion of the 
enthusiasts to their Volkswagen vans. Needless to say, the story of this legendary vehicle (originally soberly named 'Type 2') is also detailed in the book, with the 
author looking back on 60 years of its history. Photographer Serna has added shots of the finest exhibits displayed at the Wolfsburg Automobile Museum as well.

"The International Volkswagen Bus Meeting was a truly remarkable experience," says Harald Schomburg, the member of the board of management responsible for 
sales and marketing at Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles and the man whose brainchild the event was. 
"Not least, of course, thanks to all our loyal fans who brought their vehicles along. For all those people, this book will surely be a perfect memento of an 
unforgettable event."
Schomburg concludes that, "The book will let the hearts of Volkswagen van fans everywhere beat a little faster."
The author-and-photographer team Schilling and Serna had set up a studio in one of the exhibition halls at the event to take the high-quality shots that would later 
make up a good proportion of the photo material for the book.  The portraits of more than 440 Volkswagen vans and their owners were created in that temporary 
studio, with a team of 14 helpers at hand to ensure the smooth running of this logistically challenging project. Photos were also taken of all the Volkswagen vans 
that were independently driven through the gates as registered participants.  
Among the most spectacular studio portraits are a black-and-red stretch conversion of the Volkswagen bus, a mint-coloured T1 pick-up with a camper van trailer 
and a bright yellow T3 converted to an 'ambulance van'. Text in German and English.

60 Years VW Bulli - The Book

David & Cee Eccles - 9781856266529 - 250mm x 240mm - 176pp, fully colour illustrated. - Hardbound - 2006 - Stock item.

£16.95(VWB1130)

Campervan Crazy traces the cult of the campervan, from family runabouts to holiday home and design icon. Above all else, the campervan is living history and you 
will find chapters dedicated to 'Four Weddings and a Funeral', 'It's in the Blood'  or 'Hippie Buses, Happy Days & Hope'.  Epic adventures of campers and their 
vans to all four corners of the globe are recounted and 'Paint Your Volkswagon!' and 'Interior Design' are devoted to the campervan as a sign of individuality, 
whether expressed in loving restoration or creative adaptation. Campervan Crazy is illustrated with fantastic colour pictures throughout. This title was launch to 
Volkswagen enthusiasts at VanFest 2006.

Campervan Crazy

Simon Haseltine - 9781846401336 - 170mm x 120mm - 48pp, B/W illustrations - Softbound - 2010 - Stock item.

£1.40(VWB1180)

A handy glovebox book full of interesting recipe ideas for the camper.

Favourite Camping Recipes

Simon Haseltine - 9781846401817 - 170mm x 120mm - 48pp, B/W illustrations - Softbound - 2010 - Stock item.

£1.40(VWB1181)

A handy glovebox book full of interesting recipe ideas for the camper.

Favourite Caravan and Motorhome Recipes

Simon Haseltine - 9781846402425 - 170mm x 120mm - 48pp, ColourW illustrations - Softbound - 2011 - Stock item.

£1.40(VWB1184)

A handy glovebox book full of interesting recipe ideas for the camper.

Favourite VW Camper Recipes

Kate Trant, Malcolm Bobbitt & Lars Eriksen - 1 904772 27 7 - 230mm x 260mm - 208pp. 295 b/c & colour illus. - Softbound - 2005 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1093)

Home Away From Home explains the cultural and social history of the camper van and RV by looking at a range of phenomena from surf and hippy culture to 
family holidays and travel in retirement years. A range of iconic vehicles from the VW Bus and the Airstream to the Winnebago will be looked at in detail, within the 
context of their technical developments as well as the design strategies that dictated their appearances. - Finally, Home Away From Home explores future 
possibilities for independent camper van and RV travel, alongside contemporary approaches to 'compact living'.

Home Away From Home - The World of Campers and Motorhomes

Andrew Jenkinson - 1 903706 54 8 - 205mm x 250mm - 96pp, 47 b/w & 99 colour illus. - Softbound - 2003 - Limited stock, out of print.

£14.95(VWB1031)

Your motorised home on wheels, its history traced throughout the whole of the Twentieth Century. ANDREW Jenkinson looks at Motor Homes froma model made 
by the Belsize Moror Company in the early 1900s through to the latest fullu moulded and insulated examples of plush mobile living in the start of the Twentyfirst 
Century. The many convertors of Volkswagen vehicles are examined, including Devon, Danbury, Dormobile and Holdsworth. Many other manufacturers have their 
products defined in this book.

Motorhomes - The Illustrated History
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Photos by Richard Copping -  - 150mm x 104mm - 8 cards of 4 designs with envelopes. -  - 2009 - Stock item.

£2.95(VWB3206)

Salmon ‘Ambassador’ notecards are ideal for use as 'thank you' cards, short notes or as birthday cards or greeting cards of any kind. The cards are packed in a 
cello bag containing eight notecards with envelopes.

Note Cards - 8 Cards in 4 designs

Laurence Meredith - 9781906133351 - 230mm x 300mm - 120pp, 200 colour illus. - Hardbound - 1997 - Stock item.

£25.00(VWB611)

A comprehensive guide to original factory specifications and equipment of VW Split-screen and Bay-window transporters.  265 photographs of 25 vehicles from 
Germany, the UK and the USA illustrate not only the people carriers but the many variations, panel van, pick-up truck, double-cab pick-up and highroof panel van.  
The book aids the enthusiast to distinguish after-sales alterations from the bewildering array of specification changes made by Volkswagen to keep its legendary 
vehicle up to date.

ORIGINAL VW BUS 1950-79

Martin Wiscombe -  - 360mm x 260mm - Encapsulated picture -  - 2009 - Stock item.

£1.75(VWB3200)

Encapsulated in easy to clean high gloss laminate they will brighten any table.

Placemat - 5 Vans

Martin Wiscombe -  - 360mm x 260mm - Encapsulated picture -  - 2009 - Stock item.

£1.75(VWB3203)

Encapsulated in easy to clean high gloss laminate they will brighten any table.

Placemat - Bay Van on the Surfer's Beach

Martin Wiscombe -  - 360mm x 260mm - Encapsulated picture -  - 2009 - Stock item.

£1.75(VWB3201)

Encapsulated in easy to clean high gloss laminate they will brighten any table.

Placemat - Split Van on the Surfer's Beach

Martin Wiscombe -  - 500mm x 230mm - Colour print on card. -  - 2009 - Stock item.

£2.95(VWB3204)

Framing print features the popular Driftwood Art range of seaside images individually wrapped in cello bags.

Print - Four Vans

Martin Wiscombe -  - 500mm x 230mm - Colour print on card. -  - 2009 - Stock item.

£2.95(VWB3205)

Framing print features the popular Driftwood Art range of seaside images individually wrapped in cello bags.

Print - Three Vans

Charlotte Morgan and Stan Fowler - 9781905828197 - 150mm x 160mm - 127pp, b/w & colour illustration - Hardbound - 2007 - Stock item.

£6.95(VWB1165)

The Little Book of Camper Van is a 128-page hardback book that looks back at the development of one of the most quirky and unique vehicles that has been 
manufactured. Anyone who has ever driven a Volkswagon camper will appreciate the appeal of this unique vehicle with its styling and versatility. It has given birth 
to a raft of product and apparel over the last few years including posters, mugs, money boxes and much more. This is a great and interesting look at a cultural icon

The Little Book of Camper Van

Malcolm Bobbit - 1 84584 081 5 -  - 208pp, 200 colour images, 50 b/w - Softbound - 2006 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1132)

The story of VW’s Transporter, Bus and Camper, from origins to the present day, and why it’s one of the world’s most familiar vehicles. 1) Complete history of the 
VW Bus -  2) Entirely new edition of acclaimed book first published in 1997 -  3) Includes the story of the world’s most famous camper  -  4) Details the many 
different camping conversions -  5) Traces the ancestry of this most versatile of vehicles -  6) Examines the social history of the VW Bus -  7) Discuses the 
vehicle’s technical evolution -  8) Appendices provide production details -  9) Full specification data -  10) Buying Advice

The Volkswagen Bus Book
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VW Aircooled Vans - General and History

R.M. Clarke - 1 85520620 x - 200mm x 270mm - 136pp, well illustrated, some colour. - Softbound - 2003 - Stock item.

£13.95(VWB992)

The first of a three volume series by Brooklands Books, now updated and including 42 fascinating articles and road tests taken from leading motoring magazines 
of the time both European and American. Devon, Danbury, Dormobile, are among the British conversions covered as are all the variations  from the Volkswagen 
factory.  Some articles are period of the production years plus new material from recent enthusiast magazines. Also includes is a 'buyers guide', and a restoration 
article.

Volkswagen Bus-Camper-Van Performance Portfolio 1954-1967

R.M. Clarke - 1 85520 502 5 - 200mm x 270mm - 140pp, 250 illus. - Softbound - 2000 - Stock item.

£13.95(VWB770)

This book on VW's very familiar and popular van replaces the earlier smaller title, which is now out of print. 45 articles offer the reader information on road and 
comparison tests, new model introductions, performance data, specifications, advice on buying used, etc. Models: Microbus, Pick-up, Kombi and Transporter. 
Covers many of the variations of the 'Bay Window Van' that Volkswagen produced and a few that they never dreamed of.

Volkswagen Bus-Camper-Van Performance Portfolio 1968-1979

Richard Copping - 9781845841119 -  - 176 pages, 340 colour and mono photographs - Softbound - 2007 - Stock item.

£24.95(VWB1136)

VW Buses command a massive following with Campers being the most popular of all. Complementing the author’s successful volume covering the first three 
generations of Volkswagen’s legendary Transporter, this book delves exclusively into the spin-off conversions based on the VW Panelvan, Kombi and Microbus 
that became known simply as VW Campers. Based on original marketing material, this unique style of presenting the complete story of the Volkswagen based 
Camper phenomenon reproduces each company’s original sales literature, replacing the original text with a fascinating history written by a knowledgeable 
enthusiast. Packed with original marketing images, including unusual, discontinued models this book will fascinate any VW fanatic.

Volkswagen Camper - 40 Years of freedom

Jonathan Harvey - 9781844254064 - 210 x 270mm - 160 pages, 200 colour illustrations - Hardbound - 2008 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1153)

This is the complete guide to Volkswagen's Transporter, which has now surpassed even the Beetle in popularity, particularly in camper form. The author provides a 
brief history of the Transporter, through its first three incarnations, between 1950 and 1990, before describing each model in detail. Whole chapters are then 
dedicated to camper conversions and special models before moving on to discuss the practicalities of buying, owning, maintaining and modifying a Transporter 
today. This book is the perfect companion for beginners and long-term enthusiasts alike.

Volkswagen Transporter - Haynes Enthusiast Guide

Laurence Meredith - 1 86126 805 x - 190mm x 245mm - 176pp, - Softbound - 2005 - Stock item.

£14.95(VWB1082)

The Volkswagen Transporter has had a long and worthy career. Developed alongside the Beetle to be a cheap and economical light commercial vehicle, it found 
favour as a camper van with several generations who appreciated its simplicity and roomy interior, and the fact that it was just a bit different.
Laurence Meredith tells the full story of the air-cooled Transporter in all its forms - 'Splittie', 'Bay', and 'Wedge' (T1, T2. & T3) - from 1950 to the conversion to water-
cooled engines and the end of an era in 1982.

Volkswagen Transporter - The Legendary Type 2, 1950-82

Richard Copping With Brian Screaton - 9781844255795 - 230mm x 280mm - 400pp, 400 colour & 100 b/w illus. - Hardbound - 2009 - Stock item

£35.00(VWB1171)

This lavish volume celebrates in words and pictures the 60th anniversary of the launch of Volkswagen's ubiquitous Transporter. Making full use of Volkswagen's 
archive material and wonderfully staged brochure pictures, the author creates an authentic period feel as he traces the development of the Transporter through the 
decades. Produced in a large and extensive format, and with a superb design, this book is a treasured memento of a landmark in production and an authoritative 
point of reference thereafter.

Volkswagen Transporter The First 60 Years

Richard Copping - 1 903016 89 2 - 210mm x 205mm - 52pp, 11 colour + b/w illus - Softbound - 2005 - Stock item.

£7.95(VWB1096)

Acknowledged expert in Volkswagen circles, author Richard Copping carefully traces the evolution of the model range in a way that enlightens and entertains all. 
Additionally and definitively, he delves into the history of the Transporter's physical and aesthetical development through its first three-generations, spanning a 
period of 40-years. He succeeds in bringing before readers the marketing wisdom of now long-gone gurus, while capturing and enveloping his audience with his 
enthusiasm for the marque and model. Readers cannot fail to appreciate why Volkswagen were for many years the acknowledged leader in the field of the light 
commercial  vehicle, while some might even be tempted to join the increasing numbers eager to own such a vehicle!

Volkswagen Transporters 1950-1990

Richard Copping - 1 84584 025 9 - 250mm x 250mm - 176pp. 342 mainly colour illus. - Softbound - 2006 - Stock item.

£24.95(VWB1099)

A unique volume dedicated to three generations of VW’s legendary Transporter making extensive use of the highly sought after artwork and photography of the 
age. A methodical, yet lively record of VW’s Transporter over its first 40-years, which presents the vehicle in the same lavish formats of artistry and photography 
selected by Volkswagen over the decades. Model history and range development outlined, (including Campers) specifications, (including USA terminology) and 
performance discussed, with a particular emphasis on marketing and advertising strategies.

VW Bus - 40 years of Splitties, Bays & Wedges

Various - 9783940004550 - 288mm x 284mm - 132 pages, 107 photos, 2 cds - Hardbound - 2008 - Stock item.

£29.95(VWB1173)

The VW Bus has been a symbol of freedom and of a certain outlook on life for many generations. In 1948, the first edition was presented as a prototype for a small 
lorry. Serial production began in 1950. Ever since that time, the VW bus has been a legend in its own right. Whether as a "motor of economy" during the 1950s and 
1960s, or as a symbol of the hippie culture of the 1960s and 1970s  this vehicle always delighted people with its many uses and individual design. This earBOOK 
takes an unusual look at the history of this seriously cult little bus by combining photographs, music and quotes from song lyrics of the time. The background 
music of the earBOOK is pop-rock and psychedelic-rock. The two CDs include cult tracks by Jimi Hendrix, Bob Marley, Gong, Jefferson Airplane and many others.

VW Bus - Road To Freedom
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VW Aircooled Vans - General and History

William Burt - 0 7603 1319 9 - 214mm x 203mm - 96pp, 85 colour + 5 b/w illus. - Softbound - 2003 - Stock item.

£9.95(VWB987)

The Volkswagen Bus and how it took the US by storm. Inside 'VW Bus', you'll learn all about this incredible vehicle, from its origins in post war Germany to 
Volkswagen's plans for a new Microus. Along the way, examine the many different versions of the Bus and explore the thriving Bus community.

VW Bus - William Burt

David Eccles & Micheal Steinke - 9781847972767 - 210mm x 297mm - 192pp, 700 colour photos - Hardbound - 2011 - Publication due shortly.

£19.95(VWB1191)

Since its introduction in 1950 the Volkswagen Transporter has become legendary for its versality and adaptability to many commercial uses. Known originally as 
Sonderausfuhrungen, abbreviated to SO, these Special Models were usually converted by specialists, companies and coachbuilders approved by VW. Using 
archive, promotional materials and period and contemporary photographs, this book traces the development and variety of these SO and other Special Body 
conversions from 1950 - 2010, across the five generations from T1 to T5. As well as all the officially SO-designated models, many rare and unusual conversions 
are profiled, some with full photo-features.

VW Bus and Pick Up: Special Models

Richard Copping - 9780747807094 - 150mm x 210mm - 64pp, mostly colour illustrations - Softbound - 2009 - Stock item.

£5.95(VWB1166)

The Volkswagen Transporter is one of the best loved and most recognisable motor vehicles of all time. The favourite transport of surfers everywhere, and the 
shape that can be found on a thousand greetings cards, album covers and keyrings, the Volkswagen Type 2 'bus' was launched to the world's media in 1949 and 
became the first of a new breed ~ the ancestor of today's people carrier. Available in various versions, including the Delivery Van, Pick-up and, of course, minibus, 
the Transporter also became popular with convertors who made them into camper vans for a newly motorised class of holidaymaker. Richard A. Copping 
describes the development, production and use of the classic first- and second-generation Transporter, which he complements with rare and colourful illustrations 
from archive brochures: a great evocation of the 1950s and '60s

VW Camper and Microbus

Steve & Susanne Rooker + Lennart Hannu - 9789163196843 - 230mm x 165mm - 162pp, full colour pages - Hardbound - 2008 - Stock item.

£11.95(VWB1156)

The VW Camper Cookbook is here and it's packed with VW vans from all over the world on 162 inspirational pages, containing over 80 delicious recipes that are 
specially composed for cooking in a camper. With this ultimate guide in your van you can get gastronomic in the great outdoors in style! If you can cook it in a 
camper you can cook it anywhere! --  Don't delay, get your copy today, great to keep in the van and equally in your home. This book makes a great gift for him or 
her and to anyone who enjoys the freedom of the VW camper and to those who just need a real nice cookbook.  --  We show you how to make it simple with easy 
to follow recipes that require minimum preparation.

VW Camper Cookbook - The Original

Richard Copping -  - 165mm x 110mm - 64pp - Hardbound - 2011 - Stock item.

£4.95(VWB1187)

Researched, written and illustrated by Richard Copping

VW Campers

Walter Zeichner - 0 88740 196 1 - 265mm x 200mm - 95pp, 100+ b/w & 20+ colour illus. - Hardbound - 1989 - Stock item.

£16.95(VWB510)

Split screen fans - gorge yourselves on this magnificent large format hardback English edition of the German book published by Schrader Automobile-Bucher.  
Fascinating Reuters brochure reprints, special livery vans, many rare special vehicles illustrated. See VWB914 for the German edition.

VW TRANSPORTER BUS 1949-67
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VW Aircooled Vans - Manuals and Handbooks

Haynes - 0 85696 660 6 - 210mm x 280mm -  - Hardbound -  - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB666)

Owners Workshop Manual, covers all models of the  Transporter 1600 (1584cc). This book does not cover the alternative bodies and conversions produced by 
specialist manufacturers.

Haynes - VW Transporter 1600 1968 - 1979

Haynes - 0 85696 614 2 - 210mm x 280mm -  - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£25.00(VWB665)

Owners Workshop Manual, covers Transporter 1700, 1800 & 2000. (1679cc, 1795cc and 1970cc  engines identifiable by being 'flat' and having twin carburettors).  
Also covers the basics of automatic transmission and servo assisted brakes. This title has been added to Haynes 'Collectors Series' and revised in price. This 
book does not cover the alternative bodies and conversions produced by specialist manufacturers.

Haynes - VW Transporter 1700/1800/2000 1972 - 1979

Haynes - 0 85696 638 x - 210mm x 280mm -  - Hardbound -  - Stock item.

£25.00(VWB625)

Owners Workshop Manual, covers air-cooled flat four engines 1584cc and 1970cc. Neither Diesel or water cooled engines are covered.  This book does not cover 
the alternative bodies and conversions produced by specialist manufacturers. For water-cooled versions see VWB610.

Haynes - VW Transporter Air-cooled 1979 -1982

Mark Paxton - 9781845840938 - 207mm x 250mm - 1500 illustrations - Softbound - 2008 - Stock item.

£29.95(VWB1149)

A complete guide to the restoration of your VW Bus with full coverage of body and chassis repairs, suspension, steering and brakes, plus trim and paint. It also 
covers the tools, equipment and workshop techniques needed to make your Bus look like new once more.   ---  The only book currently available that 
comprehensively deals with the realities of restoring a VW Bay Window Bus. With over 1500 mainly colour photos, it clearly guides the reader through body and 
chassis repairs, paint work, interior re-trimming and most of the common mechanical problems. The skills, techniques and even the tools needed to complete 
these tasks are explained in jargon free language to ensure that even those enthusiasts with no previous restoration experience will feel confident in sorting out 
their Bus. An indispensable and unique guide for lovers of these fast appreciating classics.

How to Restore - Volkswagen Bus

Peter Russek & Just Kampers - J11094 - 147mm x 216mm -  - Softbound - 2008 - Stock item.

£12.50(VWB1177)

Detailed description of removal, installation, adjustments, repair, overhaul and servicing of all the major vehicle parts except body, including engine, valves, 
carburettors, clutch, brakes, steering, transmission, front and rear suspensions, drive shafts, engine electrics with exploded views and complete technical data and 
wiring diagrams.

Volkswagen Transporter 1.7, 1.8 2.0 Litre Engines 1972 - Just Kampers

Robert Bentley - 9780837603827 - 210mm x 275mm - 1144pp over 2000 illus. & diagrams - Softbound - 2002 - Stock item.

£78.95(VWB964)

This manual is a reproduction of the original Volkswagen official service and repair information for models sold in the USA and Canada. This historical archive 
edition covers procedures for routine maintenance, troubleshooting, repair and rebuilding. - Features: Engine and cylinder head service, repair and reconditioning, 
including bench testing procedures and specifications for 25 through 40 hp motors. -  Solex 26 VFIS, 28 PCI, and 28 PICT carburettors as well as fuel pump 
troubleshooting, rebuilding, and adjustment. -  Transmission removal, rebuilding, and adjustment, including early and later versions. -  Frame and floor repair with 
measurements and detailed cutting, alignment and welding instructions. - Body repair and replacement procedures, including the sliding fabric sunroof. Detailed 
painting preparation and procedures. -  Wiring diagrams identified by year. -  All factory changes and updates are noted in the text by manufacturing date, chassis 
number, engine number or part number. - Full explanations of the operation various systems, with exploded views, cutaways and diagrams. -  Required workshop 
equipment, tools, and equipment for local manufacture listings. - Troubleshooting tables for clutch, carburettor, fuel pump, steering, brakes, generator, starter, and 
wipers. - Maintenance and lubrication charts and procedures.  --  This title was originally quoted at a higher price, now corrected by suppliers.

Volkswagen Type 2 1950 - '62

Robert Bentley - 9780837603919 - 210mm x 275mm - 918 pp, 1450 illus. & 17 pages of wiring diagrams - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£69.95(VWB638)

Again as the early Beetle Manuals this book is an invaluable publication to anyone interested in the repair and restoration of these vehicles. Both the 1200cc and 
1500cc engines are covered in detail. Body dimension specifications are included for all models even those with sliding sunroofs. All factory updates are listed by 
chassis number and date introduced.

Volkswagen Type 2 1963 - '67

Robert Bentley - 9780837616353 - 210mm x 275mm - 464 pp, 753 illus. and 23 pages of wiring diagrams - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£37.95(VWB641)

This manual offers the Bus and Van enthusiast the best available service manual for their Type 2 vehicles. All aspects are covered including Fuel injection, Twin 
Carburettors and  Westfalia Camper equipment from 1974. Complete wiring diagrams, full specifications and trouble shooting tables are included for every year 
and model. -- From 2011 this title is now hardbound.

Volkswagen Type 2 1968 - '79

The Autobooks Team - 9781855201972 - 200mm x 270m - 253pp, well illustrated - Softbound - 1993 - Stock item.

£17.95(VWB566)

Comprehensive workshop manual for Type 2 van, Kombi, pick-up and micro bus. Covers engine (1192cc 30bhp, 1192cc 34bhp and 1493cc), transmission, 
suspension, steering, maintenance and much more. 156 large pages many drawings and photographs.

VW TRANSPORTER OWNERS WORKSHOP MANUAL 1954 - 1967 a Brooklands 
Book
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VW Aircooled Vans - Technical reference

James Hale - 9781845842628 - 207mm x 250mm - 144pp,  286 pictures - Softbound - 2010 - Stock item.

�24.95(VWB1189)

The first book devoted to modifying VW Bus suspension, brakes and chassis for high performance. Ideal for owners wanting to uprate handling. Suitable for 
practical enthusiasts and professional mechanics. Original photography by the author, and technical diagrams by specialist component manufacturers. Based on 
successful ‘How-To’ technical features developed by the author for a leading VW magazine. All information is based on the practical experience of specialist VW 
mechanics and tuning shops. Includes a guide to VW Bus chassis numbers, and gearbox references. Over 280 photographs and illustrations. Now covers all T1 to 
T buses, vans, campers & pick-ups 1950-2010.

How to Modify Volkswagen Bus Suspension, Brakes & Chassis for High Performance

James Hale - 1 903706 14 9 - 207mm x 250mm - 128pp, 200 Illus. Mainly colour - Softbound - 2003 - Out of print.

�19.95(VWB969)

The first book devoted to modifying VW Bus suspension, brakes and chassis for high performance. Ideal for owners wanting to uprate handling. Suitable for 
practical enthusiasts and professional mechanics. All-new photography by the author, and technical diagrams by specialist component manufacturers. Based on 
successful 'How-To' technical features developed by the author for a leading VW magazine. All information based on the practical experience of specialist VW 
mechanics and tuning shops. Includes a guide to VW Bus chassis numbers, and gearbox references.

How to Modify Volkswagen Bus Suspension, Brakes & Chassis for High Performance

Ken Cservenka & Richard Copping - 1 845840 22 4 - 139mm x 195mm - 64 pages, 100 colour pictures - Softbound - 2006 - Stock item.

�9.95(VWB1106)

A unique volume dedicated to three generations of VW’s legendary Transporter. Meticulously researched with many model specific photographs reproduced to 
illustrate a genuinely informative text. Covering all the collectable Buses produced by Volkswagen between 1950 and 1990, this volume is unique in providing the 
full story of the high-points and pitfalls of buying such models. Written by enthusiasts, the easy readable text is informative to the novice, while still being of 
considerable value to those who have already owned a Bus.

VW Bus -The Essential Buyer’s Guide

David Eccles - 9781847970701 - 210mm x 296mm - 224pp, 400 colour illus - Hardbound - 2008 - Stock item.

�25.00(VWB1158)

One of the main attractions of the VW Bus, apart from its iconic looks and rugged reliability, is the way owners take the bus to heart and into their family, and set 
about personalizing them through both exterior and interior design and styling. Over the years most campers have seen extensive use and, unless you are lucky to 
find a complete original-condition camper, then some work will need to be done to bring the interior to the standard you want.  ---  Designing and building [or 
commissioning] an interior that will service your own needs is a daunting yet exciting task, and within these pages you will find many different sorts of interior to 
admire and inspire. Some have been built on a budget from scratch by the owner, some have been adapted and revamped, others are bespoke one-offs, built to 
the owner's designs. Some recreate period styling with a contemporary twist; others bring in completely modern designs using new materials and shapes. 
Whatever your taste in camper design, there will be something to amaze and inspire in the pages of VW Camper: Inspirational Interiors.

VW Camper Inspirational Interiors - Bespoke and Custom Interior Designs

David Eccles - 1 86126 763 0 - 210mm x 296mm - 160pp, 400 colour photographs - Hardbound - 2005 - Stock item.

�19.95(VWB1085)

This book documents and celebrates the many different camping conversions built on the Volkswagen Transporter and Microbus base across five decades.
Until the advent of the new T5 generation in 2004, Volkswagen never made a factory-fitted camper, preferring to approve conversions carried out by firms such as 
Westfalia, Devon, Dormobile, Sundial and Danbury. However, many other different companies offered conversions on the VW base and the models produced by 
over forty different converters are described and pictured here.
The book offers a comprehensive guide to the various models and interior layouts used by professional conversion companies that converted VW buses into 
campers. Included are archive photographs, period brochures and contemporary photographs to illustrate the detailed text - 470 colour photographs in total. The 
author, David Eccles, is a VW enthusiast of many years and editor of VW Camper & Commercial magazine.

VW Camper, The Inside Story

David Eccles - 1 86126 652 9 - 210mm x 296mm - 96pp, 400+ photographs - Softbound - 2003 - Stock item.

�14.95(VWB1040)

A greatly expanded and improved version of David Eccles' original and highly sucessful Specification Guide, this publication provides all the information needed to 
identify precise models of split-screen bus and ensure originality in restoration. Of the twelve chapter titles some titles are, 'a legend is born', 'production survey', 
'factory-fitted optional extras', 'transporters assembled or built overseas' and 'emergency service vehicles'. With the remaining seven they make this book  without 
doubt the 'Split Screen Van' restorers 'Bible'. A fascinating mine of information with over 400 photographs mostly in colour. THIS IS THE SOFTBOUND VERSION 
OF VWB949

VW Transporter & Microbus Specification Guide 1950 - 1967 (Softbound)

Vincent Molenaar & Alexander Prinz - 1 86126 765 7 - 220mm x 300mm - 128pp, over 450 illus. - Hardbound - 2005 - Stock item.

�19.95(VWB1084)

This comprehensive guide is the first one to tell the whole story of the Volkswagen Bay-window Transporter, produced from 1967 to 1979. It deals with the 
Transporter's development, going back to the Splittie and Ben Pon's idea, the vehicles technical evolution, the model codes, the specification detail changes, the 
factory-fitted M-codes and transporter export. Using this book, Bus enthusiasts can crack the codes of their own specific vehicle, to find out the factory-fitted 
specifications like paint and trim colours, engine and transmission types and optional equipment, even the date of manufacture and the model and destination 
code. The authors have taken great care to illustrate the whole range of special models including those of police, fire and ambulance services, money transporters, 
campers and commercial variants. Busses produced outside Germany, including those manufactured until 2005 in Brazil are presented in a separate chapter.

VW Transporter & Microbus Specification Guide 1967-1979

Bob Shaill -  - 210mm x 290mm - 19pp - Softbound -  - Stock item.

�4.50(VWB586)

Another authoritative IVVM publication, this one listing by year and month Chassis, Engine, Body and Axle numbers for the VW Type 2 (Van/Bus etc.) and Type 3 
(Fastback, Notchback etc.)

VW TYPE II 1950-1968 & VW TYPE III 1961-68 AGE FINDER
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VW Aircooled Vans - Wiring Diagrams

Volkswagen -  - A3 - Double sided laminated sheet -  - 1968 - Stock item.

£5.00(VWB906)

Full colour wiring diagram with itemised key in English. For All European Type 2s from August 1962 to July 1964. Traditional design with layout in relation to plan of 
vehicle. Laminated for ease of use in the workshop. Postage on one or two wiring diagrams in a single postage tube to a UK address is £2.50, larger orders at 
normal rates.

Wiring diag. - Type 2 1500cc 1962 -  1964 Models

Volkswagen -  - A3 - Double sided laminated sheet -  - 1968 - Stock item.

£5.00(VWB907)

Full colour wiring diagram with itemised key in English. For All European Type 2s from August 1965 to July 1966. Traditional design with layout in relation to plan of 
vehicle. Laminated for ease of use in the workshop. Postage on one or two wiring diagrams in a single postage tube to a UK address is £2.50, larger orders at 
normal rates.

Wiring diag. - Type 2 1500cc 1965 - 1966 Models

Volkswagen -  - A3 - Double sided laminated sheet -  - 1968 - Stock item.

£5.00(VWB908)

Full colour wiring diagram with itemised key in English. For European Split Screen Type 2s with 12v electrics manufactured during the 1967 model year. Traditional 
design with layout in relation to plan of vehicle. Laminated for ease of use in the workshop. Postage on one or two wiring diagrams in a single postage tube to a UK 
address is £2.50, larger orders at normal rates.

Wiring diag. - Type 2 1500cc 1967 Models

Volkswagen -  - A3 - Double sided laminated sheet. -  - 1970 - Stock item.

£5.00(VWB896)

Full colour wiring diagram with itemised key in English and German (English on the reverse). Traditional design with layout in relation to plan of vehicle. Laminated 
for ease of use in the workshop.  Postage on one or two wiring diagrams in a single postage tube to a UK address is £2.50, larger orders at normal rates.

Wiring diag. - Type 2 1600cc 1971 Models (16)

Volkswagen -  - A3 - Single sided laminated sheet -  - 1972 - Stock item.

£5.00(VWB882)

Full colour wiring diagram with itemised key in English and German. Traditional design with layout in relation to plan of vehicle. Laminated for ease of use in the 
workshop. Postage on one or two wiring diagrams in a single postage tube to a UK address is £2.50, larger orders at normal rates.

Wiring diag. - Type 2 1600cc 1972 Models (17)

Volkswagen -  - A3 - Double sided laminated sheet. -  - 1972 - Stock item.

£5.00(VWB897)

Full colour wiring diagram with itemised key in English on the reverse. Current flow style layout. Laminated for ease of use in the workshop. Postage on one or two 
wiring diagrams in a single postage tube to a UK address is £2.50, larger orders at normal rates.

Wiring diag. - Type 2 1600cc 1973 Models (19)

Volkswagen -  - A3 - Single sided laminated sheet -  - 1972 - Stock item.

£5.00(VWB883)

Full colour wiring diagram with itemised key in English and German. Traditional design with layout in relation to plan of vehicle. Laminated for ease of use in the 
workshop. Postage on one or two wiring diagrams in a single postage tube to a UK address is £2.50, larger orders at normal rates.

Wiring diag. - Type 2 1700cc 1972 Models (18)

Volkswagen -  - A3 - Double sided laminated sheet -  - 1973 - Stock item.

£5.00(VWB905)

Full colour wiring diagram with itemised key in English and French. Current flow style layout. Laminated for ease of use in the workshop. Postage on one or two 
wiring diagrams in a single postage tube to a UK address is £2.50, larger orders at normal rates.

Wiring diag. - Type 2 1800cc 1974 Models (21)
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VW Specials - Buggies

Jeff Hibbard - 0 89586 186 0 - 215mm x 275mm - 160 pp, 400 superb photos and illus. - Softbound - 1982 - Stock item.

£14.95(VWB502)

Excellent book on how to prepare VW-based cars for off-road fun and racing.  Covers Engine and Transaxle mods, Suspension and steering mods, Roll bars, 
cages, Tyres, wheels and brakes.

BAJA BUGS AND BUGGIES

BACH Media -  -  - Single CD, 28mins Mpeg + 164 Slides -  - 2000 - Stock item.

£9.95(VWB814)

This CD-ROM will show you the wide variety of a fun car based on the Beetle chassis - the DUNE BUGGY. The Dune Buggy was born in 1964 when the California 
based Bruce Meyers decided to develop his own buggy - the 'MEYER'S MANX' was created and this was the kick off for many others still to come. - On this CD-
ROM we show you this variety of DUNE BUGGIES, a small typology, the original VW factory manual on how to shorten a VW pan professionally as a reprint 
(German Text), several video clips on the EMPI Imp and European Buggy events plus an overview of currently existing buggy books. All software available on the 
CD to view these slide presentations.

BUGGYSHOW 2000 Edition - Picture CD

Paul Shakespeare - 1 904788 73 4 - 207mm x 270mm - 144pp, 280 colour illus. - Softbound - 2006 - Stock item.

£24.95(VWB1098)

There has been a huge resurgence of interest in Dune Buggies (Beach Buggies), kit cars based on the chassis and running gear of fatally corroded VW Beetles. 
Here is the complete step by step practical guide to the equipment and building techniques needed to build a Buggy, as well as sound guidance on the choice of 
donor car and new components. With this manual in your workshop, you can build any VW-based Dune Buggy avoiding all the common pitfalls and money sapping 
mistakes, and ending up with a superb, roadworthy multi-purpose vehicle.

Building a Dune Buggy - The Essential Manual

James Hale - 0 7603 1684 8 - 210mm x 230mm - 96pp, 80 illus. Colour, 10 B/W - Softbound - 2004 - Stock item.

£9.95(VWB1035)Dune Buggies - James Hale

James Hale - 1 904788 81 5 - 250mm x 250mm - 112pp, 165 colour photos. - Softbound - 2004 - Stock item.

£15.95(VWB1074)

Dune Buggies have been around for four over decades. In this stunningly comprehensive volume you can relive their colourful history fron crude off-roaders 
developed in the 1960s, to the superb show vehicles of the 1980s and 1990s, and take a glimpse into the future of these unique fun vehicles.

The Dune Buggy Files - past, present, future

James Hale - 9781903706794 -  205mm x190mm - 96pp, 150 photographs, many in colour - Softbound - 2003 - Stock item.

£12.95(VWB997)

The fifth book in Veloce's new 'Those were the days' series, which takes a nostalgic look at times past. Packed with around 150 photos of Dune Buggies, many 
never before published. The amazing story of the Dune Buggy phenomenon, particularly the heyday era of the 60s and 70s.The Dune Buggy has been an 
international phenomenon during the decades since the 1960s. Here, for the first time, in words and stunning photographs, is the full story of the Buggy. This 
superb volume contains many rare and archive pictures, and will become a bible for enthusiasts of these fun cars.

The Dune Buggy Phenomenon

James Hale - 1 904788 66 1 - 205mm x190mm - 96pp, 80 collour & 20 b/w illus - Hardbound - 2005 - Stock item.

£12.95(VWB1097)

Dune (Beach) Buggies are still immensely popular today due to their fun factor, stylish appearance and lifestyle associations. This 2nd volume of the Dune Buggy 
Phenomenon explores the lesser known buggy brands from around the world. Employing exhaustive knowledge, unpublished photographs and rare archive 
material this is a fantastic addition to the collection of Dune Buggy literature. After their initial advent in the 60s dune Buggies continued to grow in popularity and 
many diverse models evolved, in the 1970s they were a worldwide phenomenon. This book, a follow up to the hugely successful first volume, documents -in words 
and stunning archive photos-the development of the Buggy into the 1980s. Also featuring unique reproductions of product advertising using Buggies, promotional 
material and Buggy ephemera. This book is a must have for enthusiasts.

The Dune Buggy Phenomenon 2
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VW Specials - Military

Janusz Piekalkiewicz - 9780764330988 - 225mm x 285mm - 192pp, 300 b/w illustrations - Hardbound - 2008 - Stock item.

£37.50(VWB1167)

The famed World War II vehicle - the German equivalent of the American Jeep is presented here in a superb collection of vintage photographs, and detailed text 
included testing, production, guidebooks, and technical manuals. Included are the many variants that saw use on a variety of war fronts throughout the Second 
World War with special coverage of its extensive use in North Africa.

Volkswagen Kubelwagen Type 82 in World War II

Hans Georg Mayer-Stein - 0 88740 684 x - 175mm x 250mm - 176pp, 255 b/w photos & illus. - Hardbound - 1994 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB576)

The technical development of the automobiles presented here -.the VW Beetle, Kubel- and Schwimmwagen - has often been described and will not be repeated 
here.  To the purist, this material is already know in great detail.  Thus the listing of technical details and chronological dates will be dispensed with. Instead, this 
book, in words and pictures, shows historical technology in connection with the people who had to operate with it.  Thus it documents a piece of German everyday 
history.  Avoiding military-technical books as a matter of principle would therefore be ignoring something that is a art of our national history and existence. 
Reprinted information from 1938 - 1948.

VOLKSWAGENS OF THE WEHRMACHT 1938-1948

Dr Bernd Wiersch - 0 88740 401 4 - 280mm x 205mm - 50pp all well illustrated. - Softbound - 1992 - Stock item.

£7.95(VWB577)

Written by VW Archivist, Dr Wiersch this book illustrates the development, production and testing of the VW Kubelwagen and Schwimmwagen. These wartime 
military vehicles are seen in production and under test conditions during the early 1940's much detail is given on the pre-production testing and design 
modifications.

VW AT WAR Kubelwagen Schwimmwagen Book 2

Dr Hans-Georg Mayer - 0 88740 400 6 - 280mm x 210mm - 50pp - Softbound - 1992 - Stock item.

£7.95(VWB548)

Excellent pictorial record of wartime Beetles from the first Kdf cars and prototypes through gas and wood burners, to the Type 87 4wd ‘Kommandeurwagen’.  Many 
wartime variants are pictured in detail along with explanatory drawings of specialist fittings used on these vehicles.

VW BEETLE AT WAR

Willy Queissner - 0 7643 1309 6 - 280mm x 213mm - 27pp, 19 colour & 42 b/w illu. & drawings - Softbound - 2001 - Stock item.

£7.95(VWB852)

Illustrated study showing the military and civilian off-road capabilities of this German vehicle produced in the 1970s - 1980s, including many detail photographs.

VW Iltis

Compiled by Konrad F Schreier Jr. - 1 85520 218 2 - 200mm x 270mm - 140pp - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£13.95(VWB574)

A Brooklands Books collection of 34 articles relating to various vehicles of Volkswagen origin developed for military purposes between 1940 and 1980. From Kubel 
to Iltis these vehicles are 'dissected' by various authors.

VW KUBELWAGEN MILITARY PORTFOLIO 1940-80
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VW Watercooled Cars - General and History

Marco Degl'Innocenti - 88 7960 130 x - 260mm x 260mm - 94pp, well illus. Many colour. - Softbound - 2002 - Stock item.

£7.95(VWB1059)

From an initial training as an engraver during the 1950s Harmut Warkuss joined the motor industry with Mercedes in 1964 and moved through the design 
departments of Ford and AUDI on the way to become the major designer of the Volkswagen Phaeton. This is a tri-lingual (Italian, English and German) book 
describing the participation of Harmut Warkuss in the design of the majority of the Volkswagen and AUDI cars of the past twenty plus years.

CAR-MEN 10  ~ Hartmut Warkuss ~ Volkswagen Design

Compilation - 0 948207 61 2 - 200mm x 270mm - 100pp, 139 illus. - Softbound - 1986 - Stock item.

£10.95(VWB687)

A compilation of 31 road tests, owner surveys and articles. Feature articles include:  ‘New from Volkswagen for ‘69’, VW Super Beetle’, ‘Five economy sedans’, 
‘Ralph Nader Vs Volkswagen’, ‘VW looks ahead’, ‘New from Germany:  Volkswagen Scirocco’, ‘Beetle successor?  Volkswagen Rabbit/Golf;.

ROAD & TRACK ON VOLKSWAGEN 1968-78

Compilation - 0 948207 62 0 - 200mm x 270mm - 96pp, 151 illus. - Softbound - 1986 - Stock item.

£10.95(VWB674)

Articles include:  ‘Ragtop Rabbit’, ‘Transporter tradition triumphs’, ‘Volkswagen Dashier diesel’, ‘Volkswagen Rabbit/Golf Convertible’, ‘Sciroccos a deux;, ‘Twin-jet 
Jetta’, ‘Volkswagen Golf GTI by Oettinger’, ‘Hare Styles’, ‘VW Vanagon at 12,000 miles’, ‘1985 Volkswagen Wolfsburg Cabriolet’.

ROAD & TRACK ON VOLKSWAGEN 1979-85

Ivan McCutcheon - 1 85868 743 8 - 230mm x 250m - 80pp, 80 b/w & colour illus. - Hardbound - 1998 - Stock item.

£9.95(VWB685)

Full of stunning photographs, this book examines the story of the New Beetle so far, from Concept 1 Vehicles showcased at Detroit through to the launch of the 
car. It also examines the factory where it was built and looks into its huge success for VW.

THE NEW VW BEETLE

Matt DeLorenzo - 0 7603 0644 3 - 210mm x 230mm - 96pp, 90+ illus. Mostly colour. - Softbound - 1998 - Stock item.

£9.95(VWB636)

An exclusive book of the development of the new Beetle from drawing board to Concept 1, to the final production car that is taking the World by storm.

THE NEW VW BEETLE

Compiled by R.M. Clarke - 0 907 073 573 - 200mm x 270mm - 100pp, 214 b/w illus. - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£10.95(VWB629)

25 Articles (including 13 test reports) covering T.S. Super, FI, GLS, GTI, GLI etc. from various motoring publications including, Wheels, Road & Track, Motor, 
Modern Motor, Car, Autocar and Autosport.

THE VW SCIROCCO 1974-81

Kevin Clemens - 1 58388 158 1 - 215mm x 280mm - 128pp, 72 colour & 82 b/w images - Softbound - 2006 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1123)

This book covers the fascinating transition from Beetle to Golf and the subsequent development of the car that became Volkswagen's new icon. Included are 
Voikswagen archival photographs of early development projects and details about the people who built these charismatic cars. The story is more than facts and 
figures. It is an adventurous tale of a company whose future rested on the fenders of a hatchback economy car - a car that ultimately became a favorite of car 
enthusiasts around the world.

Thirty Years of the Volkswagen Golf & Rabbit

Compilation by Colin Pitt - 1 84155 281 x - 205mm x 290mm - 140pp, B/W illus - Softbound - 2004 - Stock item.

£9.95(VWB1057)

A conpliation of 43 contemporary road tests and motoring articles reproduced from various issues of Autocar and VW Audi Car. Articles range from Golf 
Convertible Mk1 in Volkswagen Audi Car 1984 to the Golf V5 4 Motion in 1998 and the Tdi in 1999.

Volkswagen Golf GTI

James Richardson - 9781847970480 - 189mm x 246mm - 208pp, 294colour photos. - Hardbound - 2008 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1159)

The V W Golf was planned to be a worthy successor to the venerable Beetle, a move that required dynamic thinking and a clean drawing board if Volkswagen was 
to continue to hold its position at the nucleus of top motor manufacturers. Where the Golf differed from the crowd was in the out-sourced design work of Giorgetto 
Giugiaro and his resultant distinctive body design, for here was the world's first hatchback. - - -  When Volkswagen launched the Golf GTI, over thirty years ago, it 
could hardly have known the impact its compact and sporty model would have on the car-buying public. Through an uncertain birth to its class-topping iconic 
status of today, rarely does a new model of car make a whole new market segment for itself but the Golf was the original hot hatch, a car that others would copy 
but seldom equal. - - - Details of every mark of GTI� Many archive images�- - -  Covers cabriolet and hot hatch

Volkswagen Golf GTI
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VW Watercooled Cars - General and History

Compilation by Colin Pitt - 1 84155 504 5 - 205mm x 290mm - 66pp, B/W illus. - Softbound - 2004 - Stock item.

£9.95(VWB1058)

As the title implies, this is a follow on from the previous title adding another 19 articles reprinted from Autocar magazine. In the main these cover the Volkswagen 
GTI's history over the period from 1999 to 2002

Volkswagen Golf GTI (A second look)

Compiled by R.M. Clarke - 1 85520 6730 - 200mm x 270mm - 88pp, well illust. B/W - Softbound - 2004 - Stock item.

£10.95(VWB1055)

The story of Volkswagen's Corrado coupe is told through roadtests and contemporayr articles. Included are full specifications and performance data, new model 
introductions and updates plus comparison tests, 'long term' and informative 'Used car profile'. Models covered include the SLC, VR6, G60 and Neuspeed. Engines 
reported on: 1.8, 2.0, 2.8 & 2.9 litre. A total of 88 pages.

VW Corrado Limited Edition 1989 - 1995

Richard Copping - 1 84584 020 8 - 207mm x 250mm - 176 pages, 200 mainly colour pictures. - Hardbound - 2006 - Stock item.

£25.95(VWB1105)

Comprehensive photo shoots of all five generations of GTI - Complete technical specifications for each generation of Golf
The entire story behind the creation of the GTI - Inclusion of both press and period lifestyle shots - Authoritative text thoroughly checked by enthusiasts. Hallmarks 
of all Golf generations captured on film. A thoughtful approach to presentation - the handiest of reference books. Written to appeal to both European and US 
audiences. Extensively researched with analysis of the performance of each generation. Sporting Golf spin-offs included. The combination of model history, 
coupled to hot hatch performance, all comprehensively illustrated through major photo shoots and detail pictures, make this the complete guide to the five Golf 
generations. With all models, including Golf spin-offs, assessed, enthusiast-driving opinions shared and marketing policy discussed, this book is a unique hot 
Golfology!
Publshers are quoting availabe October 2006, both soft bound (�19.95) and hardbound editions should be available.

VW Golf - Five generations of fun (Hard Bound)

Richard Copping - 1 84584 032 1 - 207mm x 250mm - 176 pages, 200 mainly colour pictures - Softbound - 2006 - Stock item.

£16.95(VWB1104)

The story of the Golf - with a difference! The emphasis is on the hotter hatch, without ignoring the range that made an acknowledged market leader. The 
combination of model history, coupled to hot hatch performance, all comprehensively illustrated through major photo shoots and detail pictures, make this the 
complete guide to the five Golf generations. With all models, including Golf spin-offs, assessed, enthusiast-driving opinions shared and marketing policy discussed, 
this book is a unique hot Golfology!

VW Golf - Five generations of fun (Softbound)

Brooklands Books - 1 855 20674 9 - 200mm x 270mm - 136pp approx 250 b/w illus. - Softbound - 2005 - Stock item.

£13.95(VWB1062)

A compilation of 42 articles on the Volkswagen Golf GTI. These are sourced from Autocar, Automobile Magazine, Autosport, Car, Car and Driver, Car Australia, 
Car South Africa, Drive, Motor, Motor Sport, Motor Trend, Road & Track, Sports Car International, Your Classic and What Car? Articles include: 'Injected VWs top 
110mph', 'Power to the people - VW Golf vs Ford XR3', 'Volkswagen Golf GTI by Oettinger', 'Playing a better Golf', 'Thundercolt and Rabbitfoot - Volkswagen 
Rabbit Gti - Dodge Colt GTS Turbo', 'VW's number one iron', 'Callawar VW GTI Turbo', 'Clockwork motor', 'Fourwheels good - VW Golf G60 vs Lancia Delta 
Integrale', ' Volkswagen Golf GTI convertible', ' Different Strokes - running a Classic GTI'

VW Golf - Limited Edition Extra 1976 - 1991

John Blunsden - 0 947981 63 2 - 230mm x 180mm - 128pp, 150 illus. - Hardbound - 1992 - Stock item.

£14.95(VWB553)

New hardback on the Golf and its derivatives, in the ‘Collector’s Guide’ series.

VW GOLF AND DERIVATIVES

Ian Wagstaff - 1872004466 - 195mm x 260mm - 144pp, colour & B/W illus - Hardbound - 1992 - Stock item (Used).

£14.95(VWB547)

This title traces the history of the Volkswagen Golf up to 1991, including its competition useage and progress in the US market. Although purchased by us as a 
used item this book is in near new condition.

VW Golf GTI - First and Finest of the Hot hatches

Andy Butler - 1 85960 810 8 - 210mm x 270nn - 160pp, 150 illus, mainly colour. - Hardbound - 2001 - Stock item.

£17.95(VWB927)

Right from its launch in 1975 the Volkswagen Golf GTI was the blueprint for the Hot Hatch. Now on its fourth generation, the Golf still combines performance and 
good looks with practicality, and has become one of the most modified cars on the planet. Volkswagen set themselves a difficult task when they looked to replace 
the multi-milion-selling Beetle, but they hit on a magic formula that became the even more popular Golf. Often copied, but never beaten, the Gti marque has gone 
on to sell more units than many other manufacturers can manage for a whole model range. This fascinating and informative book from motoring writer and Golf 
nut, Andy Butler, sets out to give a flavour of the Golf GTI in all its forms. In addition to a model history and details of all GTI variants, the book also has practical 
advice on what to look out for when buying a Golf, as well as engine tuning, performance upgrades, and cosmetic modifications. Everything, infect, to help you get 
the very best from your chosen GTI.

VW Golf GTI (You & Your)
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VW Watercooled Cars - Manuals and Handbooks

Robert Bentley - 9780837603872 - 210mm x 275mm - 1064 pages 1235 illus. + 280p wiring diag. - Softbound -  - Supplied to special order.

£89.95(VWB684)

This Volkswagen Official Factory Manual presents the service and repair information for Corrado, Corrado G60, Corrado VR6 and Corrado SLC models sold in the 
USA and Canada. For the Volkswagen owner with basic mechanical skills and for the independent automotive technician, this manual includes the same 
specifications and procedures that were available in an authorized Volkswagen dealer service department as this manual went to press, including: Engine-removal 
and installation, disassembly and assembly, and reconditioning information for the G60 supercharged 1.8 liter 4-cylinder engine and the 2.8 liter VR6 engine. - 
Digifant and Motronic Fuel Injection and Ignition systems, Exhaust and Emission Controls-from simple preventive maintenance and service to in-depth 
troubleshooting.  - Transmission and Drivetrain - 4-speed electronically-controlled automatic transmission including electrical troubleshooting, 5-speed manual 
transmission including cable shift mechanism, and final drives. - Suspension and Steering-strut and shock absorber replacement, tightening torques, and complete 
factory wheel alignment specification.  - Brakes-brake service and troubleshooting including anti-lock brakes (ABS) and anti-lock brakes with electronic differential 
lock (ABS/EDL). - Heating and Air Conditioning, Interior Equipment-adjustments and troubleshooting, including airbag information. - Step by step procedures, large 
detailed views of complex assemblies broken down to their simplest parts, complete specifications and tightening torques. - Engines covered: 1.8L 4-cylinder (code 
PG), 2.8L 6-cylinder (code AAA), - Transmissions covered: 4-speed automatic (codes APB, APC), 5-speed manual 2WD (codes ATA, AYL, CDM). This manual 
also includes detailed Volkswagen electrical system information, including the extra information that every professional needs, and basic instruction that takes the 
mystery out of electrical troubleshooting:

Corrado 1990 - 1994

Robert Bentley - 9780837603421 - 210mm x 275mm - 840 pp, 698 Illus., 299 pages of  wiring diagrams - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£44.95(VWB663)

Covers Petrol, Diesel and Turbo Diesel Models inc. 16v. New information covers the 2.0litre 16 valve engine, ABS trouble shooting and service, CIS-E Motronic 
fuel injection, Digifant I fuel injection with On-Board Diagnosis, ECO Diesel, and full manual transaxel rebuilding procedures. Engine series letters GX, MZ, HT, 
RD, RV, PF & PL (all 1781cc petrol), 9A (1984cc Petrol) +  ME, MF &1V (1588cc Diesel). Transmissions of the 020 Manual series and 010 series Automatics with 
'K' or 'U' type torque converters. A special Fundamentals section has been added to the beginning of the manual to help the owner understand the basics of 
automotive systems and repair procedures.  --  ELECTRONIC EDITION (on CD) available £68.07 + VAT (£79.98)

Golf & Jetta, GTI, Service Manual for Petrol and Diesel Models: 1985 - 1992

Robert Bentley - 9780837601830 - 210mm x 275mm - 720 pp, 1151 illus. & 100 pages of wiring diags. - Softbound -  - Supplied to special order.

£37.95(VWB682)

Petrol models including Pickup Truck, Convertible and GTI.  In addition to comprehensive maintenance and repair on the 1.6 and 1.7 litre engines, there is a 
wealth of specific information on the bigger GTI 1.8 litre engine ( which includes modified fuel injection, a special cylinder head, oversize valves, and much more), 
the Pickup Truck (which uses different, leaf spring rear suspension), and the Convertible's top adjustment. There is also a comprehensive body repair section, with 
detailed body dimensions for the saloon, Cabriolet, Scirocco and Pickup.

Golf (Rabbit), Scirocco, Jetta Service Manual: 1980 - 1984 Petrol

Robert Bentley - 9780837616360 - 210mm x 275mm - 520 pp, 860 illustrations and diagrams. - Hardbound -  - Stock item.

£44.95(VWB662)

This manual now hardbound (Nov 2010) includes the Scirocco 16V.  Included in addition to all normal service procedures are full transaxel rebuilding procedure, 
Digifant I and II fuel injection trouble shooting and repair (Digifant On-Board Diagnosis), and Cabriolet power convertible top trouble shooting and repair. Includes 
special 'Fundamentals' section. Engine codes JH, 2H & PL ,(1.8l fuel injection engines) fuel injection systems CIS & CIS-E, manual transmission codes 9A, ACD, 
AUG, AGB & 2Y, auto transmission 010 TN & 010 TNA are covered. Carburettor engines are NOT included.

Golf Cabriolet, Scirocco, Service Manual: 1985 - 1993

Robert Bentley - 9780837612515 - 210mm x 280mm - 1976pp, 4140 photos, illustrations and diagrams - Softbound - 2005 - Supplied to special 

£78.95(VWB1081)

Covers 1.8L turbo, 1.9L TDI diesel, PD diesel, 2.0L gasoline, 2.8L VR6. The aim throughout this manual has been simplicity, clarity and completeness, with 
practical explanations, step-by-step procedures, and accurate specifications. Whether you're a professional or a do-it-yourself Volkswagen owner, this manual will 
help you understand, care for, and repair your Volkswagen. Engines covered: 1.8L turbo gasoline, (engine codes: AWD, AWW, AWP); 1.9L TDI diesel, (engine 
code: ALH); 1.9L Turbo diesel Pumpe Düse (PD), (engine code: BEW); 2.0L gasoline, (engine codes: AEG, AVH, AZG, BBW, BEV); 2.8L gasoline, (engine code: 
AFP, BDF). Transmissions covered - (remove, install, external service): 02J 5-speed manual; 02M 6-speed manual; 01M 4-speed automatic; 09A 5-speed 
automatic    --    Technical highlights: Covers Volkswagen Jetta, Golf, GTI models built on the 'A4' platform with '9M' or '1J' at position number 7 and 8 of 17-digit 
Vehicle ID number (VIN), including Jetta wagon, GTI 337 and 20th anniversary editions.  -  Maintenance procedures: from oil changes to belt replacement. - 
Engine and cylinder head service and reconditioning, including timing belt (4-cylinder) and timing chain (6-cylinder) repair. - Explanation of Motronic M5.9, ME 
7.1/7.5 and Diesel Turbo Direct Injection (TDI) engine management systems and ODB II. - Emission control tests, repairs and adjustments, including Exhaust Gas 
Recirculation and Secondary Air Injection system. - Drivetrain maintenance, troubleshooting, adjustment and repair, including hydraulic clutch, gearshift linkage, 
and axles. - Suspension component replacement, including front struts, rear shocks, rear coil springs, and wheel bearing/hub units. - Heating and air conditioning 
repair, including A/C component replacement and the Climatronic system. - Body adjustment and repairs, including front and rear doors, fenders, front radiator 
support and sunroof.  - Wiring schematics, including fuse/relay locations and a general explanation of electrical circuitry. Includes R32 wiring.  - Volkswagen OBD 
II diagnostic trouble codes, SAE-defined OBD II P-codes, as well as basic scan tool operation. - Comprehensive Volkswagen factory tolerances, wear limits, 
adjustments, and tightening torques.  -  Includes new "A4" product familiarization and R32 service information supplements.

Golf IV, GTI Service Manual 1999-2005

Autobooks / K. Ball - 0 85147 632 5 - 190mm x 250mm - 176pp, b/w illus. - Hardbound - 1976 - Stock item (Used).

£5.00(VWB9757)

Owners Workshop Manual, published 1976 for the first VW Golf and Scirocco models. Copy in almost new condition.

Golf LS, GL, Scirocco, Rabbit 1471/1588cc 1974-76

Robert Bentley - 9780837603667 - 210mm x 275mm - 742 pp, 798 illus., 358 wiring diagrams - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£49.95(VWB683)

Covers all Jetta(Vento), Golf, GTI models sold in the USA from 1993 to 1999 and and Cabrio models 1995 to 2002, including the VR6 and 4 cylinder GTI.  Included 
are the trouble shooting of Bosch Motronic and Mono-Motronic engine management systems, ABS and traction control systems. Also heating and ventilation 
systems including air-conditioning. All US Spec. petrol and diesel engines are included as are removal, basic adjustment and installation manual and automatic 
gearboxes. Engine codes covered are 1.8l petrol ACC, 1.9lTD AAZ, 1.9lTDi AHU, 2.0l petrol ABA, 2.8l VR6 AAA and transmissions 020 & 02A (manual) 096 & 
01M adaptive automatic.

Golf, Jetta (Vento), GTI, 1993 - 1999 and Cabrio 1995 to 2002 Service Manual
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VW Watercooled Cars - Manuals and Handbooks

Haynes - 1 85960 984 8 - 210mm x 270mm -  - Hardbound -  - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1100)

MPV models, including special/limited editions. Does NOT cover 4x4 or revised model range introduced August 2000 (Also covers major features of Diesel engine 
& fuel system fitted to VW Sharan & SEAT Alhambra)
Petrol: 2.0 litre (1998cc) & 2.3 litre (2295cc) 4-cyl. Does NOT cover 2.8 litre V6 petrol engine. Turbo-Diesel: 1.9 litre (1896cc)
For later Volkswagen models including 1.9Tdi and 4x4 models see Peter Russek Pocket manual, our reference number VWB1118.

Haynes - Ford Galaxy Petrol & Diesel '95 - Aug '00

Haynes - 1 85960 571 0 - 210mm x 280mm -  - Hardbound - 1999 - Supplied to special order.

£19.95(VWB791)

Covers Ibeza Hatchback and Cordoba Saloon, Estate (Vario) & Coupe, including special / limited editions. --  Petrol engines 1.0litre (999 & 1043cc), 1.3litre 
(1272cc), 1.4litre (1390cc SOHC & 1391cc), 1.6litre (1595cc & 1598cc) & 2.0litre (1984cc). -- Diesel Engines 1.9litre (1896cc), including turbo diesel. DOES NOT 
cover 1390cc DOHC or 1781cc Petrol engines, or revised ranges introduced October 1999.

Haynes - SEAT Ibiza & Cordoba Oct '93 to Oct '99

Haynes - 9781844257607 - 210mm x 280mm -  - Hardbound - 2002 - Supplied to special order.

£19.95(VWB958)

Volkswagen Beetle Petrol and Diesel (Apr 99 - 07) T-57 reg.  --  Hatchback (plus major mechanical features of Cabriolet), inc. special/limited editions. Does NOT 
cover Tiptronic transmission  --  Petrol: 1.4 litre (1390cc), 1.6 litre (1595cc), 1.8 litre (1781cc) turbo & 2.0 litre (1984cc). Does NOT cover 2.3 litre V5 engine.  --  
Diesel: 1.9 litre (1896cc) turbo, inc. PD

Haynes - VW Beetle  April 1999 to 2007 Petrol & Diesel

Haynes - 1 85960 727 6 - 210mm x 270mm -  - Hardbound - 2001 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB880)

Service and Repair Manual covering 1998 to 2000 Golf & Bora with 1.4l (1390cc), 1.6l (1595cc), 1.8l (1781cc) & 2.0l (1984cc) four cylinder petrol engines including 
turbo. Also 1.9l (1896cc) diesel and turbo diesel. Does not cover 2.3l V5 petrol engine, 'PD' Diesel engine, 4-Motion (4x4) or Cabriolet.

Haynes - VW Golf & Bora 1998 to 2000 4cyl Petrol & Diesel

Haynes - 1 85960 282 7 - 210mm x 280mm - 438pp - Hardbound - 1993 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB793)

Service and Repair Manual, covers  engine sizes, 1043cc, 1272cc, 1595cc and 1781cc. 8v and 16v,  K-jetronic, Digifant, Digijet and Mono-jetronic versions are 
covered along with power steering and air conditioning. Does not cover Convertible, Rallye, Caddy, 4x4 or Diesel models.

Haynes - VW Golf & Jetta 1984 - Feb 1992 (Petrol) (1081)

Haynes Team - 9781844256105 -  -  - Hardbound - 2007 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1147)

Golf/Golf Plus ('Mk V') Hatchback ('04-Aug '07, 53 to 07) including special/limited editions -- Jetta Saloon ('06-Aug '07, 55 to 07), including special/limited 
editions. -- Does NOT cover R32, 4-Motion or Estate models.  -- Engines covered, Petrol: 1.4 litre (1390 cc), 1.6 litre (1595cc & 1598 cc) and 2.0 litre (1984 cc), 
inc. turbo. Does NOT cover 1.4 litre TSi supercharged/turbo engine. -- Diesel: 1.9 litre (1896 cc) and 2.0 litre (1968 cc), inc. turbo. Does NOT cover 1.6 litre TDi 
engine

Haynes - VW Golf & Jetta Petrol & Diesel (04 - 07) 53 to 07

Haynes - 1 85960 097 2 - 210mm x 280mm -  - Hardbound -  - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB668)

Service and Repair Manual, VW Golf & Vento Feb 1992 to Mar 1998, Petrol Engines 1.4l (1391cc), 1.6l (1598cc), 1.8l (1781cc) 2.0l (1984cc - inc DOHC) & Diesel 
engines 1.9l (1896cc). Covers mechanical features of van & Cabriolet, also models badged as 'Jetta' in some countries. Does not cover VR6 engine and Four 
wheel drive models.

Haynes - VW Golf III & Vento 1992-1998 (3097)

Haynes - 0 85696 590 1 - 210mm x 280mm -  - Hardbound -  - Limited stock, out of print.

£16.95(VWB754)

Owners Workshop Manual, covers all Passat models 1973 to 1981 with 1296cc, 1471cc & 1588cc Petrol engines.

Haynes - VW Passat 1973-1981 1296/1471/1588cc (238)

Haynes - 1 85960 917 1 - 210mm x 270mm -  -  -  - Supplied to special order.

£19.95(VWB959)

Service and Repair Manual, covers VW Passat Dec 1996 to Nov 2000 Saloon & Estate (not Syncro / 4-Motion) 1595cc & 1781cc 4-cylinder petrol, inc. turbo (not 
v5 or v6 engines). 1896cc 4-cylinder Turbo-Diesel (not v6 engines).

Haynes - VW Passat Dec 1996 - Nov 2000 Petrol & Diesel
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VW Watercooled Cars - Manuals and Handbooks

Haynes - 1 85960 498 6 - 210mm x 280mm -  - Hardbound -  - Supplied to special order.

£19.95(VWB923)

Covers VW Passat Saloon & Estate models, including special / limited editions. Petrol engines: 1781cc & 1984cc 4 cylinder SOHC. Turbo Diesel engines 1896cc. 
This book does not cover 16 valve DOHC or 2.8 litre VR6 petrol engines, or 1.6 litre Diesel engines.

Haynes - VW Passat May 1988-1996 Petrol & Diesel

Haynes - 1 85960 271 1 - 210mm x 275mm - 104pp, well illustrated - Hardbound - 1996 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB947)

Service and Repair manual, covers VW Polo Hatchback, Coupe & Saloon / Classic models, including special / limited editions. 1.05 litre (1043cc), 1.1 litre (1093cc) 
& 1.3 litre (1272cc) petrol engines. It also covers most mechanical features of the Polo derived van. It does NOT cover the revised Polo range introduced in 
November 1990.

Haynes - VW Polo 1982-1990 (up to H reg) Petrol (0813)

Haynes - 1 85960 245 2 - 210mm x 280mm - 194pp, well illustrated - Hardbound - 1996 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB945)

Service and Repair Manual, covers VW Polo Saloon, Hatchback & Coupe models, including G40 (Supercharged) Coupe & special / limited editions. 1.05 litre 
(1043cc) & 13 litre (1272cc) petrol engines. G40 coverage includes supercharger belt tensioning / replacing instructions and removal / replacement og the G-lader 
unit. GT / G40 Bosch motronic fuel injection systems are also covered. This manual does NOT cover Diesel models or revised Polo range introduced September 
1994. For this model see VWB794.

Haynes - VW Polo 1990-1994 (inc G40) (3245)

Haynes - 1 85960 598 2 - 210mm x 280mm -  - Hardbound - 2000 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB794)

Service and Repair Manual, 2000 update of previous issue. Covers 999,1043,1296,1390 & 1598cc SOHC petrol (not 16 valve). 1716&1896cc diesel engines. 
Vehicles manufactured 1984 to 1999.

Haynes - VW Polo Hatchback 1994-1999 Petrol & Diesel (3500)

Haynes - 9781844251506 - 210mm x 280mm -  - Hardbound - 2005 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1142)

This manual covers the Polo Hatchback, including special/limited editions. Does NOT cover GTi or Saloon (Classic), Estate or Caddy models. Does NOT cover 
Diesel models or 'new' Polo range introduced January 2002
1.0 litre (999cc) & 1.4 litre (1390cc) petrol (inc.16-valve)

Haynes - VW Polo Hatchback 2000-Jan 2002 Petrol models (4150)

Peter Russek - 0 898780 81 1 - 145mm x 205mm - 90pp, well illustrated - Softbound - 2005 - Stock item.

£10.00(VWB1087)

90 pages with detailed description of removal, installation, adjustments, repair, overhaul and servicing of all the major engine parts, including the cylinder head and 
valves, complete overhaul, lubrication system, cooling system, "motronic" fuel injection system, exhaust system and wiring diagrams, with exploded views and 
complete technical data. Covers the following engine series 2.8 Litre 12 valve AAA & AMY and 2.8 Litre 24 valve AYL as fitted to VW Golf III & IV, Bora, Passat, 
Vento and Sharan. SEAT Alhambra and Ford Galaxy 1995 to 2005.

Volkswagen Engine VR6 - 12 & 24 valves 1995 to 2005 - Pocket Mechanic Series

Peter Russek -  - 145mm x 205mm -  - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£10.00(VWB608)

As fitted to VW Passat, VW Sharan, Audi 80, Audi 100 (1.6 litre), Seat Toledo and Ford Galaxy. Detailing removal, installation, adjustments, repair, overhaul and 
servicing of all the major engine parts, incl. Cylinder head & valves, complete overhaul, lubrication system, cooling system, diesel fuel injection, turbo charger, 
exhaust system  - with exploded views and complete technical data.

Volkswagen engines Diesel, Turbodiesel and TDi 1.6 & 1.9 from '84 - Pocket 
Mechanic Series

Haynes team - 1 84425 169 1 - 210mm x 275mm - 250pp, 450 b/w drawings & illus. - Hardbound - 2004 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1102)

Golf Hatchback & Estate and Bora Saloon, including special/limited editions. Does NOT cover V5, 4-Motion, R32 or Cabriolet models, or new Golf range 
introduced January 2004
Petrol: 1.4 litre (1390cc), 1.6 litre (1595cc & 1597cc), 1.8 litre (1781cc) & 2.0 litre (1984cc) 4-cylinder, inc. turbo. Does NOT cover 2.3 litre V5, or 2.8 or 3.2 litre V6 
petrol engines. Diesel: 1.9 litre (1896cc), inc. turbo

Volkswagen Golf & Bora 4-cyl Petrol & Diesel (01 - 03)

Peter Russek -  - 100mm x 190mm -  - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£7.00(VWB708)Volkswagen Golf I/Jetta Diesel/Turbo to 1983 - Pocket Mechanic Series
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VW Watercooled Cars - Manuals and Handbooks

Peter Russek -  - 145mm x 205mm -  - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£10.00(VWB650)Volkswagen Golf II/Jetta 1.3l Hyd. Tappets 1985 to 1988 - Pocket Mechanic Series

Peter Russek -  - 145mm x 205mm -  - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£13.50(VWB647)Volkswagen Golf III / Vento Diesel, Turbo, TDI - Pocket Mechanic Series

Robert Bentley - 9780837616407 - 210mm x 280mm - 1664 pp, 2647 photos, illus & wiring diagrams - Hardbound - 2010 - Supplied to special or

£99.95(VWB1190)

Service to Volkswagen owners is of top priority to the Volkswagen organization and has always included the continuing development and introduction of new and 
expanded services. Whether you're a professional or a do-it-yourself Volkswagen owner, this manual will help you understand, care for, and repair your 
Volkswagen. Although the do-it-yourself Volkswagen owner will find this manual indispensable as a source of theory of operation and step-by-step maintenance 
and repair information, the Volkswagen owner who has no intention of working on his or her car will find that reading and owning this manual will make it possible 
to discuss repairs more intelligently with a professional technician. 
Engines covered: 1.8L turbo gasoline (engine code: APH, AWV, AWP, BKF, BNU), 1.9L TDI diesel (engine code: ALH, BEW), 2.0L gasoline (engine code: AEG, 
AVH, AZG, BDC, BEV, BGD) & 2.5L gasoline (engine code: BPR, BPS). 

Transmissions covered: 02J 5-speed manual, 02M 5- and 6-speed manual, 0A4 5-speed manual, 01M 4-speed automatic, 09G 6-speed automatic & 02E 6-speed 
direct shift gearbox (DSG). 

Technical highlights: Maintenance procedures for everything from routine oil changes to replacing key battery in remote control. This manual tells you what to do 
and how and when to do it. Engine and cylinder head service, repair and reconditioning, including camshaft timing belt replacement. Explanation of Motronic 5.9.2, 
ME7 and Diesel Turbo Direct Injection (TDI) engine management systems. Emission control tests, repairs and adjustments, including Exhaust Gas Recirculation 
(EGR) and Secondary Air Injection (AIR) system. Drivetrain maintenance, troubleshooting, adjustment and repair, including hydraulic clutch, gearshift linkage, and 
drive axles. Suspension component replacement, including front struts, rear shocks, rear coil springs, and wheel bearing/hub units. Coverage of 
ABS/EDL/ASR/ESP brake and drivetrain systems. Heating and air conditioning repair, including A/C component replacement

Volkswagen New Beetle Service Manual 1998-2010

Peter Russek -  - 145mm x 205mm -  - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£10.00(VWB657)

A5 sized manual giving a detailed description of removal, installation, adjustments, repair, overhaul and servicing of all major vehicle parts, inc, engine, valves, fuel 
injection systems, clutch, brakes, steering, transmission (except overhaul), front and rear suspensions, front drive shafts, electrical qeuipment - with exploded 
views and complete technical data and wiring diagrams. Engines covered are 1.6l - 75bhp AEK & AFT - 1.8l 75,79,82bhp AAM, PB & PF - 1.8l 90bhp ABS - 1.8l 
115bhp ADZ - 1.8l (G60) 160 bhp PG - 2.0l 115bhp 2E, ADY & AGG - 2.0l 16v 136 & 150bhp 9A & ABF from the years 1993 to July 1996.

Volkswagen Passat all from 1993 - 1996 - Pocket Mechanic Series

Peter Russek - 1 898780 37 4 -  -  - Softbound - 2006 - Stock item.

£15.00(VWB1118)

Engines covered are 1.9 Litre TDI in 90, 115,130 and 150bhp formats. 2.8 Litre 24 valve VR6 Engine - 150bhp. Six-speed gearbox and 4WD.  --  The manual gives 
detailed description of removal, installation, adjustments, repair, overhaul and servicing of all major vehicle parts, including engine, valves, fuel systems, clutch, 
brakes, steering, transmission (not overhaul of transmission), front and rear suspensions, front drive shafts, electrical equipment. Complete technical data.
Exploded views are included of all major operations as are wiring diagrams.

Volkswagen Sharan & SEAT Alhambra 2001-2006

Peter Russek - 1 898780 38 2 - 145mm x 205mm -  - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£10.00(VWB609)

Volkswagen VR6 engine as fitted to: VW Golf III, Vento, Passat, Corrado, VW Sharan, Ford Galaxy in both 2.8 and 2.9 litre form since introduction to 1995. 
Includes detailed description of removal, installation, adjustment, repair, overhaul and servicing of all major engine parts including cylinder head and valves. 
Complete overhaul of lubrication system, cooling system, "Motronic" fuel injection system, exhaust system, wiring diagrams - with exploded views and complete 
technical data.

Volkswagen VR6 Engine - to 1995 - Pocket Mechanic Series
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VW Watercooled Cars - Technical Reference

Dave Walker - 1 85960 835 3 - 210mm x 270mm - 128pp, 176 colour illus. - Hardbound - 2001 - Stock item.

�17.95(VWB1045)

Modern engines rely on engine management to provide flexible power, whilst meeting exhaust emission regulations. This extensively illustrated book unravels the 
'black art' of engine management and the SOFTWARE INCLUDED allows the reared to simulate the effects of changing system parameters using a 'virtual' 
engine. It will appeal both to readers interested in tuning modern engines and to those who simply wish to gain a deeper understanding.

Engine Management - Optimising Carburettors, fuel injection & ignition systems

Bob Jex - 1 85960 907 4 - 210mm x 270mm - 184pp, approx. 1000 colour illus. - Hardbound - 2002 - Stock item.

�19.95(VWB952)

The Mk 2 VW Golf is a timeless modern-day classic, and enjoys a huge following in the ‘upper echelon’ of the car modifying scene. There’s a huge range of Golf 
mods to enhance the car’s cool understated style, but are they all easy to fit? What should you look for when buying products, and will the car be legal on the road 
afterwards? The full-colour Haynes/Max Power guide to DIY modifying has the answers  and much more. Part of a new Haynes/Max Power series of titles.

Haynes MaxPower VW Golf, the definitive guide to modifying.

Des Hammill - 1 903706 92 0 - 210mm x 250mm - 112pp, b/w illus. - Softbound - 1997 - Stock item.

�16.95(VWB792)

Although not specifically a Volkswagen book. Des Hammill gives some expert tricks and techniques on blueprinting and building a 4-cylinder short block for high 
performance with reliability. Explains how many of the original parts can be adapted and used in high-performance applications. These techniques apply to all 
mass produced 4 cylinder in line 4 Stroke engines.

How to Blueprint & Build A 4-Cylinder Short Block

Des Hammill - 1 903706 75 0 - 217mm x 250mm - 127pp, very well illustrated in b/w. - Softbound - 1996 - Supplied to special order.

�19.95(VWB1032)

The object of this book is to provide understandable information that will allow anyone with reasonable mechanical knowledge and aptitude to successfully strip, 
rebuild and tune Weber and Dellorto sidedraught carburettors for optimum performance. Carburettors covered are DCOE, DCO/SP & DHLA types from the 
respective manufacturers.

How to Build & Power Tune Weber & Dellorto Carburettors.

Joe Pettitt - 1 884089 22 4 - 210mm x 275mm - 128pp, b/w illustrations. - Softbound - 2003 - Supplied to special order.

�13.95(VWB1060)

A highly detailed publication by Joe Pettitt, himself a free lance journalist with much DIY knowledge of vehicle tuning. This book leads the reader through the 
technology of installing all the various types of Nitrous Oxide system and then tuning it for track perormance.

How to Install & Use Nitrous Oxide Injection systems. . .

Lindsay Porter & Dave Pollard - 0 85429 748 0 - 210mm x 270mm - 240pp, 800 illus. inc. 16pp colour - Softbound - 1988 - Stock item.

�19.95(VWB513)

This is a book for MkI and MkII Golf and Jetta owners who want to add some of their own individuality to what is already an outstanding car in its own right. 
Illustrated with step-by-step photographs, many of the sections in this book are about how to carry our your own improvements and modifications on a DIY basis, 
while others set out to show what is available and what the specialists can do. This book was first published in 1988 and has now been re-issued as a digitally 
printed paperback.

Improve & Modify VW Golf & Jetta

Per Schroeder - 0 8376 0161 4 - 200mm x 265mm - 240pp, 340 b/w illus. - Softbound - 1997 - Stock item.

�21.95(VWB617)

Take the guesswork out of choosing the right mods. for your water cooled VW.  Easy to read step by step installation procedures for stress bars, brakes, computer 
chips, camshafts, exhausts etc.  Covers Golf/Jetta, Passat and Corrado. Street-Legal Performance. - Ideal Racing Set-Ups from Autocross to Road Racer. - Bolt-
on How-to: Aftermarket Springs / shocks to Exhaust Systems.

VOLKSWAGEN SPORT TUNING for Street and Competition

Richard Copping & Ken Cservenka - 9781845841881 - 139mm x 195mm - 64pp, 100 colour pictures - Softbound - 2008 - Stock item.

�9.95(VWB1161)

While old MkI Golfs have by now largely rusted away, the availability of MkII models at giveaway prices is plentiful ... that is until three magic letters  GTI  appear 
on the car’s front grille and hatch. Find a good example of the MKI with the aid of this guide and you are in clover!  --  The Buyer’s Guide carefully charts all the 
models that an enthusiast just has to own, from the iconic late model MkI with its pocket rocket 1.8-litre engine and 5-speed box, through to the exclusive, 
extremely powerful and much sought after limited edition Rallye Golf.  --  With both mileage and particularly condition having a marked affect on potential prices, 
the authors give sound advice on what is worth restoring and what, however tempting, is likely to cost a new owner an un-recoupable fortune.  --  Weak points, rust 
traps, and potential mechanical defects are laid out for the reader, with clear Golf-specific guidelines offered on the practicalities of rectifying such problems. The 
authors also embrace both the customized and mechanically modified examples of the MkI and MkII GTI, with each aspect of Golf ownership meticulously 
captured on camera.  ---  
Models covered:- Mk1 Golf GTI, Mk1 Golf GTI Campaign, Mk1 Golf Cabriolet GLI, Mk2 Golf GTI, Mk2 Golf GTI 18-valve, Mk2 Rallye Golf, Mk2 Golf G60  --  The 
book is supposed to cover just the Mk1 and Mk2 Golf and is restricted to the hot hatches. Fleeting reference will be made to other more mundane specifications, 
particularly to the Golf Driver, a GTI lookalike. Publication expected FEBRUARY 2009.

VW Golf GTI - The Essential Buyer’s Guide
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VW Watercooled Cars - Technical Reference

Tim Stiles - 1 84425 101 2 - 210mm x 270mm - 192pp, 300 colour illus. - Hardbound - 2005 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1061)

The VW Golf GTI, launched in 1975, was the blueprint for the 'Hot Hatch'. Combining performance and good looks with practicality, the Golf won instant acclaim 
and, now on its fifth generation, has become one of the most prolific and modified cars of all time. The car instantly won favour with tuners and modifiers, and 
today the Golf remains one of the most popular project cars with performance tuners. A thriving support structure of clubs, specialist magazines and parts 
suppliers ensures that the Golf, in all its forms, will remain popular with tuning enthusiasts for many years to come. 
This book explains what to look for and what to avoid when buying a car. 
Advice on buying parts, both new and secondhand. 
Suspension, steering, braking system and gearbox modifications. 
Detailed engine modifications, including cylinder heads, fuel and ignition systems, cooling systems, exhaust systems, clutch and flywheel. 
Extensively illustrated using example cars and engine builds.
Majoring on GTI models, but covering all Golf models, including diesels.

VW Golf GTI Performance Manual

Kevin Clemens - 978 0 7603 2595 7 - 210 x 270mm - 160pp, heavily illus. mostly colour - Softbound - 2006 - Stock item.

£16.95(VWB1131)

The third and fourth generation of Volkswagen Golf and Jetta are now of an age that brings many of them into the hands of the enthusiast. This being so many are 
finally beginning to receive the same loving attention as their illustrious predecessors. Volkswagen has helped this along with sensational powerplants like the 
narrow-angle VR6, the turbocharged and intercooled 1.8T and other special performance models the all wheel drive R32 included. The purpose of this book is to 
push that enthusiasm further along - to promote the purchase, maintenance and performance modification of Volkswagen's third and fourth generation of Golfs and 
Jettas.

VW GTI, Golf and Jetta, Mk III & IV - Find it, Fix it, Trick it.

Keith Seume - 0 7603 0909 4 - 210mm x 270mm - 128pp, 100 colour & 100 b/w illus - Softbound - 2001 - Stock item.

£7.95(VWB937)

Before it even hit showroom floors in Spring 1998, Volkswagen's New Beetle had DIY enthusiasts and potential buyers licking their chops for the opportunity to 
wrench every possible bit of horsepower and handling out of the dynamic, retrolooking package.  The first comprehensive step-by-step, how-to performance 
handbook written specifically for owners of the New Beetle offers advice for upgrading engines, transmissions, suspension, and brakes, from inexpensive 
aftermarket tweaks to the ultimate street-performance parts and upgrades currently on the market.

VW New Beetle Performance Handbook

Greg Raven - 0 7603 0491 2 - 210mm x 270mm - 224pp, 500+ illus. - Softbound - 1999 - Stock item.

£17.95(VWB671)

Fans of VWs water-cooled engines will remember the first edition of this book, now out of print and much sought after.  Now this new updated edition guides 
owners through the modifications for VWs water-cooled engines, as well as body styles, parts etc.

WATER- COOLED VOLKSWAGEN PERFORMANCE HANDBOOK

Chad Erickson and Greg Raven - 9780760337660 - 269mm x 209mm - 208pp - Softbound - 2010 - Publication due shortly.

£19.95(VWB1182)

A must-have for any Jetta, Golf, Passatt, GTI owner who wants to improve their car’s performance, the third edition of this book explains in step-by-step projects 
and photographs how to turn your VW into a high-performance machine. Most projects can be done at home in a few hours, a day or weekend. Fully updated to 
include new body styles, engines, and modifications, and with Chad Erickson taking the reader through hundreds of projects in step-by-step stages with 
accompanying colour photographs, form transmission and clutch, ignition, carburetion/fuel injection, suspension, handling, brakes, body, chassis, with tools, 
equipment, materials, this is a book any VW performance driver must have.

Water-cooled VW Performance Handbook, 3rd Edition
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VW Watercooled Vans - General and History

John Wickersham - 9781844254266 - 130mm x 220mm - 304pp, full colour illustrations - Softbound - 2008 - Stock item.

£12.95(VWB1176)

Motorcaravanning is increasing in popularity, providing the freedom to take all the comforts of home with you wherever you choose in a completely self-contained 
unit. This handbook, presented in a colourful, easy-to-follow format, contains invaluable advice and answers all the questions you might have about 
motorcaravanning, covering everything from choosing and buying a motorcaravan to selecting and using sites in the UK and abroad. This book will be essential 
reading for anyone contemplating buying their first motorcaravan and for existing owners looking to maximise their enjoyment of the opportunities that owning a 
motorcaravan presents.

Motorcaravanning Handbook - buying - owning - enjoying

Compilation - 1 85520 6218 - 200mm x 270mm - 136pp, 7 full colour pages + over 200 b/w illus. - Softbound - 2003 - Stock item.

£13.95(VWB978)

A compilation of articles from motoring publications world wide including road and long term tests, specifications and model reports. This book replaces the earlier 
version now including many new articles, now updated to 1991 with 40 articles sourced from motoring publications from around the world.

Volkswagen Bus-Camper-Van Performance Portfolio 1979-1991

Richard Copping - 9781847972392 - 210mm x 296mm - 128pp colour & B/W Illus - Hardbound - 2011 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1188)

It has taken some time for Volkswagen's third-generation Transporter to gain the iconic status freely awarded to the first-generation 'Splittie' and its successor, the 
'Bay'. Now, however, the T3, also variously called the T25, 'Wedge' or [less flatteringly] the 'Brick', is well and truly established as part of the classic VW scene. In 
part, this has been down to the soaring prices and limited availability of the earlier models, but perhaps too the T3 has finally been recognized as a worthy 
successor to those venerable classics, and maybe even cherished as the last of the air-cooled Volkswagens.

Topics covered: 

Background story, 1949-1979 
Design concept to production, 1973-1979 
Full analysis of the T3's specifications 
Air-cooled, diesel and water-cooled engines 
Four-wheel-drive and luxury passenger-carrying models 
Camping conversions

Volkswagen T3 - Transporter, Caravelle, Camper and Vanagon
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VW Watercooled Vans - Manuals and Handbooks

John Wickersham - 1 88425 221 3 - 210mm x 270mm - 176pp, 480 colour illus. - Hardbound - 2006 - Stock item.

£17.95(VWB1116)

One way to become the proud owner of a motorcaravan or camper van is to design and build it yourself. Not only can you create a distinctive holiday home, but 
you can also control the cost. Whether you want to fit out a van, renovate a camper, revive an old model or build one from scratch, this manual will show you how. 
It gives hands-on explanations about electrical systems, water supplies, storage ideas and saving weight when working with wood. All is revealed in this practical 
book.

Build your own Motorcaravan

Haynes - 1 85010 323 2 - 210mm x 280mm -  - Hardbound -  - Supplied to special order.

£19.95(VWB752)

Owners Workshop Manual, covers 1984cc and 2384cc petrol engines.

Haynes - VW LT Series 1976-1987 Petrol (0637)

Haynes - 1 85960 452 8 - 210mm x 280mm -  - Hardbound -  - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB610)

Service and Repair Manual, VW Transporters with water-cooled petrol engines 1.9 litre (1913cc) and 2.1 litre (2109cc) and body styles of Van, Pickup and Minibus 
(Caravelle). Does not cover Diesel models or Syncro (Four wheel drive) nor  the alternative bodies and conversions produced by specialist manufacturers. For air-
cooled versions see VWB625.

Haynes - VW Transporter Water-cooled 1982 - 1990

Lindsay Porter - 1 903706459 - 207mm x 250mm - 224 p/p over 800 Colour Illus. - Softbound - 2004 - Stock item.

£35.00(VWB1038)

Convert your own VW panel van to a Camper, and you've got the best of all worlds, as Lindsay porter's manual shows.
There are still plenty of rear-engine VW vans (1980-on) and front-engine vans (1991-on) to choose from. They're cheap to buy, great to own and you'll save a 
fortune compared with the cost of buying a ready-converted Camper.
Follow the detailed, highly illustrated instructions in this manual and you can't go wrong! Over 800 illustrations show you how to chose the right panel van for your 
needs, how to fit the roof, the windows and furniture, plus step-by-step guides to fitting cookers, water supply, wash-stands, heaters and more.
Features --
Step-by-step manual to converting a Transporter Van to a Camper.
Incredibly detailed, step-by-step instructions and over 800 colour illustrations.
Choosing the best van for your needs and preparing it.
Guide to planning the layout and choosing fittings.
Hot to fit a high-top, step-by-step.
How to fit an elevating roof, step-by-step.
How to cut panels and fit side windows.
Building and fitting-out the interior furniture.
Planning and fitting gas, water and electric components - with Safety notes.
Produced with conversion kit manufacturers and VW-approved converters, Leisuredrive.

How to Convert a Volkswagen Bus or Van to Camper

Lindsay Porter - 9781904788676 - 207mm x 250mm - 272pp, 500 Colour Photos - Softbound - 2007 - Publication due shortly.

£35.00(VWB1137)

Convert your own VW panel van to a Camper, and you've got the best of all worlds, as Lindsay Porter's manual shows. The T5 Transporter, the worlds best selling 
van is great to own and you'll save a fortune compared with the cost of buying a ready-converted Camper. Follow the detailed, highly illustrated instructions in this 
manual and you can't go wrong! Over 500 illustrations show you how to chose the right panel van for your needs, how to fit the roof, the windows and furniture, 
plus step-by-step guides to fitting cookers, water supply, wash-stands, heaters and more. A detailed step by step guide with 500 illustrations, covering every 
aspect of the conversion, you save a fortune and learn a lot!

How to Convert Volkswagen T5 Van to Camper

Robert Bentley - 9780837603353 - 210mm x 275mm -  2 Vols., 2420pp, 2361 illus., 404 diagrams. - Softbound -  - Supplied to special order.

£124.95(VWB660)

Covers Petrol and Diesel (NOT 1.9 litre European Diesel engine), TDI and VR6 including MultiVan and (Westfalia) Camper.  As with the Corrado and manual this 
book utilises the same 'professional format' as supplied to authorised Volkswagen Dealers in the USA and Canada for use by their technicians. This is a format  
which has won VW/Audi several design awards. A heavy-weight set detailing almost every operation ever needed, but note that ONLY versions sold in the USA 
are covered. Price correction Feb 2006.

T4 EuroVan Official Factory Repair Manual: 1992 - 99

Robert Bentley - 9780837603360 - 210mm x 275mm - 1388 pp, 2295 illus, 247 pages of wiring diagrams - Softbound -  - Stock item.

£69.95(VWB661)

Includes Diesel, Syncro and Camper.  This 'Vanagon' (Type 25 to us in the UK) manual is the same 'Professional format' that is supplied to authorised Volkswagen 
dealers in the USA and Canada for use by their technicians.  It's heavily illustrated with high quality photographs and drawings, and covers every aspect of routine 
maintenance and service work, including information on maintenance and repair of water-cooled engines and of Westfalia camper models.

Vanagon (Type 25) Official Factory Repair Manual: 1980 - 1991

Peter Russek - 0 898780 78 1 - 145mm x 205mm - 224pp, b/w illus. - Softbound - 2002 - Stock item.

£15.00(VWB989)

A5 sized book detailing removal, installation, adjustments, repair, overhaul and servicing of all the major engine parts (except body), incl. Cylinder head & valves, 
complete overhaul, lubrication system, cooling system, diesel fuel injection, turbo charger, exhaust system  - with exploded views and complete technical data and 
wiring diagrams. Covers engine codes AGK & ATA  4 cylinder diesel and AGX, AHD, ANJ, APA, BBE and BBF 5 cylinder diesel.

Volkswagen LT28-LT35-LT46 1997 to 2002.
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VW Watercooled Vans - Manuals and Handbooks

Peter Russek & Just Kampers - 0 907779 56 5 - 147mm x 216mm - 188pp + wiring diagram. b/w illus. - Softbound - 1986 - Stock item.

£15.50(VWB962)

Owners handbook sized book detailing removal, installation, adjustments, repair, overhaul and servicing of all the major vehicle parts (except body), incl. Engine,  
valves, diesel fuel injection system, turbocharger, clutch, transmission (except overhaul), front & rear suspension, drive shafts, engine electric's - with exploded 
views and complete technical data and wiring diagram. This book is published by 'Just Kampers' in 2001 and replaces the earlier Peter Russek publication, 
versions after 2003 are A5 Landscape format, otherwise much the same content. As of 2008 these books are spiral bound for easier workshop use.

Volkswagen Transporter Diesel & Turbo Diesel 1.6l & 1.7l - Just Kampers

Peter Russek and Brooklands Books - 9781855203495 - 215mm x 280mm - 176pp, well illustrated. - Softbound - 1996 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB822)

This is the A4 size version of the Peter Russek Manual of the same name (VWB654). This manual covers the water cooled rear-engined models from 1982 on. 
Covering: Kombi, Station Wagon, Bus, Camper, caravelle, 1.9 & 2.1 Litre Carburettor & Fuel Injected Watercooled Engines, Manual transmission, Clutch, Fuel, 
Suspension, Ignition, Lubrication & Cooling Systems, Steering, Braking, Electrics, plus a fault-finding section and wiring diagram index.

Volkswagen Transporter T25 - Petrol models 1982 - 1990

Peter Russek and Brooklands Books - 9781855206809 - 210mm x 280mm - 168pp. Over 200 illus. - Softbound - 2005 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1091)

This workshop manual overs all Volkswagen Transporter T4 model diesel vehicles from Jan.1996 up to and including 1999, including Vans - 800, 1,000, and 
1,200 - Caravelle CL and GL - Bus (long and short wheelbase). Engines covered - Diesel 1.9L, 2.4L & 2.5L TDI. Sections on transmission, clutch, fuel, suspension, 
ignition, lubrication and cooling systems, steering, braking, electrics inc. 15 pages of wiring diagrams plus ‘fault finding’. 168 large pages and over 200 illustrations.

Volkswagen Transporter T4 - Diesel Models 1996 to 1999

Peter Russek and Brooklands Books - 9781855206816 - 210mm x 280mm - 164pp, over 200 illus. - Softbound - 2005 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1092)

This workshop manual overs all Volkswagen Transporter T4 model diesel vehicles from 2000 on, including Vans - 800, 1,000, and 1,200 - Caravelle CL and GL - 
Bus (long and short wheelbase). Engines covered - Diesel 1.9L, 2.4L & 2.5L TDI. Sections on transmission, clutch, fuel, suspension, ignition, lubrication and 
cooling systems, steering, braking, electrics inc. 11 pages of wiring diagrams plus ‘fault finding’. 164 large pages & over 200 illustrations.

Volkswagen Transporter T4 - Diesel models 2000 on

Peter Russek and Brooklands Books - 9781855203747 - 145mm x 210mm - 217pp, 200+ b/w illus. - Softbound - 1997 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB746)

Large format of Peter Russek pocket manual, published by Brooklands Books detailing removal, installation, adjustments, repair, overhaul and servicing of all the 
major vehicle parts, incl. Engine, carburettors, valves, clutch, transmission (except overhaul), front & rear suspensions, front drive shafts, electrical equipment - 
with exploded views and complete technical data and wiring diagrams. Covers vehicles produced up to 1996, ie those with drum rear brakes. For later vehicles see 
Peter Russek publications in A5 size Pocket Manuals.

Volkswagen Transporter T4 - Petrol & Diesel models 1990 to 1995

Peter Russek and Brooklands Books - 9781855206793 - 210mm x 280mm - 200pp, over 300 illus. - Softbound - 2005 - Stock item.

£19.95(VWB1090)

This workshop manual overs all Volkswagen Transporter T4 model  petrol vehicles from Jan. 1996 onwards. Including Vans - 800, 1,000, and 1,200 - Caravelle CL 
and GL - Bus (long and short wheelbase). Engines covered - 1.8 litre 4-cyl. ‘PG’ carburettor engines, 2.0 litre 4-cyl. ‘AAC’ Digifant fuel injected engines and 2.5 litre 
5-cyl. ‘AAF’ or ‘ACU’ Digifant fuel injected engines. Sections on transmission, clutch, fuel, suspension, ignition, lubrication and cooling systems, steering, braking, 
electrics inc. 20 pages of wiring diagrams plus ‘fault finding’. 200 large pages and over 300 illustrations.

Volkswagen Transporter T4 - Petrol models 1996 on

Peter Russek -  - 145mm x 205mm -  - Softbound - 2002 - Stock item.

£15.00(VWB963)

A5 sized book detailing removal, installation, adjustments, repair, overhaul and servicing of all the major vehicle parts, incl. Engine, carburettors, valves, clutch, 
transmission (except overhaul), front & rear suspensions, front drive shafts, electrical equipment - with exploded views and complete technical data and wiring 
diagrams. New publication in 2001, for earlier vehicles both Petrol and Diesel, see VWB656. For Diesel T4 Transporters from 1995 see VWB706.

Volkswagen Transporter T4 1995 on (Petrol Engines only) - Pocket Mechanic Series

Peter Russek -  - 145mm x 205mm - 260pp, many b/w illustrations and diagrams. - Softbound - 1999 - Supplied to special order.

£15.00(VWB706)

Covers Diesel engined models from 1996 with 1.9l (4cyl), 2.4l and 2.5l (5cyl) units. Adjustments, Tune-up, Repairs, Overhauls, Servicing and Fault finding. 
Includes 29 pages of wiring diagrams.

Volkswagen Transporter T4 1995-99 (Diesel engines only) - Pocket Mechanic Series

Peter Russek - 0 904509 69 9 - 145mm x 205mm -  - Softbound -  - Supplied to special order.

£15.00(VWB656)

A5 sized book detailing removal, installation, adjustments, repair, overhaul and servicing of all the major vehicle parts, incl. Engine, carburettors, valves, clutch, 
transmission (except overhaul), front & rear suspensions, front drive shafts, electrical equipment - with exploded views and complete technical data and wiring 
diagrams. This manual covers models with drum brakes on the rear.

Volkswagen Transporter T4 2.0l Petrol & 1.9l - 2.4l Diesel - Pocket Mechanic Series
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VW Watercooled Vans - Manuals and Handbooks

Peter Russek - 0 898780 88 9 - 145mm x 205mm - 232pp, well illus. b/w - Softbound - 2004 - Supplied to special order.

£15.00(VWB1034)

One of Peter Russeks 'Pocket Mechanic Series', published to cover the last of the VW T4 Transporter diesel engined range. Covers Van 800, 1000, 1200, Syncro, 
Caravelle, Multivan and Bus in both Short and Long wheelbase chassis versions. Specific engines covered are 1.9 Ltr Diesel (ABL), 2.4 Ltr Diesel (AJA and AAB), 
2.5 Ltr TDI Diesel (ACV, AHY, AJT, AUF, AXG, AXL and  AYC) produced from model year 2000.
The manual gives detailed description of removal, installation, adjustments, repair, overhaul and servicing of all major vehicle parts, including engine, cylinder 
head, fuel systems, clutch, brakes, steering, transmission (not overhaul of transmission), front and rear suspensions, front drive shafts, electrical equipment.
Exploded views are included of all major operations as are wiring diagrams.

Volkswagen Transporter T4 Diesel from 2000 - Pocket Mechanic Series
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